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Introduction

“ A national system of innovation is that set of distinct institutions which jointly and
individually contribute to the development and diffusion of new technologies and
which provides the framework within which governments form and implement policies
to influence the innovation process. As such, it is a system of interconnected
institutions to create, store and transfer the knowledge, skills and artefacts which
define new technologies.”

From a policy perspective what determines national economic performance is not so
much knowledge creation as the “distribution power” of the system, that is, the
system’s capability to ensure timely access by innovators to the relevant stock of
knowledge. For the purpose of this project what matters are the concrete mechanisms
through which such distribution occurs.

David and Forray have identified two key processes of distribution. One is the
distribution of knowledge among universities, research institutes and industry and the
other is the distribution of knowledge within the market and between suppliers and
users. These two processes are central in the work of OECD to develop a structure for
international comparisons of S&T indicators in the context of National Innovation
Systems. The OECD use four families of indicators to characterise the “distribution
power” of an innovation system.

1. Indicators of the stock and flow of knowledge

The first group concern the stock and flow of embodied and disembodied knowledge
that can become input at further stages in the innovation process. The flow of
knowledge is determined by individual and collective competencies to identify, access
and use relevant knowledge.

2. Indicators of the form of knowledge sharing and transfer

The second group focus on the distribution of knowledge among universities, industry
and bridging institutions, such as RTOs. It emphasis interactions between universities
and industries and between firms as the main form of knowledge transfer.

3. Indicators on the effectiveness of knowledge sharing and transfer

The third group measures the effectiveness of diffusion mechanisms in the innovation
system. This is shown by the mode and efficiency of collaborations between sectors
and by the intensity of use of other sectors output, e.g. to which extent the industry
utilise the university output.

4. Indicators of the economic impact of knowledge sharing and transfer

Finally, measures of the effectiveness of the “distribution power” can be correlated
with measures of economic performance in order to assess the potential benefits of an
enhancement of the national innovation system. This is left out in this paper.



The OECD project is a pilot study and so is this. The paper follows the work plan set
by the OECD and provides emperical data, to the extent it has been possible, to each
indicator. The methodology is basically reviews of relevant publications and inventive
use of applicable surveys.
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I.1. Learning through training

Introduction

The competence of individuals is basically a combination of education and training.
International comparisons indicate that aspects of the British education and training
system lag behind that of some of her major competitors. This is particularly so of the
number of people gaining qualifications at the intermediate level, i.e. below higher
education but above the standards usually accomplished by the end of the compulsory
full-time education. The latest evidence using standardised international definitions
shows that participation by 16-18 year olds in education and training is lower than in
many other countries, the proportion of the workforce holding vocational
qualifications is also lower. However, United Kingdom does compare reasonably well
in terms of qualifications awarded in the higher education.

Yet, the composition of graduates in the UK constitutes a relatively low number of
graduates in Science and Enginnering. An underlying assumption in the national system
approach is that technological change and innovation are necessary conditions for
economic growth. To many, it seems self-evident that scientists and engineers (S&Es)
play a key role in the process of development of new ideas and their translation into
new products and processes. Therefore the utilisation of S&Es in British firms is
important for the overall competetiveness of the UK.

I.1.1.  Formal training provided by employers

The Skills and Enterprise Network has in a recent publication summarised the latest
developments in the British labour market and the results from major surveys in this
field. (Skills and Enterprise Network: Labour Market and Skill Trends 1995/96). The
report discusses various aspects of training from both employers and employees
perspectives.

I.1.1.a Benefits of training

It is widely acknowledged that a skilled work force is a prerequisite for economic
growth. The education system forms the base for skills on the labour market but
continuous training within firms is just as important. Employers and individuals will
only invest their time and money in training if they are convinced that training “pays”.
It is usually difficult to prove conclusively that the benefits of training outweigh the
costs, simply because of the difficulties in quantifying the value of specific training
activities. However, there are some indicators on the benefits to be found in the wealth
of research on the topic.

In general terms, effective training can help businesses to improve their
competitiveness, productivity and quality of service to customers. Examples of the
types of benefits frequently reported by employers include:

- savings in materials costs due to reduced wastage in production and better stock
control



- lower staff turnover and hence lower recruitment and induction training costs

- faster adoption of new production technologies and materials

While the returns from training to employers can often be substantial, there are some
factors which deter employers from investing in training. These include the availability
of information on training provisions, the costs of training (including the time staff
need to be released from their normal work) and concern about employees’ leaving
once trained.

A recent survey of employers’ attitudes and policies towards lifetime learning showed
that although 90% of employers are in favour of training, and over 80% thought
employers should encourage it, most need to see definite advantages in terms of job or
company efficiency before they are willing to give active support for it (Survey:
Individual commitment to learning: Employers’ attitudes, 1994). The survey also
showed that 95% of the employers reported that they provided training for some of
their workforce. Employees higher up in the organisation, e.g. managerial
professionals, were more likely to get training (75%) than unskilled manual workers
(30%). Most of this training activity was aimed solely at providing the skills required
for the current job. Vital though it is, the report says “The crux for life time learning is
not whether employers train, but whether they provide continuous and progressive
training for employees”.

A survey of individuals’ attitudes to vocational learning highlighted some interesting
facts about employees’ motives for learning (Survey: Individuals Commitment to
Learning: Individuals’ Attitudes, 1994). Both those who have done learning within the
past 3 years (learners) and those who have not (non-learners), have in principle largely
similar attitudes towards the desirability of learning. About 95% of each group agreed
that learning is an important part of life and 55% agreed that people who are trained
end up with promotion or better pay. Whether people actually embark on learning or
training is much less affected by their attitudes to the general benefits of learning than
by their perception of the private gains from the training. The most common reason of
undertaking learning were to make work more satisfactory (29%) and because
employers required it (24%). Previous experience of learning is a key factor: 66% of
previous learners thought they were likely to undertake future learning as compared
with 28% of previous non-learners. The most common cited obstacles to future
learning were found to be financial costs, inability to get time off work and family
commitments. Some four in ten respondents thought there was insufficient information
available on the different learning options.

I.1.1.b. The intensity and distribution of training

Training activity has increased substantially over the past decade in the UK, Figure
I.1.1. A comparison of a similar four week period every year from 1984 to1994, shows
that in 1994, 2.9 million (14.2%) employees of working age received job-related
training which is around 1.3 million (or 79%) more than in the corresponding period in
1984. This incidence of employee training, reached its peak of 3.1 million (14.4%) in
spring 1990 and then dropped somewhat during the recession but has been rising since
Spring 1993 (Labour Force Survey 1994). Another survey found that a fifth of those in



working age were currently doing some learning, education or training and almost a
half had done some in the three years prior to the interview (Survey: Individuals
Commitment to Learning: Individuals’ Attitudes, 1994). The average number of
training days funded or arranged by employers, given per employee over the previous
12 months, increased from 1.8 days in 1992 and 1993 to 2.7 days in 1994 (Survey:
Skill needs in Britain, 1994).

Figure I.1.1. Percentage Employees received job-related training: 1984 - 1994
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Source: Labour Force Survey, April 1993 and no. 6 (1993) and 10 (1994).

Training for employees is usually focused on their current job: 80% of employees
receiving training said the training was intended to improve their skills to do the type
of work they were currently doing or have done before. The remaining 20% said the
purpose of the training was to give them skills for a completely different type of work.
Much of the training received by employees is of short duration: 43% did training
lasting for less than 1 week. However, 24% employees were doing training courses
lasting for more than a year. A further 15% said their training was ongoing or had no
definite limit.

Off-the job training was the most common method used. Of this about 30% took place
on the employer’s premises, 38% at an educational institution  (including universities),
8% at a private training centre and 7% in the employee’s home (including distance
learning). 13% of the employees had a combination of different methods of training.

Introduction of new technology is presumably a major reason for training. In a survey
on employees’ skills, 37% of the employees had been personally affected by the
introduction of computer systems or automation. Not surprisingly, nearly two thirds of
those who worked with new technology reported having received training in the last
three years which is twice as many as those who did not work with such technology
(Survey: Employee Commitment and the Skills Revolution: First findings from the
Employment in Britain Survey, 1993). In a survey on training provided by  employers,
most employers (64%) reported funding or arranging health and safety/first aid training
in the past year and almost half  (49%) gave induction training, Figure I.1.2. Training
in new technology and management training was provided by 47% of employers,
whereas supervisory training was provided by 41%. A few employers provided foreign
language tuition (7%) (Skills need in Britain, 1994).



Figure I.1.2. Types of training funded or arranged by employers (%)
Total Manufa-

cturing
Mining

construct
Distribution
Consum.serv

Finance
Business

Public admin.
Other service

Health & Safety 64 55 61 66 54 73
Induction 49 34 37 55 41 58
Management 47 36 40 49 45 55
New Tech. 47 40 42 44 50 51
Supervisory 41 34 39 41 38 46
Apprenticeships 12 20 28 14 9 6
Languages 7 8 3 4 9 8
Source: Skills needs in Britain, 1994 (Data collected from establishments with 25 or
more employees in summer 1994)

On average, training was most common for employees in service sectors, followed by
the manufacturing sector and least common in agricultural sectors. Employees in
professional and technical occupations were most likely to train: a quarter or more of
the professional and the associate professional and technical employees said they had
done so. Among plant and machine operatives and those in other occupations fewer
than 10% received training, that is less than half the average for all occupations.

Figure I.1.3. Percentage Employees receiving training by industry
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The extent to which employees’ training was aimed at providing skills for their current
or a new type of work varied across occupations, with fewer of those in “higher” skill
occupations doing training for a new type of work, compared to those in “lower” skill
occupations. Of those trained, only 9% of professionals had done training for different
types of work compared to 40% for those in sales, 29% of plant and machine
operatives, and 50% of those in other occupations. The finding is consistent with
comparisons of training by the educational levels of employees. More of the training
done by those qualified to A level or GCSE equivalent standards was to gain skills for
a new type of work (26%). By comparison, only 13% of those with higher
qualifications had done such training, the vast majority having done training related to
their current job.

Figure I.1.4. Percentage Employees receiving training by occupation
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The surveys found relatively small variations in training between regions. The
proportion of employees received training ranged from a high of 17% in the South
East (including London) to a low of 14% in the East Midlands. Much of the variation
between regions can be explained by factors such as the particular industrial and
occupational mix, age of employees, length of time with their current employer and
full/part-time work mix.



I.1.1.c. Investments in training

A DTI survey of Innovation in Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs) was
carried out in order to discover the needs of businesses who had either little or no
contact with the DTI (The SME Survey, 1995). The coverage of the survey was
independent SMEs, with employment between 20 and 250 staff in the manufacturing
sector in the UK. More than 4000 questionnaires were dispatched and the response
rate was 47.5%.

Regarding training, the survey found that a fifth of responding companies reported that
they did not allocate any resources to training. Of those that do spend money on
training, 40% spent less than 1% of their turnover. Larger firms (100+ employees) are
more likely to spend money on training than the smaller firms (20-49 employees).
However, of those companies that spend something, the smallest firms usually allocate
a higher percentage of turnover to training than do larger firms.



I.1.2. Qualified Science and Engineers (S&Es)

The result from a survey of over 700 companies in the UK during 1990 support the
thesis that S&Es play a significant role in company performance (Bosworth et al:
Technological Change: The role of Scientists and Engineers, 1992). The research
explored relationships between the level and area of qualification held by employees,
with focus on professional scientists and engineers, and the overall economic
performance of UK companies.

I.1.2.a. The stock of Scientists and Engineers

Figure I.1.5:The stock of Natural Scientists, Engineers and Technologists, 1992
Proportions of Qualified Science and Engineers
All employees & self-employed 24 527 000
All S&Es 684 815
Source: The Labour Force Survey, 1992 spring figures

Given the important role of Scientists and Engineers in technological change, it is
striking that less than three percent of the UK workforce belong to these categories,
Figure I.1.5. Further more, breaking down the stock figures to industrial sectors reveal
that only 60% of qualified graduates enter manufacturing and related industrial sectors.
Although a vast majority of them are represented in the manufacturing industry (44%),
almost a fifth (18%) are to be found in the finance sector, 22 per cent in other services,
only 8 per cent in energy and water and 8 per cent in the construction sectors.

Figure I.1.6.  Share of scientists and engineers, break down by industrial  sector
Industrial sectors Total

( 000 )
no. S&Es %  of

S&Es
% S&Es
of total

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing 496 - - -
Energy, Water 511 56, 531 8 11
Manufacturing 5 209 294, 885 44 6
Construction 1 687 56, 823 8 3
Distribution, Hotel, Catering 4 968 20, 211 3 4
Transport, Communication 1 561 21, 695 3 1
Banking, Finance 2 797 121, 230 18 4
Other services 7 249 107, 082 16 1
Other 6, 628

Total 24 527 684, 815 100
Source: The Labour Force Survey, 1992 spring figures

A study on the contribution made by post-graduate S&Es to industrial
competitiveness, by Mason and Wagner, puts these figures into a comparative context
(Mason and Wagner: High-level and industrial competitiveness: Post-graduate
engineers and scientists in Britain and Germany, 1994). The study compared selected
samples of  research and production establishments in Britain and Germany in the
chemicals and engineering industries. They found that in engineering and technology,



Germany produces approximately a third more PhDs per head of population than
Britain and more than five times as many people at MSc level. At Bachelor degree
level the proportions of the population gaining higher education qualifications are
much the same in each country. These differences in annual flows of qualified people
were reflected in the work force qualification in the studied firms. In German
engineering plants technical post-graduates and Bachelor degree graduates both
accounted for much larger shares of total employment than did their British
counterparts. In the chemical plants, the employment share of technical graduates as a
whole was similar in each country but graduates with higher degrees was higher in
Germany than in Britain.

I.1.2.b. Employment of S&Es

It is widely recognised that employment of graduates is a form of investment in human
capital. Various reports have highlighted important links between the relative
performance of companies and the quality and utilisation of human capital inputs.
Employers of graduates generally report that they take considerably longer to be
effective than other types of recruit and that they are prepared to allow more initial
training in order to gain full benefits from employing them. However, insofar as the
firm employs graduates in dynamic functions, the employment of qualified labour such
as professional engineers and scientists should be treated as investment activity by the
company. Empirical evidence has shown that even if the marginal costs of  graduates
exceed the marginal revenue product in the early years, this inequality is reversed in
later years. Some advantages mentioned by  recruiters of graduates are: specific
knowledge and high levels of skills, greater speed of learning and adaptability, greater
analytical skill, higher motivation, communication skills and leadership potential.

Graduates from different disciplines may respond quite differently when competitive
shocks impact on the firm, individuals from different disciplines tend to react according
to their background. An engineering led solution to a given economic shock could be
quality increasing, whereas decision makers from finance and accounting would tend to
seek cost-saving solutions. In many other countries such as France, Germany and
Japan, S&Es appear to play a much greater role in strategic policy making of
companies than is the case in the UK. There is some evidence that UK management
has historically been relatively poor qualified, and the qualifications which are held tend
to be in accountancy or finance rather than in science and technology.

In a study of the structure, conduct and performance in British companies, (Bosworth
et al: New Technologies and the Firm Initiative, 1990) companies had to make a
dichotomous choice when facing increasing levels of competition.  The first is a “low
value added route” linked to cost savings arising from labour-reductions, including de-
skilling and sub-contracting of the workforce, and from greater utilisation of existing
company assets. The alternative is the “high value added route” linked to quality
improvement, skill improvement of the workforce, and in extreme it involves new
product development as well as new investment in plants and machinery. In terms of
two stylised extremes , the dichotomous economic model clearly indicates that the
non-innovative cost saving route is a “cul de sac” leading to more intensive
competition with other low-cost producers. The innovative alternative, is by contrast



“open ended”, with more opportunities for niche markets and high levels of monopoly
power arising from product differentiation.

The cost-saving route might be seen as a finance and accounting  reaction to
competitive pressure, while the second route, involving new investment and/or product
improvement, can be regarded as an engineering led response. It seems likely that
finance led companies may have an inherent inclination to consider the former route,
while engineering led companies may tend toward the latter. Naturally, these are
extreme positions, the real world in which companies work is highly complex with
multiple interactions and feedback. However, a few links and relationships can be
identified to empirically test the role of S&Es in company performance.

(i) The strategies and decision making of a company depends essentially on the
composition of the structure of the board, including the background of the managing
director.

(ii)The technological and economical performance of the company depends among
other variables on its use of new technology.

Employment of science and engineering personnel is regarded as having a positive
influence on both relationships.

(i) Company strategies and decision making

Most companies set up goals and corporate strategies that they pursue. Industrial
economists suggest that firms with different goals can emerge under conditions of
imperfect competition although, as competition becomes more intense, the goals
converge to profit maximisation. Thus, insofar as competition in the product market
allows firms to pursue different goals, different outcomes can occur in terms of the
level of activity, the rate of growth in output, and in profit and costs.

The development of policy in each company will be influenced by the external situation
the company faces, such as the general economic climate,  as well as the constraints
imposed on the company by characteristics of the market in which it operates. The
goals and strategies which the managers formulate and implement form the basis of its
behaviour and will influence decisions and activities of the company on all levels. The
extent to which firms can be proactive in terms of their technological and
organisational dynamism depends therefore to a large extent on the characteristics of
the managing director, as well as on the composition of the board of directors. In
particular, more highly qualified managing directors and company board members are
more likely to encourage both technological and organisational change, and thereby
improve overall company performance. Yet, the overall ability to react to new
technologies and forms of organisation will in the long run depend on the quality and
composition of the entire workforce. Scientists and engineers are argued to play a
central role, not only in R&D activities but also in other areas of innovative activity.

In 22% of companies the interviewee was unable to describe what the company goal
was. This may reflect a lack of a clear set of objectives as well as ignorance by the
respondent, but given that most respondents were at quite senior level, such as



personnel manager, it seems to indicate a lack of direction felt by key employees. The
most common response was maximising market share (29%) followed by maximising
profit (26%) and maximising growth (24%). Almost half of the respondents gave
answers that indicated a combination of strategies. This is plausible since multiproduct
companies may be expected to have different goals in different markets. The goals of
the company will be set by the board of directors. The S&E survey found that almost
40% of companies in the sample had no graduates in the board and 56% had no S&Es.
Of the companies with graduates in the board, almost 55% had boards comprising less
than 25% graduates and, 70% had boards comprising less than 25% S&Es. The
background of the managing director was also assessed in the S&E survey. The three
main background categories of UK managers were;  self-made (20%), engineering and
technology qualification (21%) and business and finance qualification (19%). The
percentage of engineering and technology background is however biased by an
overrepresentation of engineering companies in the sample. Thus a higher proportion
will be observed than in the economy as a whole. The category “self-made” represents
managing directors who have worked their way up through the same company or other
work, but have no formal qualification.



The existence of graduates, S&Es, or those from a technical background (but without
degree level qualification) on the board, appears to have an impact on the goals of the
company. Figure I.1.7 shows the adoption of the four most common goals, the
structure of the board and the background of the managing director.

Figure I.1.7. The board, the managing director and company goals

Structure of
the board

Company goals (% of all companies)

Maximise
market
share

Maximise
growth

Maximise
sales /
output

Maximise
profit

Other No goal Total
number of
companies

Technical background (without degree)
On board 29 24 19 28 13 15 466
None on
board 28 22 18 23 9 21 240

Graduates
On board 32 28 18 27 14 14 428
None on
board 24 16 20 24 9 22 278

S&Es
On board 31 27 18 26 19 16 309
None on
board 27 21 19 26 9 18 397

Background of managing director
Engineering
/technology 28 30 22 28 10 11 148
Business and
finance 36 31 17 31 8 17 131

Self-made 23 15 14 21 10 22 144
Source: Bosworth et al, Technological change and the role of S&Es, 1992

The presence or absence of those from a technical background on the board appears
to make no real difference to company goals. The main differences occur for
graduates and S&Es. The percentage of companies with goals of maximising growth
or market share is consistently higher if graduates or S&Es are on the board
compared with if there are none (differences of between 4 and 12 percentage points).
This suggests that growth orientated objectives may be given a greater priority if
graduates or S&Es are on the board. Companies, whose board has no members of
these three categories, appear to be more likely to have no goals. The background of
the managing director indicates some potentially interesting relationships with the
goal of the company. No great differences between engineering and business
backgrounds were found, except for the strategy of maximising market share. The



differences in goals tend to be greater between self-made and those with engineering
or business background. Interestingly, more than a fifth of the companies led by self-
made managing directors showed lack of goals compared with only half as many of
the companies led by engineers.

The result presented in Figure I.1.7 suggests that there may be some quite important
links between the company’s goal and the structure of the board and the background of
the managing director. These, in turn, can be linked to various structural factors such
as the size of the firm, whether it is foreign owned or not, and whether or not it is a
single or multisite company. Other factors which influence company performance
include both external factors, such as the market in which it operates, and internal
factors, such as the company technology level, the quality of the workforce, and the
organisational structure of the firm. Another problem of categorising the goals and
examining the links is the static nature of the survey. The goals set may be a response
to past performance rather than determining that performance. For example, those
companies already working below capacity are likely to wish to increase sales and
output and similarly, companies that have experienced a slowing down growth will
possibly wish to reverse the trend and increase growth.

( ii) Adoption of new technologies

Research and development is a key indicator of  a company’s commitment to
technological change. The production of knowledge is a mechanism traditionally
associated with the translation of dynamic goals into improved firm performance. An
underlying assumption in the research of the role of S&Es in technological change, is
that R&D itself can only be part of the generation of new knowledge by firms. The two
main sources of increased levels of dynamic performance seem likely to be
organisational and technological innovation and diffusion. Qualified labour is needed to
enable dynamism, it is considered to be inherently inventive and innovative, and as a
consequence, more likely to speed any given diffusion process than unqualified labour.

About 43% of all companies in the sample had a research and development department
and of these companies, about 60% employed graduates in their R&D activities. In
total, that leaves only 25% of companies in the sample with a R&D department
employing degree level personnel. (The majority of the graduates engaged in R&D can
be expected to be S&Es.) There are several possible reasons for this unexpected
absence of qualified labour. The definition of R&D department in the survey is much
broader than the Frascati definition and includes “lower” R&D activities (i.e. closer to
development than to research) which would not qualify as R&D under the Frascati
definition of R&D. Thus, the number of reported R&D departments is much larger
than would be reported using the Frascati definition. Furthermore, the UK have a
tradition of preferences towards gradual learning by trial and error rather than by
employing academics with specific knowledge. Therefore, one may expect that there
are highly skilled and knowledgeable individuals in UK firms who do not have formal
qualifications but who, nevertheless are capable of undertaking this type of activity.
One must also bear in mind that, although fundamental R&D is clearly a graduate
intensive activity, one can expect the R&D departments to employ a certain proportion
of non-professional staff, e.g. technicians, clerical and related personnel.



It is often argued that the growth of foreign ownership has changed the balance of
activities more towards the production and assembly end of the spectrum, with more
research development and design work taking place in the parent companies’ countries.
On the other hand, the UK remains one of the largest sources of foreign direct
investment, which should imply that UK firms have a higher skill and qualification
bases than foreign-owned companies in the UK. The S&E survey found that foreign-
owned firms based in UK generally are more likely to employ graduates in their
workforces, they are more likely to undertake R&D and to employ more S&Es in
general and in their R&D activities in particular, Figure I.1.8. The use of more highly
qualified workforce by foreign companies may be expected to provide them with a
more favourable springboard for better dynamic performance.

Figure I.1.8 R&D department, graduates and S&Es in UK versus Foreign owned
companies, % of all companies
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The result from the S&E survey indicated a clear link between companies employing
graduates in their R&D function and the use of advanced technologies, such as
CAD/CAM, robotics, network etc. The average number of technologies utilised for
companies employing S&Es in R&D and those not doing so is 6.4 and 4.9 respectively.



Figure I.1.9 Technologies used by employment of graduates and S&Es in R&D

Type of technology Graduates in R&D S&Es in R&D
No Yes No Yes

CAD 53.8 72.3 49.7 78.8
CNC 49.7 55.4 44.7 61.3
CAM 40.0 60.2 37.9 64.7
CAD/CAM 24.8 41.6 21.1 47.3
DNC 22.1 30.1 18.0 22.0
Robotics 13.8 24. 12.4 27.3
Other automated
production

28.3 43.4 28.0 45.3

Laser 9.7 23.5 13.0 21.3
Office micro 95.2 98.2 95.0 98.7
Network 50.3 74.1 52.3 74.0
Computer stock
control

77.9 84.9 77.6 86.0

JIT 18.6 37.3 15.5 42.7

Total number of
companies

145 166 161 150

It is clear from Figure I.1.9 that firms with graduates in R&D use more advanced
technologies and the figures are constantly higher for firms employing S&Es in R&D.

The result supports previous research, claiming a closer association between R&D and
innovation where R&D departments employ graduates. In addition, it demonstrated
that firms which utilise new technologies tend to out-perform non-users in a number of
respects. In particular, they work closer to full capacity and as a result, tend to have
higher growth in turnover, profits and market share (Bosworth et al, Technological
change and the role of S&Es, 1992).



I.2. Learning by doing

Introduction

In western industrialised countries R&D is carried out in a number of different
institutions including government research establishments, special state supported
research institutes, universities and in industry.  The mix of fundamental and applied
work carried out in these sectors varies between countries.  None of these sectors can
be looked at in isolation since there is a close-knit network of organisational and
financial links between them.  Since organisational structures can differ significantly
between countries international comparisons of performance have been made using a
restricted number of indicators.

The most widely used measure of technological performance is the ratio of R&D
expenditure to GDP but it must be remembered that whilst an adequate level of R&D
is a necessary requirement for successful innovation and therefore competitiveness a
high level of R&D spend will not of itself lead automatically to a faster rate of
economic growth.  There are also other motives for promoting research and
development apart from economic growth.  Non-economic motives such as security,
prestige and scientific curiosity may be just as valid as the motive of economic return
and of greater political importance.  Subject to these reservations, the following tables
give an idea of the scale of the research effort and its distribution both domestically and
internationally.

I.2.1. UK Expenditures on new technology

The DTI has carried out an analysis of cumulative expenditures on R&D in the United
Kingdom and compared the results with the main trade partners of UK and
competitors. (Carter A and Sihna P: The R&D Briefing, 1995).

I.2.1.a. Gross Expenditure on R&D (GERD)

Figure I.2.1 shows details of total intra-mural expenditure on R&D in the UK.  The
various sources of finance contributed a total of £13.8 billion in 1993. Government
funds are divided in roughly equal amounts between its own research facilities, higher
education and business with the residual going to private non-profit institutions and
abroad. The R&D financed from abroad not only includes R&D financed by foreign
multinationals in connection with their UK operations but also funds provided by the
EC, R&D carried out in connection with the export of weapon systems, and R&D for
overseas customers carried out by UK contract R&D organisations. Figure I.2.3 gives
a summary of UK GERD and its constituents by highlighting the civil and defence
splits.
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Figures I.2.2 a and b shows that this pattern of funding is a reversal of the situation a
decade ago when government funding was the most important source of funds.  This
change reflects both cutbacks in government funding and a growth in spending by
business.  In terms of performing R&D a similar trend has occurred but it has not been
so dramatic.

Figure I.2.2 a and b.  Source of Funds for Gross Expenditure on R&D in the UK 1981
and 1993, % of total GERD
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International comparisons of GERD

Most of the comparisons in this paper concentrate on the largest R&D spenders,
namely the G5 countries. The UK's relative position in the league of R&D spending
has fallen from fourth to fifth today.  At the same time the gap between the UK and
Germany, Japan and the US has increased.  The UK's annual growth rates over the
periods 1975-81 and 1981-93 are significantly less than those achieved by the main
rivals.

Figure I.2.4.   Gross Expenditure on R&D by country, % of GDP
1975 1981 1985 1993 1975-81 1981-93

Avg. ann. growth rates

France 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.4 5.7 3.6

Germany 2.2 2.4 2.7 2.5 5.6 3.6

UK 2.1 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.8 1.7

USA 2.3 2.4 2.9 2.7 3.9 3.5

Japan 1.8 2.1 2.6 2.7 5.7 6.0

Source: OECD

The UK languishes behind the other G5 countries and the ratio remains at 2.2%, only
marginally above that in 1975. The upward blip in 1981 is a statistical mirage and can
be explained by the fact that GDP fell sharply rather than being the result of a
significant increase in resources devoted to R&D.

Figure I.2.5. Gross Expenditure on R&D, % of GDP
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I.2.1.b. The Effects of Industrial Structure (STIBERD)

In making international comparisons of GERD the size of the country in which the
R&D activity takes place is taken into account by expressing GERD as a fraction of
GDP.  However, such a measure may not provide an accurate indication of the effect
of R&D performance on industrial competitiveness since the ratio of R&D to output
varies considerably between industries.  This makes it possible for a country to sustain
competitive advantage by doing more R&D than is usual in lower technology
industries. However, if one simply looked at the GERD to GDP ratio for that country
it would appear to be relatively low.

This can occur because the GERD to GDP ratio is strongly influenced by both the
industrial mix of a country and the extent to which those industries do more or less
R&D than their international competitors.  Since manufacturing is generally more
R&D intensive than the rest of the economy, comparisons between the UK and Japan
and Germany, where manufacturing is a higher share of GDP, will show the UK as
having a lower Business Expenditure on R&D (BERD) to GDP ratio, although UK
manufacturers may do proportionately as much R&D as their foreign counterparts.

In order to make meaningful comparisons one can compare BERD as a proportion of
manufacturing output.  On this measure differences between the UK and Japan and
Germany are much less apparent.  However, average R&D intensity comparisons tell
us nothing about the sectoral comparison of R&D expenditure and whether it is likely
to be sufficient to remain competitive in each sector.

The OECD has suggested a measure of R&D expenditure which takes the sectoral
distribution of the expenditure into account.  This measure is called the "Structural
Indicator of Business Enterprise R&D" or STIBERD for short.  For any country this
measure is the weighted average of the R&D intensity of each (manufacturing)
industry expressed as a proportion of the international average for that industry.  The
weights are the share of the relevant industry in manufacturing output.

This means that if every industry in a country had an R&D intensity equal to the world
(or comparison group) average for that industry STIBERD would be exactly one.
STIBERD will tend to be greater than one where industries which account for a larger
share of manufacturing output have an R&D intensity greater than average.   This can
result in a high value of  STIBERD where the BERD/GDP ratio is low and vice versa.
As an example, a country which specialises in low technology sectors such as food,
textiles etc. but does above average R&D in these can have a high ratio whilst a
country with a higher BERD/GDP ratio which specialises in high-tech industries but
does not match the average R&D intensities in these industries will have a lower ratio.



Using the latest OECD data STIBERD has been calculated and the results are shown
in Figure I.2.6. This confirms the impression that the relative position of the UK in
terms of R&D intensity worsened during the 1980s. This is mainly caused by the
relatively low R&D intensity of UK industry in low and medium technology industries
compared to others, particularly the G3.  The high technology industries where the UK
does do more R&D than the group average do not to account for a large enough share
of manufacturing output to prevent a decline in the STIBERD ratio for the UK over
the period shown.

Figure I.2.6.  Structural Indicator of Business R&D ( STIBERD)
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The ranking produced by different measures of R&D expenditure is shown below.
According to all measures the UK is at the bottom of the league with the greatest
differential being apparent in the STIBERD figures and least differential being apparent
in the R&D intensity in manufacturing. This suggests that comparisons which rely on
R&D intensity in manufacturing are slightly more flattering.

Figure I.2.7. Comparing R&D intensities using different measures, 1991

BERD/GDP % R&D intensity in
manufacturing %

STIBERD

UK 1.44 6.0 0.65
France 1.5 6.6 0.77
Germany 1.66 6.0 0.79
Japan 1.93 7.1 1.24
USA 1.95 8.6 1.02
Source: OECD



STIBERD is intended to answer the question of how well, on average, are a country's
industries performing compared to those in other countries, taking its industrial
structure into account.  It is also intended to answer the question of how well a
country is doing in the industries that account for the largest shares of output in that
country.  STIBERD calculations indicate that the general answer to these questions in
the case of the UK is not very well.

Figure I.2.8.  Ratio of R&D Intensity to Group Average by Sector, 1991

Sector UK France Germany Japan USA

Total Manufacturing 0.80 0.88 0.81 0.96 1.16
Food, Beverages & Tobacco 0.66 0.88 0.38 1.49 1.04
Textiles, Apparel & Leather 0.37 0.69 0.84 1.85 0.71
Wood Products & Furniture 0.21 0.47 1.04 1.68 0.91
Paper, Paper Products & Printing 0.34 0.32 0.38 1.04 1.27
Chemical Products 1.38 0.76 0.78 1.11 1.04
Chemicals excl. Drugs 1.09 0.88 1.10 1.27 0.85
Drugs & Medicines 1.74 1.37 0.83 0.87 0.95
Petroleum Refineries & Products 1.29 0.33 0.11 1.22 2.06
Rubber & Plastic Products 0.35 1.58 0.58 1.30 0.93
Non-Metallic Mineral Products 0.28 0.64 0.53 1.94 0.71
Basic Metal Industries 0.63 1.03 0.33 1.75 0.56
Iron & Steel 0.58 1.07 0.36 1.84 0.31
Non-Ferrous Metals 0.76 0.94 0.30 1.64 0.85
Fabricated Metal Products 0.86 0.97 0.75 0.84 1.25
Metal Products 0.56 0.58 1.34 1.07 0.93
Non-Electrical Machinery 0.62 0.77 1.18 1.25 0.82
Office & Computing Machinery 0.69 0.41 0.41 0.76 1.55
Electrical Machinery excl. Com. Equip. 0.70 0.57 0.95 1.44 0.52
Radio, TV & Com. Equip. 1.42 1.81 0.95 0.72 1.10
Shipbuilding & Repairing 0.30 1.71 3.00 2.06 0.00
Motor Vehicles 0.77 0.77 0.74 0.80 1.61
Aircraft 0.76 1.60 1.77 1.13 0.92
Other Transport Equipment 0.00 0.79 0.38 0.47 2.16
Professional Goods 0.17 0.32 0.38 1.13 1.18
Other Manufacturing, nec 0.61 0.57 0.79 0.91 1.37
Source: Derived from OECD data



I.3. Embodied knowledge

Introduction

Technology can be regarded as a combination of codified information and tacit
knowledge. Whereas the former can be written down in a fairly precise way and
therefor transmitted and used by others with the understanding of it, the latter is often
embodied and specific and much less easily transferred to others.

There are normally two embodidments of tacit knowledge discussed in the litterature.
The first is the tacit knowledge possessed by the firm and its individuals, which
determines how a firm can acquire technology from elsewhere, develop it and exploit
it. The second type is the knowledge embodied in high technology capitals, specially in
those intermediates that can be used as input in further stages of the innovation
process. They are considered to be carriers of embodied knowlege and technology, and
the diffusion of these products is essential for technology transfer within a national
innovation system.

I.3.1. High technology capitals and intermediate inputs

Today, the concept”high tech” has become a generic term on about everything that is
not organical. However, a few attempts to define the concept  have been made, not the
least by the OECD. Further more, two related studies charecterise high tech products
and industries and their relative impact on the national innovation system (Grupp H:
Science, high technology and the competetiveness of EU countries, 1995
and Guerrieri P, Milana C: Changes and trends in the world trade in high-technology
products, 1995).

High tech products are related in that they embody, through the intermediate goods
used in their production, relatively intensive research and development inputs. These
industries are generally defined as those sectors characterised by an R&D-to-sales ratio
higher than a given threshold value (Guerrieri P, Milana C: Changes and trends in the
world trade in high-technology products, 1995) Since the 80s, high tech industries
have been the focus of special concern by governments for several reasons, not least
because they account for large and growing shares of trade and investments in the
industrialised area and most of them are high productivity industries and pay higher
wages than other manufacturing sectors.

Yet the most significant benefits from high tech industries in the context of the national
innovation system, are the positive externalities they generate. They are often sources
of important innovations, the benefits of which are likely to spill-over at inter-industry
and intra-industry levels. By definition, externalities are spillovers which can not be
appropriated, or be subject to market prices. Furthermore, they are often locally and
regionally concentrated and benefits diffuse more rapidly from firm to firm within
national borders than they do across borders. This is an indication against the
globalisation of R&D and the notion of highly mobile knowledge. National systems of
innovation continue to be very strong and are not overridden by the globalisation of
modern technology.



The high-tech sector which is generally characterised as R&D-intensive, can be divided
into two parts, differentiating between very R&D intensive leading-edge products and
products forming part of high-level technology, i.e. above-average R&D intensity
(Grupp H: Science, high technology and the competetiveness of EU countries, 1995).
The threshold between the two is derived from frequency analysis of R&D intensities
as a percentage of turnover. The distinction is interesting since the two groups have
quite distinct characteristics and the relative domination of either group may have
implications for the overall national innovation system. The distinction can be justified
in terms of turnover, for every million spent on R&D in leading edge technology, the
average turnover is less than 12 million, whereas a typical figure for high-level
technology is 30 million or more for every million spent on R&D.

There are several explanations for this. Leading edge technology is subject to strong
government procurement. The majority of leading edge sectors in most countries
receive government subsidies, e.g. energy generation and aerospace. Barriers to
market entry restrict some sectors, e.g. the pharmaceutical sectors, requiring approval
procedures from health authorities. Strong price regulation is at least the case for
railway and telecommunication services whereas environmental regulation, as a more
recent form of government intervention, is becoming more and more pervasive
throughout the economy. Conclusively, leading-edge technology includes many
products that are subject to government intervention, whereas most of the high-level
commodities are mass-consumption products traded internationally or more or less
under market conditions (Grupp H: Science, high technology and the competetiveness
of EU countries, 1995).  Thus the distinction between the two categories seems to be
meaningful, not the least for students of the UK innovation system.



I.4. Disembodied knowledge

Introduction

There are manily two indicators on the stock of scientific knowledge that is available
as codifided information, patent statisitcs and publication outputs.

Various studies have shown a strong correlation between patenting activity and R&D
spending. Firms and nations that spend more on R&D also obtain more patents.
Moreover, parallel changes in the level of patenting have been observed when firms
have changed their level of R&D expenditures. National rankings for OECD countries
for the rates of industrial R&D activity in firms virtually correspond with rates of
increase in foreign patenting in the USA. These findings therefor support the thesis
that the number of patents can be used as a reliable and valid indicator of technological
activity. Under such circumstances, a changing share in patenting over time can be an
accurate reflection of a changing share in technological activities. (IVA: Profit from
Innovation, 1994)

Evidence also shows a high correlation between scientific papers and trade success in
leading edge technologies, i.e. products with R&D intensity of more than 8.5%. This is
not the case, however, for less R&D intensive high tech products where no correlation
holds (Grupp H: Science, high technology and the competetiveness of EU countries,
1995). Scientific activities in countries thus tend to have an important function for
competitive success in particular sectors.

1.4.1. UK share of world patents

The main protection for intellectual property rights (IPRs) comes from patents but in
some areas other forms of protection such as copyrights are important. Other IPRs
include licensing agreements and trademarks which are used to protect brand names.
However, patent data is the major available measure of the output of the innovation
system, although they represent an imperfect measure of the extent and development
of firms' incorporation of new technology for a number of reasons.

Both intermediate pieces of technology and fully developed products and processes
can be patented. Patents also tend to reflect the extent of commercial exploitation
the value of individual patents can vary widely across countries and industries, leading
to varying levels of patenting. In some sectors patents can be "invented around" so that
copycat products can be produced which do not violate the existing patent but do
reduce its value. The products of some industries cannot be patented e.g. computer
software in the EU. As a result of these difficulties some companies choose to rely on
secrecy or the competitive advantage gained from being first in the market, rather than
patenting their products and processes.

The two main patent offices used for analytical purposes are the US Patent Office and
the European Patent Office (EPO) wheras the national patent offices have interesting
data on a more detailed level.



Figure I.4.1lists the main patent applicants at the UK Patent Office in 1994. Figures
are obtained from Derwent’s World Patent Index database and are for UK patents
only.  They do not include European patents designating the UK. It is intersesting to
see that Japanese companies clearly dominate patenting activities in the UK. The large
number of foreign patents in the UK is in line with earlier findings that the UK is the
largest source of foreign R&D in Europe.

Figure I.4.1.   UK Patents granted in 1994
Organisation Number Patents Ranking

Mitsubishi Denki, Mitsubishi Electric 153 1
Asahi 136 2
Samsung 132 3
Marconi 100 4
GEC, AEI, EEV, English Electric 85 5
Bosch 84 6
Daimler-Benz, Mercedes-Benz 81 7
Toshiba 74 8
Northern Electric 67 9
Sony 67 10
British Telecom 62 11
Honda 59 12
STC 59 13
Ricoh 56 14
Ministry of Defence 54 15
Source: The UK Patent Office annual report 1994/95

Figure I.4.2 and shows that the UK's share of US patents has fallen over time whilst
that of France, Germany and Japan has risen, at least until the mid-1980s.  By the mid-
1980s France's share of US patents had caught up with the UK and may now have
edged ahead.  The figures also reflect the significant rise in the technological
importance of Japan, from under 2% in the 1960s to 20% of US patents by the end of
the 1980s. This is shown in detail in following figures. Figure I.4.3 shows the share of
the UK of total number of patents of all countries in the world granted in the US.
Figure I.4.4 shows the corresponding figures for the European Patent Office. It lists
UK share in total number of patent of all countries in the world as applied for at the
EPO. The figures in both tables are in percentages and broken down by sector.

Figure I.4.2. Percentage of total patents granted in the US for a selection of countries
1963-68 1969-73 1974-78 1979-84 1985-90

UK      4.1     4.3     4.2    3.7     3.3
France      2.2     2.8     3.3    3.3     3.3
Germany      5.5     7.2     8.5    9.5     9.2
Japan      1.7     5.3     9.1  13.6   20.1
Source: Cabinet Office R&D Review
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Figure I.4.5 based on patent data from the World Intellectual Property Office shows
the top five fields of greater and lesser specialisation (RTAs) during the period 1981-
87  for the G5.  The UK, like the US, has its greatest technological specialisation in the
mining sector. Slightly different results are produced if the data from the European
Patent Office is used instead.

Figure I.4.5.  Spec.  profiles using the RTA index, based on US patent data 1982-87
UK USA France Germany Japan

Top five sectors

1 Mining Mining Nuclear
Physics

Weapons Information
instruments

2 Medical Health Medical Nuclear
Physics

Optics
Photo

3 Paint,
Petrol

Agriculture Mining Paint,
Petrol

Computing

4 Foodstuffs Footwear,
Clothing

Weapons Textiles Electronic
Telecomm.

5 Organic
chemicals

Weapons Engineering Organic
chemicals

Engines

Bottom three sectors

30 Textiles Information
instruments

Paper Computing Building

31 Printing Engines Information
instruments

Electronic
Telecomm.

Mining

32 Information
instruments

Textiles Printing Information
instruments

Weapons

Source: D Archibugi and M Pianta:  The Technological Specialisation of Advanced
Countries, 1992

A UK Patent Office review of patenting activities in five sectors for the periods 1987-
89 and 1990-92 provides further evidence of the UK's performance relative to
Germany, Japan and the USA. In bioprocessing UK patents grew at the same rate as
Germany and Japan between the two periods, whilst growth in the US was much
faster. In office communications the number of patents registered in Germany, the UK
and Japan all fell, although the largest fall was in the UK. In computer integrated
manufacture only Germany saw a rise in the number of registered patents.  In sensing
technology and telecommunications the UK was alone in experiencing a fall in the
number of patents registered. Overall the data on patents confirms the view provided
by the data on R&D (the input data) namely that the UK is in relative decline
compared to our major competitors. The evidence presented suggests that the UK is
particularly poor in areas traditionally considered to be low and medium technologies.



I.4.2. UK Scientific Publication Output

A recent report by SPRU summarises the findings of a comprehensive bibliometric
study of the UK scientific system from 1981 to 1991 (SPRU: The changing shape of
British Science, 1995). The study, called The Bibliometric Evaluation of Sectoral
Scientific Trajectories (BESST-project), used bibliometric techniques to explore
sectoral relationships within the UK scientific community using as indicators
publications contained in the 1981 - 1991 Science Citation Index. The share of national
scientific output was measured in various scientific fields contributed by the institutions
constituting the science base. The objective was to determine how the research output
has changed over the decade and to map the changes during the 1980’s in pattern of
domestic and international collaboration in different scientific fields.

Figure I.4.6 shows that although the UK science base has undergone severe changes
over the last decade, the UK share in total scientific publications in the world has
remanied relatively constant and, in fact, somewhat declined in most fields.
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Sector profiles

The sectors that count for the scientific output in the UK are displayed in Figure I.4.7
with notes on their definitions. In OECD statistics, the science system is normally
composed of four sectors: industry, higher education, government and non-profit
organisations. While the statistics provide a good overview, enabling comparisons to
be made between nations over time, they reveal little about the science base per se.
They do not tell much about the links between nor within sectors or about the
evaluation of number and types of linkages over time. The SPRU report segregates the
statistics into sectors and thereby maps interactions between the institutions via
collaborative authorship.

Higher education in the UK was still separated into “old universities” and polytechnics
during the 80’s, the two merged in the 90’s. The distinction is justified not least by a
rather different pattern of collaboration with other sectors. Whereas universities
bridges most sectors, since they perform research across a wide spectrum of fields,
polytechnics tend to collaborate with only a few sectors, such as government
laboratories and industry. The analysis also separates hospitals from universities. Many
hospitals are attached to universities simply because of the mixture of lectures and
patient contact in doctors’ training. Thus hospitals and universities are commonly not
separated in analyses of research systems. Nevertheless, separate categories makes
sense from the perspective of users and sources of  technical opportunity. Hospitals
use research results to improve treatment, whereas universities do little to apply
research. Furthermore, the analysis separates hospitals and Medical Institutes, although
Medical Institutes are similar to hospitals in that they have patient beds they are
specialised, highly sophisticated, research-intensive hospitals.

Figure I.4.7.  List of sectors and notes on their definition

Sector name Notes and definitions
University “Old” universities
Hospital Including those whose names include

the word “university”
Research Council Intra-mural laboratories and “units” at

universities
Industry Including all government laboratories

privatised during the 1980s
Medical Institutes Hospitals that also serve as research

institutes.
Government Departmental laboratories and local

government
Non-profit Laboratories as opposed to research

funded by charities
Polytechnics Sector merged with universities in the

1990s
Other Comprising institutions, which

produces less than 2% of UK output
Source: SPRU: The changing shape of British Science, 1995



Figure I.4.8 shows the number of papers published (participated in) by each sector.
The table indicates that universities, hospitals, research councils and hospitals have a
dominant output. Universities contribute to or participate in 58% of British published
research output, hospitals in 22%, research council laboratories in 11% and industry
in 8%. The steady growth in publication output is associated with much more gradual
shifts in the shares of UK output. With increasing collaboration it is likely that each
sector could participate in an increasing share of UK output.

However, that is not the case. The final column shows percentage change calculated
by finding the average from 1981 to 1983 and from 1989 to 1991, taking the
difference of the two averages and dividing it by the average from 1981 to 1983.
Comparing the percentage change in the final column with the percentage change
itself, we see that hospitals, Medical Institutes and non-profit organisations increased
their shares quite noticeably in relation to their size. Universities and industry also
increased their share to a lesser extent. Research councils, government organisations,
and to some extent polytechnics, participated in a smaller percentage of UK output at
the end than in the beginning.

The number of UK papers in the Science Citation Index increased by 2% per year on
average over the decade. Due to the rapid rise in inter-sectoral collaboration the
number of papers in which sectors participated rose by more than this in many cases.
The trend in publishing for each sector can be measured by dividing the average
yearly change by the average number of papers from 1981 through 1991. We find that
publishing in medically related sectors increased the most. The number of papers
listing Medical Institutes, hospital or non-profit organisations addresses increased by
4% per year on average, papers from industry by 3%, papers from university and
other by 2%, and papers from research councils and polytechnics increased by 1% on
average. The only institutions participating in fewer papers at the end of the decade
than at the beginning were government laboratories - though the decline turned
around in the beginning in 1990 to a more positive trend.
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Publication fields

A journal classification scheme was designed to investigate how sectoral output and
collaboration patterns have varied across scientific fields. In large scale studies,
bibliometricans assign journals to fields and then assign all papers published in a journal
to its field. This method was used in the present analysis. The publications have been
classified into 17 scientific fields based on the journals in which they were published.
The fields are further classified into four disciplinary groups: life, natural, applied and
inter-disciplinary. The inter-disciplinary categories consists of three fields containing
journals that span two disciplines and a multidisciplinary field that contains
environmental sciences and other fields spanning over more than two disciplines.

Figure I.4.9.   Structure of fields
Abbreviation Discipline Field
AGR Life sciences Agricultural sciences
BIO Biological sciences
MED Medical, health sciences
IFL Inter-field life
CHM Natural sciences Chemical sciences
MTH Mathematical sciences
PHY Physical sciences
ETH Earth sciences
IFN Inter-field natural
ENG Applied sciences Engineering
ICT Information and Computers Tech.
MAT Materials sciences
IFA Inter-field  Applied
DLN Inter-disciplinary life-natural
DLA life-applied
DNA natural-applied
MUL Multi-disciplinary
Source: SPRU; The changing shape of British Science, 1995

Medicine dominates the output of most sectors and the UK publishing in general with
37% of the papers in journals being classified as medical. Biology is the dominant field
in non-profit organisations and chemistry in former polytechnics. The fields account for
more than 10% of UK scientific output respective. The distribution of papers across
fields has, however, not been constant over the last decade. The number of papers in
most fields grew or shrank by more than 10%. Inter-field natural grew by 149%, thus
still being a small field accounting for 1.3% of UK science in 1991. Materials
publishing grew by almost 50%. Natural-applied, medicine, inter-field life, and physics
grew by more than 20% or more. Earth and space and life-applied grew by more than
10%. Mathematics and agriculture shrank by more than 10% and information and
communication technologies shrank by almost 50%. ICT is however a small field,
whose identity is uncertain, thus the numbers might not provide a true picture.  The
changes are consistent with changes at the disciplinary level. At this level the life
sciences grew more quickly than other areas and had a greater share of UK publishing
at the end of the decade than at the beginning.



Examining in which fields each sector accounts for the most papers, we find systematic
differences. Hospitals and Medical Institutes are heavily focused on medicine and the
related inter-field and life-applied fields. Research council laboratories account for a
fair share of biology, agriculture and the inter-field, inter-disciplinary life categories.
Industry in contrast has its biggest share in the applied sciences and in chemistry. The
polytechnics are somewhat similar. Government laboratories have their largest share in
agriculture and some applied fields. Their shares in most fields dropped over the
decade in contrast to other sectors. The non-profit sector has its biggest share in
biology, agriculture, inter-field life, life-natural, earth and space and multidisciplinary -
indicating a fairly heterogeneous sector.

The data indicates that research produced in the context of application is growing
faster than research performed without such visible connections to application. The
fields considered to be closer to application are: agriculture, medical, engineering,
information, materials and inter-field applied. The overall growth in these fields was
2.4% over the decade comparing to 1.3% growth in fields further from application.
However, the growth was not homogenous across the fields of applied research.
Medicine and materials are two of the fastest growing subfields, whereas agriculture
and ICT shrank over the decade and the number of engineering papers stayed level.

Figure I.4.10.   Growth in publishing in fields closer to application
Relationship field
to application

Number of papers % of UK output Linear % change
per year

Closer 175,321 46,6 2,4
Further 200,905 53,4 1,3

Total 376,226 100 1,8
Source: SPRU; The changing shape of British science, 1995

Two sectors can be identified where research is both performed and applied namely
industry and hospitals. Most often only industry is seen as the user of the nation’s
research, but a large part of UK science is biomedical and the ultimate site of
application of much medical research is in hospitals and in general practice. If research
is increasingly performed in the context of application, we might expect that the
number of papers listing at either a company or hospital address would be growing
faster than the number that do not, and that industry/hospital papers would form and
increasing proportion of UK output. Figure I.4.14 indicates that this is so. The number
of hospital/industry papers increased by 3.6% per year compared to a 1.1% growth in
papers that do not list a hospital or company address. The result is that
hospital/industry papers increased from 26% to 30% of UK output over the 1980s.

Figure I.4.11  Growth in publishing by hospitals and industry
With hospitals or
industry?

Number of papers % of UK output % change in
papers per year

yes 108,368 28,7 3,6
no 267,858 71,3 1,1

Total 376.226 100 1,8



Source: SPRU; The changing shape of British science, 1995
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II.2. Bridging Institutions

Introduction

A fundamental principle of the NIS is that innovation in practice is an inter-institutional
networking process. Access to external sources of technology and related expertise is a
crucial factor for innovators’ success. The ability of UK companies, to establish
effective external networks and the existence of a supportive infrastructure are key
elements in the overall innovation system. The importance of the scientific and
technological infrastructure lies in the extent to which it successfully bridges S&T
supply on the one hand with industry’s technological and related needs on the other
(Rothwell and Dogson, in AIRTO Papers, 1993).

The UK technology transfer system consits of various intermediates that augment the
network of relationships between producers and users of technology. These
intermediates include all institutions directly or indirectly associated with the flow of
technology and knowledge, for example Business Support Organisations, Government
schemes, providers of Databases, Trade Press and Consultants.

PERA has carried out a large survey among SMEs and BSO intended to understand
the match between SMEs need and the technology-related services offered by the UK
infrastructure of BSOs. (PERA: Study of the technical infrastructure which supports
industry, 1995).

II.2.a. The efficiency of Business Support Institutions (BSOs)

BSOs consist of organisations offering differentiated services to UK businesses. The
role of BSOs as bridging institutions is important for UK industry in general and in
respect of SMEs in particular. SMEs generally lack the ability to interface with the
technology infrastructure due to their smallness and lack of resources. BSOs can
monitor the environment on the behalf of a firm or in associations with the firm and
distinguish the information relevant to the firm’s need. This is invaluable since the
massive and rapidly increasing stock of technology requires recourses and skill that
cannot be afforded by small firms.

The reasons for a small firm seeking contact with a BSO can be grouped into five
categories of needs:

1. Equipment and technology related services, including technology information,
management, brokerage and standards related assistance

2. Research and Development services and advice, including both contract and
collaborative research

3. Commercial and management advice and assistance, including finance, marketing,
sales and export related help



4. Training, both in-house and external courses

5. Assistance with licensing or information related to acquiring technology

Figure II.2.1.   Comparison of BSOs services and SMEs need
Service SMEs wants BSOs offer

(%) (%)
Equipment/Technology 47 54
R&D 41 38
Commercial and
Management Assistance

42 55

Training 59 55
Licensing 29 34
Source: PERA: Study of the technical infrastructure which supports industry, 1995

A comparison of the needs of the SMEs and the service offered by the BSOs at an
aggregated level shows that supply and demand corresponds reasonably well. Training
is seen as the highest priority by BSOs and most frequently mentioned by the SMEs.
Licensing on the other end of the spectrum is least frequently mentioned by both.

However, a break down of the supply side into the provision of services by different
types of BSOs gives a more problematic picture. Having a reasonably good overall
appreciation of the areas in which SMEs need help, the BSOs tend to have under-
specialisation in services offered by the different organisations. Business Links, TECs
and LECs, Chambers of Commerce, and HEIs have little or no sectoral focus. Trade
Associations and to some less extent also RTCs, RTOs and Consultants focus on
particular sectors. In total, 75% of all BSOs surveyed said they covered all industries, a
finding implying under-specialisation.

In conclusion, the services offered by BSOs are broadly in line with the requirements
expressed by SMEs and on a national level there appear to be enough BSOs offering
services to meet the number of SMEs requiring them. On a more disaggregated level
there are number of factors which raise doubts about the efficiency of BSOs. Namely,
they tend not to specialise by industry and offer too wide a range of services which
may hamper their effectiveness.

II.2.b. The economic importance of bridging institutions

A central problem in SMEs performance is their capability shortages. Their inability to
identify many types of problems or improvement opportunities makes it hard for them
both to recognise the need and to clearly define them. While there are many BSOs
emitting signals about support opportunities and about potential needs, SMEs rarely
have good “receptors” for this information. The firms seem to lack in-house abilities to
appropriate and diffuse technological and commercial information effectively. Notably,
many small firms have no or few qualified science and engineers in their workforce and
therefore no “intelligent interface” to technological changes and opportunities.
Furthermore, UK firms tend to be less effective than their foreign counterparts at
managing the innovation process and integrating various functions within the firm.



60% of all BSOs receive more than 500 requests for help per annum. This can be
considered to be a rather high figure given the different roles of BSOs. Yet, there are
variations among BSOs themselves. Only 6% of the consultants, 11% of the RTCs,
and 12% of the HEIs receive in excess of 1 000 requests for help annually whereas
64% of the Business Links, 72% of the trade associations, 75% of the TECs/LECs,
78% of the Chambers of Commerce, and 80% of the RTOs receive more than 1 000
requests for help annually.

Around two thirds of all the SMEs surveyed had made use of BSO services during the
past two years, suggesting a high level of overall demand. However, there exist some
significant variations between users and their size. 20% of firms with 1-9 staff, 47% of
firms with 10-24 staff, 52% of firms with 25-99 staff, 68% of firms with 100-199 staff,
and 74% of firms with 200-250 staff had made use of BSO service in the past two
years. Ostensibly, the frequency of use rises with the size of the firms.

A significant minority of SMEs has not used BSO services. This is primarily because
they do not believe they need these services. Most of those who work closely with
these SMEs would dispute this. The problem is one of a “learning paradox” until they
know more, they do not know which questions to ask and therefor fail to spot
problems and opportunities when they arise.

II.2.b. Research and Technology Organisations (RTOs)

RTOs play an important role as bridging institutions in the UK innovation system.
They are non-profit organisations that carry out R&D and other related services, such
as testing, training, consultancy and provision of information to industry.

The organisations originates from Research Associations (RA) and Contract Research
Organisations (CROs) which have merged into RTOs.

Research Associations were normally associated with a specific product, industry or
technology. They were founded along industry-specific lines to solve the problems of
“collective” interest to their clients, or along generic technology lines to tackle cross-
sectoral issues such as manufacturing production efficiency. The membership income
from RAs, was until the mid 1970s, matched £1 for £1 by government grants. This was
an explicit recognition of the “public good” aspect of RA’s activities.

The innovation climate has, however, changed since the 1970s in several ways and, as
a consequence, also the activities of RAs. There has been a marked trend towards the
provision of non-technical services including information dissemination, management
and other training and economic advisory services. The emphasis has switched from
the employment of purely academics to industrially experienced personnel, in other
words from learning by reading towards learning by doing. The practice of R&D has
moved from long-term co-operatively funded research to an increasing emphasis on
direct product and process development activities for individual firms or associated
organisations. Corresponding to these changes the Research Associations have moves
towards more contract work and less general research.



Contract research organisations on the other hand are specialists in certain areas of
technology, without being associated with a particular product or industry. They
undertake research and development activities for others as agreed by formal contract.
CROs have always been directly involved in individual clients’ product development
activities and are already more adjusted to the “new” climate for innovation. Since the
late 1970s there has been a considerable convergence between activities of RAs and
those of CROs. In the late 1980s it seemed to be natural to  combine the two into one
network of Research and Technology Organisations (RTOs) (AIRTO paper 93/1
p.12). However, there still exist a significant number of CROs separate from the RTOs.

Most RTOs belong to an umbrella organisation the Association of Independent
Research and Technology Organisations (AIRTO) which represents members' interests
and has developed links with government organisations (mainly DTI) and the industry.
There are currently 34 RTOs within AIRTO, employing together nearly 7 000 staff and
having an aggregate annual turnover of some £320 million (1993/94). Nearly all
AIRTO member organisations are themselves SMEs and they interact with
approximately 30 000 SMEs and 95 of the top 100 companies. Within that community,
approximately 200 persons are currently registered for higher degrees while working in
those companies. AIRTO members currently sponsor 60 undergraduates or
postgraduates, and provide some 40 visiting professors or lecturers in universities. The
members also sponsor over 100 research projects with UK universities, and something
in excess of 150 projects are being undertaken by university and RTO collaboration.
(1994 figures in AIRTO Paper 95/1 p.5).

The projects undertaken by RTOs can broadly be grouped into two categories, co-
operative projects and collaborative research projects. Furthermore, the second group
can be subdivided into passive and active collaborative research. The split between co-
operative and collaborative projects is roughly 50:50.

Co-operative projects have up to 50% of their costs funded by membership funds.
Thus, they are only undertaken within the AIRTO membership community. The
projects are often aimed at benefiting the whole membership community and are
therefore very broadly based.

Collaborative research is directly funded in kind or in cash by participating companies
and can include both members and non-members. Active collaborative research
projects, in which companies mainly undertake the R&D themselves and pool results
with the RTO constitute a very small proportion of the RTO projects. The majority of
the projects are passive collaborative research, in which companies provide funding or
in-kind industrial contributions such as labour, factory time, samples. The companies
participate in the progress meetings without becoming involved in the day to day
working taking place.

The passive collaboration projects have prove to be mutually beneficial for both
companies and RTOs. Most of the RTOs are themselves SMEs and are therefore able
to understand the special position of other SMEs regarding financing, staffing and
resources. Generally SMEs used RTOs because they have an interest in the end
product of the research but do not have the resources, time or facilities the to involved
in detailed R&D work. A passive involvement in RTO research enables them to obtain



the results directly without giving up resources in terms of time and money on pre-
competitive, far from market research, from which they were less likely to see any
immediate benefits. The short-termism is a general problem for most SMEs, who,
unlike larger firms, do not have sufficient resources to commit “blue skies” R&D.
Where technical developments are required they have to look to the available expertise
outside the company, e.g. via paid consultancy or buying in existing information. The
RTOs plays an important role in this sense for UK SMEs.

Other research venues with the same functions as the UK RTOs in Europe are the
Fraunhofer Institute in Germany and the TNO in the Netherlands. Generally the
income for UK RTOs from public sector support is one of the lowest in Europe. The
proportion of government support has decreased over the years and conversely the
support from EU organisations has increased and the relative share from contractual
income.

The 34 AIRTO members differ greatly in their regarding technological specialisation,
turnover and size.The five top organisations are engaged in manufacturing and high-
tech industries. (1)PERA undertakes multi-disciplinary research, design, development
and consultancy, concentrating on new materials, manufacturing methods and business
management. (2)SMITH is a consulting service specialised on advising on policy and
strategy, system procurement and research in electronic, optical and software
technologies. (3)CIRIA is a member-based research association providing collaborative
research and information mainly for the construction industry. (4)EA Technology
undertakes technological research into the use and distribution of electricity. (5)WRc is
an R&D and consultancy organisation in the fields of water, wastewater and
environmental management.

The five last organisations are mainly engaged in basic industries. (30)FCRA provides
research, consultancy, evaluations and training for drycleaners/laundress. (31)SATRA
is a membership organisation providing research and other services in footwear
technology. (32)BTTG is concerned with technology transfer in textile technology.
(33)CATRA undertakes R&D and consultation into product and manufacturing
technology of cutlery, tools and implants. (34)BLC provides technical and information
services to the leather producing industry.



II.3. Personnel Mobility

Introduction

An important element in the National Innovation System is to which extent the tacit
knowledge created in universities can be transferred and used in industry. University-
Industry collaboration is an important mechanism of knowledge transfer and as well as
by the mobility of academics from the science base into the industrial sector. Although
the majority of researchers end up in large firms, a significant proportion of researchers
create their own companies based on the results of basic research once initialised in the
laboratory of an academic department. These spin-off companies from academia have
attracted a great deal of attention from the policy makers as a mechanism of
technology diffusion in the national innovation system.

II.3.4. The importance of spin-off companies created by acdemics

A  survey on the nature and range of co-operation activities between universities and
colleges of higher education and industry has also collected statisitcs on incubator
facilities in on Uk universties’ premises and the creations of academic spin-off
companies. (Industry-University Co-operation Survey, 1995). The data was sourced
from central bodies, and also from a questionnaire survey. 87 institutions out of 119
responded to the questionnaire, representing a response rate of 73%.

Futhermore, an independent study of science parks evaluates the benefits of a science
park location for high-technology or knowledge-based firms (An assessment of firms
located on and off Science Parks in the UK, 1994). The performance and
characteristics of NTBFs based on science parks were compared with matched samples
of firms not located on the park within a period of six years from 1986-92. The NTBFs
were also compared with a random sample of new firms, established during the 1980s,
covering all sectors except that of retailing.

II.3.4.a. The relation between Science Parks and Academic Spin-offs

The frequency of creation and the character of academic spin-offs can largely be
explained by the technological and R&D strength of the universities which generate
them, and the entrepreneurial culture within the university and its intermediate
environment, that is the presence of rich and diversified technological and economic
resources in that environment. Policy measures that promote the entrepreneurial
culture are for example education and incubating organisations (Richard Stankiewicz:
Academic spin-off companies, 1994).

Defining a spin-off company as one which has been formed with a licence from the
university, or in which the university holds equity, the total number of live spin-off
companies in mid1994 was 277, generated from 87 universities. 153 of the spin-off
companies were product based companies and 113 were service based companies. On
average each university generated 3.3 spin-off companies. 19 institutions were found
to have more than 5 live spin-off companies each, including one with 32 companies.
Together the leading 19 institutions have generated 210 spin-off companies that



represent 76 % of the total spin-off activity in the UK (Industry-University Co-
operation Survey, 1995).

A positive correlation between the generation of spin-off companies from the
universities, and presence of incubator units and science parks in the vicinity has been
found in the Industry-University co-operation survey. Almost half of the universities
which had generated a spin-off company were associated with a Science Park. 14 of
the lead 19 universities were partners in a science park and 12 of them were housing an
incubator unit.

Science Parks

Science Parks are defined by the United Kingdom Science Park Association (UKSPA)
as property based enterprises which includes the following features

- have formal and operational links with a university, other higher education institution
or research centre

- have a management function that is actively engaged in the transfer of technology and
business skills between the organisations on one site and the HEI

- encourage the formation and growth of knowledge based business and other
associated organisations normally resident on site.

The term Science Park also includes Technology Parks, Research Parks, Innovation
Parks and similar descriptions.

They were set up largely in the 1980’s following evidence that they could become
“growth poles” in which clusters of high technology business, located close to HEIs,
would interact with each other and with the universities, to enable both applied
research and business to diffuse and create new technology.

However, the value of the Science Parks has been questioned. It has been argued that
the eagerness of universities to establish science parks is less based on an
understanding of the role of science parks in the creation and diffusion of new
technology, and more on a pragmatic attempt to come to terms with the political
climate and to use the Science Park movement to exploit the university campus by
generating profits from rents.

There were approximately 1 200 Science Park Firms on  about 40 Science Parks in the
UK in 1993. Together they employed approximately 20 000 people



II.3.4.b. A comparison of Academic Spin-offs and NTBFs

Rationales for the importance of new technology-based firms (NTBFs):

- they introduce a disproportional large share of commercially oriented innovations to
market place, due to their flexibility in the use of resources and the ability to rapidly
recognise the market potential for new technologies

- they indirectly promote technological competition By aggressively exploiting
emerging technological opportunities they put pressure on conservative, established
companies, thus accelerating innovation and helping to maintain the dynamic character
of the economy.

Rationales for the importance of academic spin-off companies:

While the ability of the spin-off companies to survive is on the whole quite impressive,
their growth rates have been disappointingly low and thus their impact on employment
and regional economic development quite modest.  The merit of academic spin-offs lies
in their feature as components of a “knowledge industry” that includes all activities
associated with the production, transfer and distribution of knowledge. What is spun
off from academia is not technologies-as-products but R&D-and-problem-solving-
capabilities. Most of the academic spin-offs are knowledge industries and should be
judged with other criteria and the manufacturing industries.

Using four indicators to compare the differences between new technology based firms
based on and off science parks, we can examine the importance of science parks for the
establishment of NTBFs.

1. The founders of high technology firms

Differences in the educational background of the entrepreneurs establishing high
technology businesses support the argument that science parks provide a particularly
suitable location for academics and individuals with academic links to HEIs. On the
other hand, if the educational background  of business founders does not differ
particularly, it would indicate that science parks merely provide a location for High
technology businesses. The “added value” that the park provides would be expected to
influence the business once established, rather than the background of the individuals
who establish it.

The educational qualifications of business founders on science parks are on average
higher than of business founders off-Park. 100% on science parks claimed to have
formal educational qualifications compared to 84% of the off-Park founders. 62% of
the science park founders were holders of a higher degree while only 32% of the off-
Park founders claimed the corresponding qualifications. Overall, 92% of the high
technology business founders have some formal educational qualifications compared
with only 65% of the founders of businesses in general.



Figure II.3.1.   Educational qualification of founders, percentages

Educational
Qualifications

Science Park
%

Off - Park
%

All
%

1992 1986 1992 1986 1992 1986

With qualifications 100 75 84 79 92 65
Without qualifications 0 25 16 21 8 35

With degree 87 64 82 52 85 n.a
With higher degree 62 52 32 16 48 n.a
Source: An Assessment of Firms located on and off Science Parks in the UK, 1995

Overall, these results demonstrate that founders of high technology businesses are
much more likely to have high educational qualifications than founders of business in
more conventional sectors. They also demonstrate that, having a degree is virtually a
prerequisite for establishing a high technology business, and that founders of
businesses on science parks continue to be more likely to have higher degrees than
founders of off-Park businesses. Crudely, it suggests the on-park founders have a
more academic background, than his or her off-Park counterpart.

2. Input to R&D: Qualified Scientists and Engineers (QSEs)

Many studies have linked technological capability and innovationess with the
percentage of QSEs. The proportion of QSEs in a firm can be used as an indicator of
“R&D intensity”: the higher the percentage of QSEs, the greater the R&D effort.

The table indicates that the mean percentage of total employers that have QSE
engaged in R&D was higher in science parks than off-Park firms (means of 31.5%
and 22.2% recorded, respectively). It is also noteworthy from this table that a larger
proportion of off-Park firms (18.4%), than science park firms (12.8%) indicated that
they had no QSEs engaged in R&D.

Figure II.3.2.   Percentage of QSEs  engaged in R&D employed by firms

 QSEs
%

Science Park
%

Off-Park
%

Total
%

0 12.8 18.4 15.6
1-20 25.6 42.1 33.8
21-40 38.5 26.3 32.5
41-60 12.8 2.6 7.8
61-80 2.6 7.9 5.2
81-100 7.7 2.6 5.2
Source: An Assessment of Firms located on and off Science Parks in the UK, 1995



This suggests that the science park firms are likely to be slightly more QSE intensive
and by extension more R&D intensive, than off-Park firms. However, whilst QSEs
engaged in R&D are relatively high proportion of the labour force of science park
firms other indicators of R&D input suggest few differences between science park and
off-Park firms. Using R&D expenditure-related measures, the off-Park firms are
equally likely to be deemed to be innovative.

3. Input to R&D: Links with higher education institutions (HEIs)

Links with the local HEI are fundamental to the science park ethos. A key principle of
science parks is to encourage firms on the park to build contacts with the host
academic institution and thereby benefit from the use of academic resources.
However the value of the linkages has been questioned. Studies have shown that large
firms are generally more likely to have links with an academic institution than small
firms. A study of high technology firms located on science parks in Belgium and the
Netherlands found the science park links “rather sparse”. Other mechanisms to
become more evolved in industrial science and technology could be just as efficient.

Of those off-Park firms indicating a link with a local HEI, 61% had developed
informal contacts with academics that was even more frequent among Science Park
firms (80%). More than 40% of the off-park firms indicated they had research links in
the form of student projects, with the corresponding figure of 53% among Science
Park firms. Whereas off-park firms were more likely to have provided employment of
recent graduates the Science park firms reported more links with academics in terms
of employment of academics on a part-time or consultancy basis. The table also
shows a remarkable higher frequency of use of facilities provided by the HEI by
Science Park firms than by off-Park firms. 71% of the Science Park firms had utilised
the host HEI library compared with only a third of the off-Park firms.



Figure II.3.3.   Links with the local HEI, 1992

Contact with HEI Science park
%

Off-park
%

Total
%

Informal contacts with academics 80.4 61.1 72.8

Formal contacts
Temp. employment of academics 48.2 48.2 38.9
Sponsor research trials or projects 32.1 16.7 26.1
Access to specialist equipment 41.1 30.6 37
Test/analysis in HEI 23.2 13.9 19.6
Student projects 53.6 41.7 48.9
Employment of recent graduates 46.4 52.8 48.9
Training by HEI 10.7 8.3 9.8
Assistance by business in HEI teaching 17.9 17.0 2.8
Other formal links 12.5 5.6 9.8

Use of facilities

Computer 23.2 5.6 16.3
Library 71.4 33.3 56.5
Recreation 33.9 5.6 22.8
Conferences 23.2 19.4 21.7
Dining 25 5.6 17.4
Audio-visual 14.3 2.8 9.8
University as a customer 39.3 19.4 31.5
Other 5.4 8.3 6.5
Source: An Assessment of Firms located on and off Science Parks in the UK, 1995

In conclusion, science park firms are significantly more likely to contact a local HEI
than off-park firms. The majority of both science park and off-park firms have formal
links with the HEIs. Overall the contact levels between HEIs and firms were greater
amongst science park firms. The single most important link reported for both groups
was informal contacts with academics. For science parks firms the three other most
important links were having the university as a customer, employment of recent
graduates and access to library facilities. For off-Park firms the three other most
important links were employment of recent graduates, employment of academics on a
part-time / consultancy basis and sponsorship of research trials or projects.



4. Technology Diffusion: R&D Outputs

One basic rational for providing financial aid to small firms is their role in technology
diffusion. There are several ways of measuring the R&D output of firms and their
innovationess. The table shows some measurements that are frequently used, namely
the technological content of products, the degree of novelty of the manufactured
products, and the uniqueness of the services which the firm provides for its customers.

Figure II.3.4 Indicators on innovationess

Innovationess Science Park Off-Park Total
Technological content of any manufactured products produced by firms
in %

Application of advanced
technology

72.2 69.7 70.6

Application of established
technology

28.2 30.3 29.4

Little technological content 0 0 0

Degree of novelty of manufactured products produced by firms in %

Entirely novel products 27.8 24.2 25.5
Significant novel enhancements 33.3 54.5 47.1
Improved existent products 38.9 21.2 27.5

% of Uniqueness of any service which firms provided
Based on "leading-edge"
knowledge

46.4 45.2 45.9

Knowledge new to UK 3.6 11.9 7.1
Not available elsewhere in the
region

16.1 23.8 19.4

Standard service 33.9 19 27.6
Source: An Assessment of Firms located on and off Science Parks in the UK, 1995

The results from the survey shows that no statistical differences between firms on and
off Science Parks were recorded with regard to innovationess as measured by
technological content and novelty. However, the table does show a high degree of
innovationess in both on- and off-park firms, where about 70% of the firms use
advanced technology in their product and a large proportion of the firms launched new
products or services.



II.6. University research output

Introduction

Universities contribute to wealth creation in three ways. They educate students who go
on to work in industry and public services. They carry out fundamental research on
which industrial development is based. They make inventions and sell expertise. The
educational and the research elements of the universities are normally considered to be
the most important ones, although the last function attracts the greatest attention in the
policy debates. It is thus a risk that government policy places too much emphasis on
IPR as the basic mechanism of technology transfer and too little emphasis placed on
“soft” technology transfer. The consequence is that the process by which the scientific
understanding is used by industry receives no recognition and therefore no
encouragement, despite the fact that this sort of technology transfer is most needed by
industry.

II.6.1. Intensity and specialisation of universities’ patenting activity

Patenting is often seen as a tangible indicator of technology transfer because the patent
claims must embody evidence of utility and novelty and be sufficiently clear and precise
to enable any person skilled in the art to make use of the same technology. The British
government’s policy towards the science base has since 1985 meant that the
universities have the rights to exploit their intellectual property (IP). The pressure to
exploit the public sector research base (PSRB) reflects an innovatory anxiety apparent
in all industrialised countries. Whereas in the past the exploitation of PSRB
inventiveness emerged via many indirect routes, today innovation requires a more
targeted research policy whose impact can be felt upstream in the basic lab itself, a
change that will not be frictionless. Scientists in academic environments have not only
to restructure their work in order to integrate legal and scientific advances but also
merge the legal and the scientific objectives regarding the patent criteria of novelty and
the scope of the invention.

In order to secure patentable ideas and then the patents filed on them, research
scientists in both academic and industrial settings must have access to a sophisticated
and well-resourced cultural infrastructure. This refers to a range of different
interpretative skills, networks, access to relevant information sources, and skilled
professional services. The academic  scientists who are normally highly skilled in their
scientific field but unfamiliar with the patent system, need to acquire competence in IP
issues. This includes abilities to distinguish between scientific and legal “novelty”, the
capacity to search patent literature, to formulate patent claim and to relate them to the
overall patent portfolio in the specific field. Furthermore, the experimental and social
work of the academic laboratory have to meet the requirements of the patenting
process. This includes the capacity to provide an “embodiment” of the invention, the
preparedness to work around existing patents and the willingness to delay publications.

The language of innovation models, the translation of intellectual into commercial
capital is seen as a process of technology transfer from the PSRB into industry. A
dominant assumption since the early 1980s has been that technology transfer can be
improved by increasing the incentive within PSRB institutions to commercialise



research themselves, notably by devolving to them the rights to intellectual property
that emerge from funded research. The rate, efficiency and overall momentum of
technology transfer would thereby be increased.

Generally, a number of institutional problems in the management and exploitation of IP
has been revealed in universities which is not found in industrial firms.

a.) Academic scientists’ judgement about novelty relate to a specific community of
researchers within their field, not to the patent law’s definition of “prior art” which
assumes a global, virtual stock of knowledge. This leaves university scientists with a
map of different reference points whereas industrial scientists operate with a single
reference point, the corporation’s interests.

b.) University scientists have to be motivated to take on the extra work patenting
demands when they have chosen to pursue an academic career.

c.) The academic research has to be managed to create commercially viable patent
portfolios which may conflict with attempts to excel in government assessments of
academic research and with the academic direction of research projects.

d.) Patent applications must be funded, and this is an expensive and uncertain process.
Only a very small number of patents actually generate the profits universities are
looking for.

e.) The question of ownership of the patent and the rights to future developments of
the invention is more complicated in academia than in industry, especially in inter-
institutional collaboration.

The policy implications of these points is that greater patenting in the science base may
not necessarily indicate a more effective exploitation of knowledge. Scientists need to
evaluate the costs and benefits of patenting compared with other routes through which
professional reputation and material reward are secured.

Figure II.6.1.   Patents filed by UK Universities 1/8/1991-31/7/1994
Institutions Number of patents filed 1991 - 1994

0 1-10 11-20 21-30 30+
Number 28 39 10 3 7
% of total 32.2 44.8 11.5 3.5 8
Source: The Industry-University Co-operation Survey, 1995

The total number of patents filed during 1991-1994 by 87 universities was 765,
yielding a total external cost of patent filing of £3.8 million. The number of patents for
each institution varied from 53 for one university to no filings for 28 institutions. The
figures should be seen as minimum figures since patent filings which arise as a result of
an industrially funded project are generally registered and paid for by the industrial
partner.



II.6.1.a. Income from patents and software

The  survey on the nature and range of co-operation activities between universities and
colleges of higher education and industry provides us with a fairly comprehensive
picture of the UK university research output. (The Industry-University Co-operation
Survey, 1995). The data was sourced from central bodies, and also from a
questionnaire survey. 87 institutions out of 119 responded to the questionnaire,
representing a response rate of 73%.

During the three year period the total income from IPR was approximately £29. 3
million, consisting of licensing revenue of £25.8 and sales of IPR £3.5 millions. 446
licence and option agreements were in place generating revenues. On average each
licence therefor generated £21,800 per annum. The number of software licences or
options during the same period was 982, yielding an income of £13.7 million.  The
survey showed a high concentration in IPR (patents and software) income. 20% (17)
of the universities generated 90% (over £39 million) of the total revenue.

II.6.1.b. The orientation of  the science base

The key issue with regard to the importance of patents is not so much in their origin or
number but who uses them and the way in which they are used. Statistical data that
show that rates of patenting are high in certain research areas, such as pharmaceutical
research. This is not an indicator per se of higher rates of technology transfer but
shows the form of control over IPR regarded as crucial to those areas. Patenting in
pharmaceutical research is much more to do with the nature of control over the
specific scientific and technological know-how embodied  in the claim than it is to do
with rates of technology transfer. Thus, scientific fields which have lower patenting
rates, such as engineering, do not thereby have a lower technology transfer capacity.
Using patent statistics as a measure of innovative activity can therefore be a poor
measure in so far as the amount of unpatented research and development is sometimes
equally high.

Pharmaceutical and biotechnology are the areas of science and technology in which
commercial and industrial innovation are more closely linked to the science base than
in other areas. Therefore, they are the fields in which universities have commercialised
or can be expected to commercialise academic research.  One survey found that almost
a third of university patents were in bio-science (Webster and Packer: Patenting in
academia and industry, 1995).

The outlook of the UK scientific community is rather well matched to industry's needs
as a result of programmes such as LINK and cuts in government funding of  HEIs but
still not as strong as in the USA or Germany.  The lack of links between industry and
academia may arise because the fundamental science undertaken by HEIs may have a
commercial value only with a long lag: the science base may develop technology which
can only be exploited by foreign companies; companies may be unaware of the
knowledge and skills the science base has to offer; there may be good links between
HEIs and firms' research departments but fracture may exist between "boffins" in a
firm's R&D department and the rest of the company.



II.6.3. The amount of technical knowledge produced and distributed without
charge by the universities

II.6.3.a. Databases of expertise

One of the most obvious tools for universities to use to market their technical skills and
resources is the use of databases. An up to date and comprehensive database is a cheap
and fairly efficient way for industry to gain an insight into the research activities of
universities.

Figure II.6.2. The use of databases among universities to diffuse their research output
Database type % indicating use
Internal database, not published 75
Published database of skills 68
Contributes to BEST 70
Contributes to Oakland 22
Others (can be several) 50
Source: The Industry-University Co-operation Survey, 1995

Analysis of the external databases used by the universities indicates that BEST
published by Longman Catermill is most frequently mentioned while many universities
list others as well. Although BEST is well known amongst universities it suffers from
two major disadvantages. It was set up over ten years ago and hence, suffers from a
major cost disadvantage. Most of the entries are placed by individual scientists and
engineers. They are thus seldom actively co-ordinated by the research administration of
the university nor regularly updated.

Oakland Consulting claims to be currently working actively with research councils to
publish a complete listing of all research projects at UK universities being funded by
research councils. The data has been accessed centrally and coverage of all scientific
work funded in this manner will therefore be collected together. Further, it is intended
within 1995, to expand the coverage of all Research Councils and then to add work
funded by medical charities. Since Research Councils and the medical charities
together fund over 55% of the research work at universities, it is likely to be fairly
comprehensive.

The Oakland development is an interesting extension of the database concept. Until
now databases were used by universities and more particularly by university scientists
to promote their own skills but were not necessarily set up to make it easy for the
customer in industry to make the best choice. Coverage was patchy and entries were
often not updated.



II.8. Research co-operation within the enterprise sector

Introduction

Technological collaboration occurs essentially because of the complexity and
uncertainty of technological (Mark Dogson: Technological collaborations in industry,
1993). It is concerned with capability building and learning. Technology is rarely
created and marketed entirely by means of brilliant individual scientists, engineers or
entrepreneur, or through affluent and well-organised research groups in individual
firms. Instead, its initiation, formulation, and diffusion depends on complex interactions
between individuals and groups of people in the science-base, research organisation
and industry. The dynamic of collaboration is influenced by firms which act as vendors,
customer, partners and competitors, and by the changing demands of governments and
individuals as customers and regulators. The necessity of linkages between these actors
in order to develop new products and technologies and to access new capabilities,
inevitably leads to some elements of formalisation. These formalised links are here
called collaboration.

Collaborations are thus frequently formed between firms in research, development,
manufacturing or marketing functions, and take a wide variety of forms.
A restricted definition of technological collaboration includes “any activity where two
or more partners contribute differential resources and know-how to agreed
complementary aims” (Mark Dogson: Technological collaborations in industry,
1993).

This definition includes, both vertical and horizontal collaboration, privately created or
promoted by public policy:

a. joint-ventures and strategic alliances between firms
b. technological collaboration in specific industry by shared R&D and production
contracts
c. large co-operative research programmes, consortia or networks involving
multidisciplinary research

Vertical collaboration occurs throughout the chain of production for particular
products, from the provision of raw materials, through the assembly of parts, to their
distribution and servicing. Horizontal collaboration occurs between partners at the
same level in the production process. Technological collaboration includes
improvements in the innovation process and the various technological objectives of
corporate strategy and public policy.

Although industrial collaboration occurs in many different forms and for very diverse
reasons, a number of common properties can be discerned:

(i) Collaboration can lead to positive sum gains in internal activities in the innovation
process. That is, partners can together obtain mutual benefits which they could not
have achieved independently. Benefits may include increased scale and scope of
activities, reduced costs, greater speed or improved ability to deal with complexity. It
is widely recognised that successful innovation requires innovating firms to have an



external orientation. Successful innovation depends on effective interactions between
organisations (Lundvall, The National System of Innovation, 1988). Partnership with
suppliers can provide privileged access to state-of-the-art components. Strong links
with important customers facilitate effective feedback on market requirements and
product performance. Collaborations with other firms and with universities,
government and research organisations, can extend a firm’s options in innovation.
Such linkages are nothing new, but approaching the Fifth Generation Innovation
Process they may be extending and intensifying, and may involve increasing use of
information technology in cementing them.

(ii) Collaboration alleviates with environmental uncertainty. Increasingly sophisticated
and demanding consumers, growing competition in international markets, and rapidly
changing and disruptive technologies place pressures on nations and firms. There is
considerable uncertainty as to the most appropriate configurations of technology due
to the high costs and complexity of much new technology development. This
uncertainty may be more easily overcome by collaboration than by staying isolated.
Furthermore, many new technologies involve the conflation of previous discrete areas
of knowledge. Thus while individual firms may have competencies in some parts of the
system, they often require in puts from other firms. For example:

“A computer system today consists of the central processing unit (CPU) which
includes a microprocessor and logic chips, the operating system and applications
software, information storage products (disk drives and memory chips), ways of
putting in and getting out information (input-output devices), power supplies, and
communication devices or networks to link computers together. Although customers
seek to increase performance along each of these dimensions, it is virtually impossible
for one firm to produce all these components, let alone stay at the forefront of each of
these diverse and fast changing technologies.” (Saxenian, 1991, in Dogson:
Technological Collaboration in Industry,  1993)

(iii) Collaboration is believed to offer flexibility in comparison to its alternative.
It can facilitate the transfer of know-how between organisations more effectively than
can purely market transactions, and at the same time it is more flexible than mergers
and acquisitions. The relationship between company strategies and technological
development is one which has excited a great deal of attention. Some argue that
collaboration is critical for continuing competitiveness.



II.8.1. Modes of co-operations in innovation related activities

Mark Dogson analyses the nature of technological collaborations in general and in the
UK in particular. The study is a combination of the theories of technological
collaborations, and a number of case studies on significant technological collaborations
in the UK.( Dogson: Technological collaborations in industry, 1993)

II.8.1.a. Evidence from research-co-operation between units within one firm, the
case of Quantel and SSL in Carlton Communications Ltd.

Quantel is a part of Carlton Communications and develops, manufactures and markets
image processing equipment, primarily for the television industry. It enjoys a reputation
for producing highly advanced innovative products, several of which have become
standard within the industry. Solid State Logic (SSL) is a sister company of Quantel
and produces equipment for the professional sound market. In early 1987, Quantel and
SSL began a collaborative project aiming to merge Quantel’s digital image processing
know-how with SSL’s sound processing expertise. The intention was to produce a
joint product which processed both sound and images.

The collaboration was not successful for various reasons. There was no clear unified
intention with the collaboration. Generally, Quantel tend not to collaborate. The
management was aware of problems with collaborations and the company felt that it
has the best competence in its field, that there were a few other companies that could
match its high levels expertise. However, a number of circumstances led it to do so on
this occasion. The way Quantel approached the collaboration was dictated by its
relationship with SSL as a sister company  in the same group. It believed that SSL
needed the collaboration more than Quantel did. SSL’s internal efforts in developing its
products had some short-comings, they needed to learn about the market, etc. At an
operational level, one of the major problems experienced by Quantel’ s project
manager was the communication process. Although the communication paths between
the two companies were clear and based on good inter-personal linkages, it was found
that communicating Quantel’s objectives, gaining agreement over them, and getting
them acted upon was too time consuming.

Quantel left the collaboration half way through, approximately two years,  and
continued to develop the product on its own. Despite the fact that Quantel’s evaluation
of the collaboration shows limited results, the company benefited in a number of
indirect ways. These are perhaps most clear in the way that the market has welcomed
the product, Harry-Track, which was a technological novelty. Quantel managed to
produce a product within six months which fulfilled the market demands, and got it
right the first time.



II.8.1.b. Evidence from horizontal research-co-operation, the case of BT&D
Technologies Ltd.

BT&D Technologies Ltd is a joint venture formed in 1986 between British Telecom
(BT) and the American company Du Pont. The venture is capitalised on a 50:50 basis
by the parent companies. BT&D develops and manufactures optoelectronic
components for the global telephone and data communications markets. The company
employs 300 people in the UK and another fifty in the US. The turnover doubled from
£5 million in 1989 to roughly £10 million in 1990.

The joint venture is a result of both firms having an interest in acquiring
complementary knowledge. Du Pont was a leader in electronic materials research,
engineering, manufacturing processes and global marketing. They were interested in
developing electronic devises, and building on its electronic materials and
manufacturing competencies. BT which had been privatised in 1984, had leading-edge
technological knowledge possessed in its in-house R&D laboratory, BTRL (British
Telecom Research Laboratory). BTRL was a pre-eminent technical research
organisation but lacked competencies in commercialising the results. The organisation
needed to generate revenue from its research in order to justify its role and existence
within BT. Both firms wished to develop an optoelectronic business. The fit between
the two was further enhanced by the fact that they were not competitors, and had no
intention of becoming so.

The structure of the joint venture has evolved over the years. The way that it has been
set up and supported shows the high level of commitment to it by both parent
companies. The initial establishment was capitalised equally by the parent companies.
Thereafter the actual funding was determined on an annual basis with the BT&D
managers taking responsibility for justifying the following years budget. In total, by
1990 some $50 million had been spent on plant and facilities, with a further $50 million
invested in R&D. Within the arrangement BT&D assumed the role of a contractor and,
as such, controled the development process. In order to strengthen the joint venture as
much as possible, both BT and Du Pont restricted their rights to commercialise parallel
propriarity R&D. All optoelectronic inventions are marketed through BT&D, which
pays royalties to the originator on product-by-product basis. BT&D even has an option
to licence such development to third parties.

BT&D’s original business plan considerably underestimated the size and the time table
of the parent companies’ commitments. Although BT&D’s products out-performed
everything on the market, they were difficult to make and were expensive. Ultimately,
only five per cent of BT&D’s business were prepared to pay the costs of the device
thus the expected market failed to emerge. However, there were some positive impacts
from the high risk strategy of developing leading-edge products. BT&D earned a
reputation of prominent technical expertise and established creditibility with major
large customers in the process. The company has also been able to use its technical
capability to profile itself as a focused solution supplier and to address new and
growing alternative markets, such as the datacom markets.



The following, in no particular order, are suggested by BT&D as being reasons for the
success of the joint venture:

a. Both parent companies, BT and Du Pont had clear objectives in the joint venture
and were determined to make the venture a success.

b. The partners had complementary interests and capabilities. Both were, at the
beginning, cash-rich, and BT&D received high levels of investments.

c. Du Pont had considerable experience of forming joint ventures. It established a
system that BT&D could utilise in order to get the joint venture underway quickly and
smoothly.

d. A central condition of success was high levels of communication. This was essential
as the joint venture was working across two corporate and national cultures. Again,
Du Pont’s earlier venturing experience and existing international mechanisms and
systems assisted this process.

g. The BT&D was fortunate to find an alternative market emerging at the time when
its original market proved inappropriate. The capability of responding to this change
depended, however, on the company’s strength of technological and financial
resources.

II.8.1.c. Evidence from Technological collaboration in specific industries, the case
of the Biotech Industry

Biotechnology is one of the most important new technologies that has emerged in the
last two decades and its development is very revealing of the importance of
collaboration in the process of innovation. Biotechnology is defined as “the industrial
use of a number of new techniques - recombinant DNA, monoclonal antibodies, and
bioprocessing - on living organisms to make or modify products, to improve plants and
animals, or to develop micro-organisms for specific uses” (as defined by OTA 1991, in
Dogson, 1993). Collaboration has played a major role biotechnology ever since it basic
scientific breakthrough in 1973, the first cloning of a gene, upon which the “modern”
biotechnological industries have emerged. It has occurred extensively between
universities and industries and between small and large firms in the industry.
Collaboration was a feature of biotechnology right from the start simply because it
emerged in the science base rather than in the laboratories of large companies and a
continuous high level of collaboration has been necessary because of the differing
competencies between the actors and the demand for speedy innovation requiring their
combination.

A number of studies have shown the high level of collaboration between the science
base of universities and research hospitals, large firms, and a new category of small
firms established in biotechnology: the dedicated biotechnology firm (DBF). They
serve as technical research institutions for the biotech-industry and play a significant
role in R&D collaborations. Studies on American DBF:s found that they employ 73
000, have revenues of $12 billion and spend $3.6 billion on R&D. On average the ten
largest pharmaceutical companies in the USA had three partnerships with DBF:s.



In many countries governments to play active roles in promoting collaboration in
biotechnology encouraged by the attributes of the technology, such as the fact that it is
science based, the interdisciplinary nature of the science and the difficulties of
transferring it into industrial use. In the UK, two major bodies are working with
biotechnology: the Biotechnology Unit at the DTI and the Biotechnology Directorate
of the Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC).

Formed in 1982, the Biotechnology Unit at the DTI promotes government LINK
programmes which encourages industry to undertake joint research with universities
and RTOs. The programmes apply a “club” approach which ranges from support
groups undertaking joint research to those just exchanging existing information. Some
advantages of these clubs are, according to DTI secondees:

a. Large firms have the opportunity to observe what is going on in small firms and
small firms the opportunity to gain access to large firm technology.

b. UK firms get assistance in networking.

c. Improved liaison between industry and academia.

d. Risk sharing by club research.

Established in 1981, the SERC Biotechnology Directorate, promotes long-term
research in biotechnology, supports priority research sectors in order to develop
centres of expertise that industry can tap, provides common resources in
complementary areas such as computing, and supports postgraduate students. The two
other objectives are:

1. To develop collaborative activities with industry across a wide front including
research.

2. To co-ordinate research programmes in the academic sector, by linking academic
groups with each other and with industry, and providing information about ongoing
research programmes.

The support for these two objectives includes co-operative awards for projects
involving academia and industry, developments of clubs, and co-ordinated research
programmes.



Celltech

Created in 1979, Celltech is a dedicated biotechnology firm employing around 350 in
Slough, England. It is highly R&D-intensive, in 1991 it had an annual turnover of £17
million and spent over £10 million on R&D.  Its necessarily high commitment to R&D
in a developing business area has limited its opportunities to make profit. It has
recorded profits in only one year of its existence.

Celltech has considerable experience of collaborations. It has enjoyed extensive and
strong links with academic researchers and undertaken contract research for many of
the world’s major drug companies, such as Merck, Sharpe and Dohne, Genetech, and
Cynamid. Contract R&D has given the company a chance to capitalise profitability on
its considerable scientific capabilities. The company has also been involved in
commercially less successful joint ventures with the Boots Company and Air Products.

The scientific base in the firm consists of an expertise in research and development of
antibodies (MAbs) and “engineering” them to improve their functions. In 1986
Celltech began to work under contract with Cynamid, a large USA drug company. The
contractual arrangement was revised into a co-operation agreement between the two
companies in 1990. Under the early contracts Celltech undertook the R&D and the
intellectual property rights (IPR) were transferred to Cynamid. Celltech’s services were
rewarded with profits but without exploitation rights. Under the new co-operative
agreement, Celltech and Cynamid share the scientific input and the revenues from the
discoveries. The evolution of this partnership reflects a growing confidence and trust
between the two firms. The origins of the first deal with Cynamid lie with a research
package of Celltech’s  capabilities put together by its scientific directors and some
marketing personnel. This package involving the R&D and manufacture of monoclonal
antibodies for the diagnosis treatment of cancer, was developed in 1985. The approach
Celltech used was novel; it was the case of telling firms “we have good science, a good
idea, fund us to find out if it works”. Out of ten companies approached, Cynamid was
favoured by Celltech, as it had a considerable interests in the cancer field and had been
working with MAbs. The focus of the arrangements between Celltech and Cynamid is
scientific research, and outcomes from it are inevitably long-term. However, the
research has proved productive with a family of patent applications in three scientific
areas and products in the pipeline.

A number of reasons are suggested by Celltech’s managers and scientists for the
success of the arrangements with Cynamid. These are, in no particular order:

a. The complementary nature of the partner’s expertise and the mutual respect for each
others scientific capabilities. Both parties possess equivalent levels of professional
skills.

b. Widespread acceptance within both partners of the need for collaboration and of the
benefits form it. Each party understood the aims, objective and goals fully before the
programme was launched.

c. Very considerable communication efforts, with Celltech attempting to inform
Cynamid of development quickly and honestly.



d. Good project management skills. Celltech is experienced at project management,
although the programme of research with Cynamid is the largest it has undertaken.

e. The development of trust and confidence. Much of this, particularly in the early
stages of development, depended on good personal relationships.

The example of the development of biotechnology shows the extent of inter-
organisational collaboration in the innovation process. Linkages with the science base
as the source of new technological capability, with the particular advantages in state-
of-the-art technology and production techniques, are very common in biotechnology
and have played a significant role in its commercialisation. These linkages have focused
on the acquisition of complementary capabilities. Large, established firms need to
access a technology which is new to them and do so by linking with a dedicated
biotechnology firm that has built up significant scientific capabilities in the area, e.g.
Celltech in antibodies.

II.8.1.d. Evidence from large co-operative programmes involving
multidisciplinary research, the case of the ALVEY-programme

The ALVEY Programme in information technology (IT) ran in the UK from 1984 to
1990. In broad terms, it was a collaborative programme aimed at improving industrial
and academic science and technology, transferring technology from academia into
industry, and enhancing UK competitiveness in the IT sector. The ALVEY Programme
was the government response to a report on the worsening performance of UK IT
sector in world markets.

Since the beginning of the Programme it has been subject to an evaluation. This fed
back results to the ALVEY administration in real-time via a number of topic-oriented
reports. The following section is based on the Final Report of the Evaluation of the
ALVEY Programme (Evaluation of the ALVEY Programme for Advanced
Information Technology, SPRU, 1991).

A number of arguments for a government- sponsored R&D programme in IT were put
forward in the report.

a. The UK suffers from a fragmented and weak capability in IT. This capability needs
to be strengthened by support for UK-based R&D.

b. IT is a strategic technology. Improved capability in IT could improve competitivess
across a range of industrial user sectors.

c. The UK has performed poorly on international markets. Strategic support was
needed to reverse the deteriorating economic performance in this key sector.

d. Improved IT R&D capabilities, for example in semiconductors and software, were
important for UK military programmes.



e. Firms required government support to undertake high risk, long-term R&D, to
overcome barriers to pooling resources, and to spread innovations widely across the
UK industry.

f. Government support for the IT sector was widely practised abroad. Other initiatives
were being undertaken, or planned, in Japan, the US, and the rest of Europe.

The programme focused on five main technologies within the IT-field. The government
provided £200 million to the programme, and industry approximately £150 million.
Industrial participants had half of their costs met by government. Academic
participants were funded wholly. ALVEY supported 198 collaborative projects with an
average of 3.6 participating organisations and lasting for an average of two to three
years. Additionally, 113 related projects were supported run in academic departments
with industrial observers. In total ALVEY involved 115 firms, 68 academic institutions
and 27 government research establishments.

The four set of technologies on which the Programme concentrated were Software
Engineering (SE), Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI), Man-Machine Interface
(MMI), and Intelligent Knowledge Based Systems (IKBS). A Systems Architecture
(SA) component was included later. Four Large Scale Demonstrator (LDs) aimed to
stimulate the spread of advanced IT by demonstrating the exploitable results of the
Programme. In addition, there was a programme of infrastructure and Communications
(I&C) initially intended to service the participants in the Programme, but which came
to include a research component.

Knowledge sharing within the ALVEY Community

One of the prime achievements of the ALVEY Programme was to foster the
development of a collaborative culture, in which firms and academics learned to work
with each other. In real terms this was achieved by making firms, academic
departments and government research institutes work together on projects of mutual
interests. Collaborative R&D has since become far more prevalent through schemes of
the European Commission, more recent schemes of the UK government and as part of
a more general international trend.

i. Collaborations

The Programme supported nearly 200 collaborative research projects, involving
approximately 5 000 people over the five years period which the programme was
running. The majority of collaborators were known to each other prior to coming
together in the ALVEY projects even though less than half of them had actually
worked together. Hence, it was found that personal/professional contact is a useful
prior stage to collaboration, and a positive effect of the programme was to upgrade
these into full collaborative relationships. A surprisingly low number of participants
regarded the Programme important as a mechanism for forming links with other teams
in similar organisations whereas it was considered to be more important as means of
establishing academic-industry links.



Regarding the participants’ motivation for collaboration the most common motive
among project managers was to acquire complementary expertise (76%) in terms of
familiarity with techniques, access to equipment and/or expertise in certain application
areas. Much less common, though clearly present as motivating factors, were cost-and
risk reduction. 34% of industrial teams noted the ALVEY had been an important
means of cutting costs and 24% as a way of reducing risks. Although, the networks
built up by ALVEY were important in themselves, it is notable that almost half of the
participants (46%) regarded the programme as a means of conducting research which
would otherwise have been cut.

With regard to Intra-project technology transfer, the ALVEY administration
recognised in its early stages that the novel organisational demands imposed by
collaborative research should be regulated in a contractual framework. It covered
procedures for executing research and defined rights and obligations of those involved
both during projects and subsequently in the post-collaboration exploitation base.
These rights would be embodied in collaboration agreements. Difficulties in concluding
collaboration agreements led to delays and jeopardised starts and finishes of
collaboration projects. Once established, collaboration agreements were not
subsequently referred to by 72% of the project managers interviewed. Of those who
had used them, the usual reasons were to seek clarification on matters of IPR,
exploitation or publication. The importance of the contracts should however not be
under-emphasised. Many managers made the point that the presence in the background
of an agreement removed a potential source of doubts and disagreement and assisted
the development of good working relationships.

ii. Inter-project knowledge sharing

There was a clear assumption in the ALVEY Framework that information would be
exchanged not only between collaborators in individual projects but also, albeit at a
lower level, between projects. Thus the Programme included the promotion of
activities other than R&D. These were designed to increase the gains from R&D via
improved flows of knowledge. The variety of means included clusters of
complementary projects, informal exchanges of information between participants, and,
most notably, research clubs and awareness clubs.

The research clubs became structured around 17 technical groupings. While all were
intended to promote knowledge sharing, there were considerable variations in the scale
and scope of their activities. Some clubs were restricted to ALVEY project
participants whereas others found that more open membership enriched their activity,
particularly when extended to ESPRIT participants. With regard to their impact and
effectiveness the SPRU questionnaire revealed that 34% of the research teams
considered the club membership to have a beneficial effect on the project process.
Academics were generally more positive than industrialists towards clubs. The
academics constituted the bulk of attendees at meetings and the discussions at these
meetings tended to concentrate on very general technical background material. Initial
industry fears that leakage of intellectual property would occur proved to be
unfounded. There were indicators that industrial project managers only rarely acquired
knowledge of immediate or direct commercial value. The usual benefit derived was
from the acquisition of background knowledge.



Figure II.8.1.   The benefits ALVEY participants experienced from the research clubs.

Benefits of Research Clubs Percentage
Background Knowledge 48 %
No Benefit 35 %
Project Knowledge 11 %
Projects Contacts 10 %
Source: The final ALVEY Evaluation report, 1991

Even though R&D was not performed in the research clubs, they were set up as part
of the research support infrastructure. In contrast, the awareness clubs had a
primarily  function to promote the diffusion of knowledge. They aimed to increase
bench marking of expert-systems techniques, enhance the managerial issues in the
implementation of projects, and to create a more informed market place for expert
systems. The degree to which these objectives were achieved varied between the clubs,
but in all cases the majority of club members judged the benefits of the activities to
more than justify their costs in terms of time and membership fees. The clubs
generated new communication network between individuals not normally in contact
with each other. Bringing users together provides a motor for diffusion by exposing
them to best practice.  In common with the research clubs, the awareness clubs
facilitated the transfer of tacit knowledge. The extent to which this occurred depended
upon the activity of members. Passive members got a reasonable return for their
subscription but missed out on opportunities to gain deeper insight into the
technology available to active participants. The subsequent formation of a number of
follow-on clubs demonstrated an enthusiasm of members for the activities in
awareness clubs. Furthermore the awareness clubs encouraged informal exchange of
information not only on horizontal level between users and between suppliers, but it
also promoted vertical links between suppliers and users. Such vertical links are
rarely facilitated via trade associations and similar organisations. The Clubs allowed
both sides of the market to develop together.

Overall the club activities constituted an important component in the supportive
infrastructure. They helped create new technological communities and brought an
element of cohesion to certain technical areas, laying a solid foundation for future
collaboration.



iii. Technology-transfer to the rest of the IT community

The ALVEY report stated:

“Full circulation throughout the UK research community of information arising from
the programme should be encouraged.”

ALVEY was intended to be both a knowledge production and diffusion programme.
The results and experience gained from ALVEY projects were intended to enhance
internal capabilities within firms and academic institutions, and also to be diffused to
other quarters, both to project partners and to the larger IT community. Part of the
Programme’s legitimacy in the political climate of the early 1980s was its focus on
knowledge sharing and knowledge spreading. The use of public money to support
single firms, and the appropriation of this knowledge solely by individual firms, was
falling out of favour. The trends were towards collaboration and away from single firm
support. Collaborative R&D had the virtue that the knowledge generated would be
shared, not only between project participants, but also more broadly if some of the
output took the form of published papers or presentations to the IT community that
the Programme was intended to foster.

The ALVEY Programme succeeded in generating useful knowledge potentially
capable of being exploited internally within participating institutions. It also succeeded
in its aim of sharing this knowledge between partners and, to a more limited extent,
with the IT community at large. In terms of external diffusion, 87% of the research
teams published  at least some of their written output in open literature. Flows
restricted to the ALVEY Community only were less marked, constituting 54% of the
written output and only a third of the research teams (36%) restricted the knowledge
sharing to the project partner. These lows and diffusion patterns are in line with the
aims of the ALVEY Programme. Too great an emphasis on written outputs destined
solely to for internal use would not have fitted with the knowledge sharing aims,
whereas the substantial flows to project partners are in accord with Programme aims.
The considerable flows to open literature also fit well with the knowledge sharing aims,
though the potential for the erosion of relative technological advantage might seem
quite high via this route. It should always be remembered , however, that knowledge of
this nature is not as easily appropriated and exploited as the knowledge gained directly
by participation in the projects. This dissipation of technological advantage is less likely
via publication of results in the open literature.

iv. Human Resources

Over its lifetime the ALVEY Programme involved an estimated 5 000 research staff in
collaborative projects. Each person devoted an average of 1.5 years to the ALVEY
research and at its peak, more than 2 000 were employed. In terms of numbers alone,
the Programme constituted an important R&D base in enabling IT in the UK.
However, only a small percentage of the people involved were “new” to R&D in IT.
The people working on ALVEY projects were drawn predominantly from the R&D
units or academic departments in which the work was conducted (60%). Almost a fifth
came from other units within the same organisation and more than a fifth were drafted
in from outside, most of these (13%) coming from universities. ALVEY primarily



succeeded in directing the attention of existing R&D staff to the Programme’s
designated key technology areas. Yet, many participants had severe difficulties
recruiting staff and 42% of the teams felt that these problems had a negative effect on
project progress. ALVEY offered job opportunities for skilled personnel, but the skill
base was sorely deficient in the UK. However, as the Evaluation report rightly states; it
is also deficient elsewhere. Programmes like ALVEY in themselves offer on-the-job-
training opportunities, but complementary activities are required if such programmes
are to function effectively.

Figure II.8.2.   Mobility study of ALVEY participants

Origin Destination

60 % Same R&D unit or department 45 %
5 % Other R&D unit or dept. in same organisation 9 %
13 % Business or production unit in same org. 11 %
5 % Other industrial organisation 18 %
13 % Other academic organisation 8 %
4 % Other 9 %

Source: The final ALVEY Evaluation report, 1991

The other side of the coin to the staff recruitment problems is personnel loss. More
than a third (39%) of the teams felt that staff losses hampered project progress. When
skill shortage exists, demand for personnel increases and high staff turnover results.
In terms of the people working on ALVEY projects, over half moved out of the R&D
units or departments in which the work was conducted. 20% of these moved to other
parts of the same organisation, but 35% moved away altogether. Some left abroad but
the bulk remained in the UK and the country now possesses a cadre of highly skilled
researchers in the ALVEY technology areas. More than half of the participating firms
(52%) ranked ALVEY as an important mechanism for allowing them to upgrade skills.

Establishing a skilled researcher base was a major accomplishment of the ALVEY
Programme, but there were limited opportunities to nurture a skilled user base in the
production units of IT firms. Around a fifth of the research teams noted that the
absence of skilled users was a major impediment to project progress and to the
exploitation of project results. The absence of skilled users constituted an important
barrier to the diffusion of project output and results. The ALVEY Programme has led
to the establishment of a skilled cadre in the UK, proficient in a range of enabling
technology areas, but the focus was primarily on establishing this within the research
community. The successful exploitation of ALVEY R&D will inevitably be dependent
on the extent to which a similarly skilled cadre can be established within production
environment.



The Programme Effectiveness

The overall objectives of the ALVEY Programme can be categorised in three sets of
goals:

1. Technological goals were embodied in the specific technical targets set by project
Directorates and participants. They mainly concern improved R&D capabilities and the
development of new tools and techniques.

2. Structural goals addressed the research environment through improving university-
industry linkages and a general strengthening of the UK’s IT research base.

3. Strategic goals were set to preserve and improve UK’s IT capabilities and
competencies. They were couched primarily in terms of improved economic
competitiveness and performance of the industry through exploitation of the enhanced
R&D base.

The findings of the ALVEY evaluation were mainly positive. The technological goals
were largely met in individual projects. There were some notable failures and a fair
number of projects that needed to readjust their targets, primarily due to overambitious
or ill-defined technical targets. However, the Programme managed to meet most of its
technical objectives and in some cases the projects even surpassed the original
expectations.

The Programme also effectively met most of the structural aims. It extended and
improved linkages between an increasingly strong IT “community”. Bridges were built
between industrialists and academics over the gap of cultural myths and
communication barriers were overcome by establishing channels for the continued
exchange of technology and know-how. However, the primary benefit occurred from
academic participation in industrial research projects rather than from improving
industrial input into academic research, or partnership within industry.

Although the linking-function of the Programme is one of its prime functions, another
structural aim was to enhance the individual capabilities of the IT community. The five
most important functions of the Programme from an industrial perspective were to
develop new tools and techniques (64%), accelerate R&D (57%), upgrade skills
(52%), use new tools and techniques (46%), and maintain R&D presence (46%).
Among academics the corresponding list is topped by development of new tools and
techniques (66%), establishment of new industry links (64%), the building on existent
R&D base (63%), maintainance R&D presence (54%), and enhancement of image and
reputation (53%). In general these expectations were sufficiently achieved.



Figure II.8.3.  What ALVEY allowed industrial participants to do

Activity Percentage of teams declaring ALVEY
to be very important for the activity

Develop new tools and techniques 64
Accelerate R&D 57
Upgrade skills 52
Use new tools and techniques 51
Maintain R&D presence 46
Access academic know-how 46
Enter new R&D areas 45
Build on R&D base 45
Enhance image and reputation 38
Establish new academic links 38
Spread costs 37
Deepen understanding 35
Develop prototypes 35
Achieve critical mass 28
Keep track of R&D 27
Spread risks 25
Develop products 22
Establish new industry links 22
Access industry know-how 22
Enter international R&D programmes 22
Enter private sector R&D ventures 20
Enter national R&D programmes 15
Get used to new IT standards 10
Influence new IT standards 10
Enter new non-R&D collaborations 6
Source: The final ALVEY Evaluation report, 1991



Figure II.8.4.   What ALVEY allowed academic participants to do
Activity Percentage of teams declaring ALVEY

to be very important for the activity
Develop new tools and techniques 66
Establish new industry links 64
Build on R&D base 63
Maintain R&D presence 54
Enhance image and reputation 53
Accelerate R&D 51
Deepen understanding 46
Develop prototypes 41
Enter international R&D programmes 40
Enter new R&D areas 39
Enter private sector R&D ventures 35
Access industry know-how 35
Use new tools and techniques 34
Upgrade skills 33
Establish new academic links 32
Enter national R&D programmes 28
Achieve critical mass 23
Enter new non-R&D collaborations 14
Access academic know-how 13
Spread costs 13
Develop products 12
Spread risks 8
Get used to new IT standards 7
Influence new IT standards 6
Keep track of R&D 5
Source: The final ALVEY Evaluation report, 1991

As for strategic aims, it is still too early to see the commercial benefits from “pre-
competitive“ research programmes but, a few points can be made. Regarding the
private commercial benefits for the participants, small firms in particular experienced
considerable barriers to exploit the research results. These were often found to be
related to internal management deficiencies, such as poor integration between functions
and inadequate funding. However, the major disappointments relating to the
Programme’s effectiveness concerns the goal of enhancing the competitiveness of the
UK IT sector. The trends in economic performance of the UK IT sector over the
1980s have not been encouraging. The ratio of the sales of UK suppliers world sales of
IT goods and services fell over the decade and UK did not manage to become a net
exporter. One of the rationale for the ALVEY Programme was to maintain the UK-
owned IT capability through a strong indigenous supply sector. Therefore it is
discouraging to note that the share of UK suppliers in the home market also declined
over the period.





It was never to be expected, however, that the ALVEY Programme alone would allow
the UK IT sector to escape from the parlous situation it faced at the beginning of the
1980s. It was only one of the factors likely to affect economic performance. Designed
primarily as a base-building exercise, with its focus on pre-competitive research, few of
its inputs were likely to be immediately translatable into commercially available items.
A major impact on economic performance within the time horizon of the Programme
was not anticipated. In the longer term it was expected that the firms involved in
ALVEY would exploit the Programme to improve competitiveness in the sector.
Although there are some signs that this is occurring, there is a cause for concern for
ostensibly poor management of the interface between R&D and production in the UK
IT sector.

II.8.1.e. Importance of informal links in formal collaborations: The case of
supplier - user relationships in computer systems development.

A study by Webb and Cleary explores the dynamics of buying and selling computers in
the nexus of relationships between suppliers and their customers (Webb and Cleary:
Supplier-user relationships and the management of expertise in computer system
development, 1993).

Computer-based technologies are increasingly seen as integral to the success of many
businesses. They are regarded as having a direct impact on various determinants of
competitiveness, such as productivity, efficiency  and unit costs. As a consequence, the
development of appropriate systems and the specification of user requirements have
become critical areas for “expert management”. A number of firms, suppliers and users
of computer technologies, are exploring ways in which proactive management of the
supply chain may provide sources of shared expertise for new development.
Innovations in this context are not only embodied in the equipment but also in a
combination of technology,  social organisation and knowledge (Clark and Stauton,
1990). Thus, relationships between users and suppliers are central when shaping
innovations. The “expertise” of the players includes the abilities to identify, access, and
integrate external sources of knowledge relevant to their business.

In the last decades the market for Information Technologies (IT) has shifted to the
favour for the user. This is partly the result of an increasing involvement of managers
in IT purchasing with application as the most important determinant of purchasing
decisions and it is also due to the maturing of computer products and their market. The
increasing focus on applications is reflected in the growth of distributed computing,
where the most pressing issues are to do with compatibility. Successful suppliers are
respondent to customers and aim to sell services and systems which solve business
problems rather than “hi-tech” products.

All firms, however well established, have to anticipate and manage change. They
operate under conditions of uncertainty: patterns of demand change over time in ways
that firms can rarely fully control, technologies evolve or are displayed by successive
innovations, the availability and market price of particular skills changes, established
competitors alter their product lines and marketing strategies, new competitors may
enter the market and there will be fluctuations in the wider economy. The most
important function of specialised knowledge and procedures within the firm is to



minimise the uncertainties that attend each stage of the production process, as well as
the external uncertainties that come into place once the product (and/or the service) is
released onto the market. The company has to resolve uncertainties about the
development, marketing and manufacturing of products within limited time scales and
budgets. The supplier of computer the system plays an active role in this process by
facilitating these tasks for the user firm. Here an internal expertise is needed to manage
the interface with suppliers and to manage an internal system development. Expertise
can be defined as “the expression of inter-twined power relations, formal knowledge
and experience based know-how” (Webb and Cleary: Supplier-user relationships and
the management of expertise in computer system development, 1993). One underlying
concern of system development in both user and supplier organisations is to “build
bridges” between the specialists of different groups. Developing a new system and
making it work requires an integration of  tacit and contingent knowledge located
within groups. This suggests that managing the combination between new technologies
and expertise is essentially a matter of finding a structure to fit the organisation for
continuous change.

The contractual relationship between users and suppliers varies along a dimension from
consultancy without any particular interface between users and suppliers,  to
collaboration in teams consisting of individuals from both supplier and user
organisations. Consultancy includes arrangements of buying products or processes
which are well defined and understood by the users. It requires that the user
organisation has resolved qualitative uncertainties internally and is able to define the
problem to which the suppliers match a solution. In contrast, the user organisation may
choose to manage the uncertainties externally by collaboration with the suppliers. In
general, a collaborative approach is likely to be adopted with a problem solving model
of contracting that includes the creation of trust between the actors, joint participation
and mutual benefits.

Webb and Clearly examined user-supplier relationships in the software industry. The
main fieldwork for the project consisted of interviews with three selected firms over
two years commencing October 1988. Overall the project demonstrated a perceived
importance to management of links between users and suppliers in the development,
purchase and integration of computer systems. Managers were commonly aware that,
on the product development side, users had vital insights into new technical directions,
and on the system purchasing side, suppliers had vital expertise about the integration of
the system into the business. Both sides recognised that the uncertainty involved in
developing and using computer systems mean that part of what is sold and bought is
intangible know-how about the artefacts.

Managers in the user organisations were aware of the fact that know-how can be
traded informally to mutual advantages if the parties can develop relationships of trust.
They realised that all relevant expertise could not be developed and maintained in-
house partly because of the associated costs. Therefore structures for continuous
collaboration with external sources of expertise needed to be put in place. The
fieldwork took place in the context of growing advocacy by policy makers and
practitioners of partnership or collaborative relationships with suppliers as a means of
improving business efficiency and effectiveness. Most interviewees were aware of this
debate and were in general espousing a similar philosophy.



Suppliers of computing technology regarded major customers as a valuable source of
expertise for product innovation. Strategic collaborations were perceived to have long
term pay-offs in product development in the supplier organisation. Informal links were
often the most effective feedback loop for channelling the users experience into new
developments. The informal feedback loops can be classed into three types:

a. Professional networks, consist of peer relationships that grow out from producer-
user interactions developed within the institutional framework of trade associations,
industrial clubs, conferences and publications.

b. Friendship networks, transmit users experiences in particularly raw and uncensored
form. These are often effective because they are not directly controlled through a
functional hierarchy.

c. Commercial networks, are based on business transactions. Over time, it is through
response to documents from users that suppliers can build up their conceptions of
“what the market wants”.

All three of these networks are extremely flexible and can carry a wide range of
information, from rumours to detailed technical information. The players normally
share a common technical expertise.

It follows that defining “best practise” in the mechanisms of transforming user
experience into the development process is problematic. When users are allowed to
dictate the development to suppliers, rather than enter a dialogue with them, the result
tends to be a wish-list of features without considerations of technical constraints.
Conversely, if suppliers dictate the product development without any knowledge of
users wishes, the result may become a high tech piece of equipment without any
relevance to the application of the system. Managers therefore need to facilitate
informal feedback loops by bringing together user and supplier personnel by, for
example, encouraging participation in industrial clubs or other related forums.
Attempts to formalise feedback by locating it with a specialist function can undermine
informal sources of information. The task of managing expertise is thus rather a matter
of facilitation than of formalization. A small amount of direct communicated feedback
to the development engineers may be more valuable than a lot of indirect, interpreted
and filtered information.



II.9. Importance of intellectual property right system in knowledge transfer and
distribution

Introduction

The Patent system has both private and social benefits, and in the context of the
national innovation system the social benefits from the patent system occur in terms of
knowledge transfer and distribution. Innovation is motivated by the potential private
returns to be made which means protecting the new discovery.  The protection of the
invention is motivated by social benefits of disclosure of the technology embodied in
the invention. Thereby, there are wide benefits from ensuring that the new information
is disseminated as widely and costlessly as possible.

II.9.1. Ratio of business R&D expenditures resluting in intellectual property

R&D expenditures are often seen as an input indicator of R&D whereas patent
statistics is a common output indicator to R&D. Few attempts have been made to
relate the two. A report by Dr. Raymond relates the two by identifying patent intensive
industries and R&D intensive industries, and their contribution to GDP (Christopher
Raymond: The economic importance of patents, 1996).

The patent intensity of an industry is measured by its number of patent applications
relative to its economic output. A threshold  is set where patent intensive industries are
those with at least two times the industrial average patent intensity.

In the study, the value of patents to the UK economy is determined implicitly by
measuring the economic value of industries, which themselves are heavily dependent
upon patents. It should be noted that the classification of patent application in the
study may to some extent be subjective. Patents and patent applications are classified
in the patent office according to the type of invention, rather than to the industry in
which the patent would be employed. The study re-classifies the individual patents
according to the industry to which the patent is of primary use in order to obtain a
statistical distribution showing what percentage of patent applications are attributable
to specific industries. Thus, regardless of the diligence and expertise of the researcher,
it will inevitably remain a great deal of subjectivity in the task. A random sample of 4
934 patent applications has been reviewed and re-assigned by industry from more than
19 000 applications at the UK Patent Office in 1992 alone.

An industry’s patent application intensity is defined as its percentage share of patent
applications at the UK Patent Office per the share of the industry contribution to GDP
It focuses solely on the number of patent applications and, thus is a quantitative
classification and so reveals nothing about patent quality. Some industries, such as
telecommunications, are thought to depend upon a few important patents. In order to
obtain a more complete depiction of the importance of patents, a measure of R&D
intensity is employed as a proxy measure of patent quality. The reasoning behind this is
that no direct measure of patent quality is available and the perception that industries
that are dependent on a few important patents are likely to invest large sums in their
technological and scientific development. R&D intensity in the study is defined as an
industry’s percentage of R&D expenditure relative to its percentage contribution to



economic output. A comprehensive measure of patent dependence is obtained by
combining the patent application intensity and the R&D intensity into patent intensity.
The combination chosen in the study is the mathematical average of the two measures
which thereby, gives an equal weight to the quality and quantity of patents.

Patent applications, R&D expense and GVA are aggregated over all 33 classified
industries. Following evidence from an earlier study, industries with at least twice the
level of R&D-based industrial patent application intensity are considered to be “patent
intensive” industries (A Silberston: The economic importance of patents, 1987) The
industries are segregated to those for which patents are important, very important or
essential. The primary objective of the study was to determine the share of GDP
produced by patent intensive industries and compare it with its value seven years
previously, but the results can also be used to estimate the relation between the patent
intensity and R&D intensity of UK industry.

It is noteworthy that 91% of patent applications are in manufacturing industries. Of
these, chemicals (16%), pharmaceuticals (16%), electrical engineering (8%), office
machinery (8%), other machinery (8%), and aerospace (6%) are the most important.
Turning to R&D  expenditures, again the manufacturing industries dominate. They
accounted for almost 86% of total R&D expenditures  in 1992, a figure which however
is likely to decrease due to the increasing proportion of service industry and the R&D
therein. Pharmaceuticals (17%), aerospace (12%), chemicals (10%) and electrical
engineering (6%) are again significant, as are technical testing (8%), communication
equipment (7%) and motor vehicles (7%). Regarding the GVA, the industrial output of
the manufacturing industry accounts for only 16% of total economic output.



Figure II.9.1.   Patent intesities and &D intensities in UK manufacturing firms, 1992
INDUSTRY Patent

appl.(%
of total)

R&D
expend-
itures

Gross-value added Patent
appl.
Intensity

R&D
Intensity

Comb.
Intensity

Manufacturing Industry % of
BERD

% of
GDP

Metal manufacturing 1.07 1.51 8.42 1.79 0.60 0.01 0.30
Iron and Steel 0.49 0.51 2.91 0.62 0.79 0.01 0.40
Non-ferrous metals 0.43 0.26 2.88 0.61 0.70 0.00 0.35
Fabricated metals 0.16 0.74 2.63 0.56 0.29 0.01 0.15
Non-metallic minerals 0.30 0.44 2.80 0.60 0.50 0.73 0.62

Chemicals 31.94 26.65 9.40 2.00 15.97 13.28 14.62
Pharmaceuticals 15.75 16.76 4.77 1.02 15.44 16.43 15.94
Man-made fibres 16.19 9.90 4.64 0.99 16.35 10.00 13.18

Mech. Engineering 8.39 7.68 6.99 1.49 5.36 5.15 5.39
Precision equipment 0.32 3.33 2.91 0.62 0.52 5.37 2.94
Other machinery 8.07 4.35 4.08 0.87 9.28 5.00 7.14

Electronic Engineering 20.94 19.59 13.33 2.84 7.37 6.90 7.14
Office machinery 8.35 4.47 4.25 0.90 9.28 4.97 7.12
Computers  and related 4.22 5.09 2.77 0.59 7.15 8.63 7.89
Post and telecom. 3.93 2.86 2.97 0.63 6.24 4.54 5.39
Radio, TV,com. equip. 4.44 7.18 3.35 0.71 6.25 10.11 8.18
Electrical engineering 8.39 6.16 3.90 0.83 10.11 7.42 8.77
Motor vehicles & parts 4.64 7.13 2.94 0.63 7.37 11.32 9.34

Transport equipment 0.57 0.52 8.03 1.71 0.33 0.30 0.32
Transport storage 0.14 0.12 2.68 0.57 0.25 0.21 0.23
Shipbuilding & repairs 0.24 0.19 2.87 0.61 0.39 0.31 0.35
Other transport 0.39 0.21 2.48 0.53 0.74 0.40 0.57
Aerospace 6.22 12.10 3.61 0.77 8.08 15.71 11.90
Food, drink & tobacco 0.57 2.52 2.42 0.52 1.10 4.85 2.97
Textiles and leather 0.18 0.29 2.44 0.52 0.35 0.56 0.45

Other manufacturing 7.88 1.01 11.21 2.39 3.30 0.42 1.86
Rubber and plastic 4.58 0.29 3.14 0.67 6.84 0.43 3.63
Pulp, paper, printing 1.99 0.45 2.76 0.59 3.37 0.76 2.07
Furniture 0.14 0.00 2.71 0.58 0.24 0.00 0.12
Other manufactured 1.18 0.27 2.60 0.55 2.15 0.49 1.32

Total Manufacturing 91.10 85.61 75.49 16.08 5.67 5.62 5.49
Non-manufacturing 8.90 14.39 24.51 5.22 1.70 2.76 2.23
Total (sample) 100 100 n.a 21.30 4.69 4.69 4.69
UK Economy 100 100 n.a 100
Source: Christopher Raymond, The economic importance of patents, 1996



The CPI threshold , at which industries are qualified as “patent intensive” industries, is
found at the intensity level of 9.38, based on the combined R&D and patent intensities
of industrial industries. Based upon the CPI there are only three industries that are
clearly patent intensive, Pharmaceuticals (15.94), Chemicals, man-made fibres (13.18)
and Aerospace (11.90), and a fourth which is marginally so, Motor vehicles and parts
(9.34). Including three other industries that come quite close to reaching the threshold
(Electrical Engineering, Office machinery and Other machinery), the contribution of
patent intensive industries to the GDP would total 6% of the economy’s total output.

What is interesting for our purposes is the clear relation between the patent application
intensity of an industry and its R&D intensity. Overall, the companies that report a high
rate of patent applications also devote a significant amount of resources into R&D.

II.9.2. The economic value of intellectual property rights

B. Moone and C. Oppenheim have made one of the few attempts in the UK to evaluate
the costs to UK industry and related organisations of the use of the patent system (B.
Moone and C. Oppenheim: How much does British industry pay for patents and
patent information?, 1994).

The aim of the report was to estimate levels of expenditure on patent protection and
information and to compare these with the value of trade in patented goods. The value
of world-wide trade in products connected to intellectual property rights is estimated
to £200 billion per annum in the target year 1992 (The UK Patent Office: Annual
report, 1992). The authors estimate the UK share of this world trade to be about 10%,
which means that the UK industry is directly involved in buying and selling £20 b per
annum of goods that are subject to patent protection. The report divides the
expenditures into four sections:

a. The costs to obtain and preserve intellectual property rights, including
- official fees
- expenses to legal experts
- patent litigation

b. Expenditures on intellectual property information, including
- costs of accessing the information
- costs of staff working with patent information

c. Training expenditures, including
- Educational costs
- Patent agent training costs

d. Enforcement costs
- Patent litigation

The emphasis has been on patents rather than other components of intellectual
property rights as the information content and the importance of patents are far greater
than those of, for example, trade marks. The approach in the report results in figures
that reflect the total costs involved with industrial property activity for UK industry.



By “industry” the authors include large multinational corporations, small and medium
sized enterprises and private individuals who happen to be interested in, or use the
patent system. Certain costs, such as the judges’ salaries, public costs of library
activities and the like, which are funded by the taxpayers are thus not included in the
calculations.

The research

This piece of research is outstanding in the sense that no other similar estimates of IPR
expenditures are available. It is therefore hard to check the figures. The nature of the
object makes it awkward to make generalisations about the figures obtained.
Intellectual property is a particularly secretive sector where policies may differ greatly
between companies and individuals tend to know in detail only what is happening in
their own company or practice. Furthermore, patent applications can be of various
lengths and complexity, implying quite different costs. Figures on the value of
intellectual property in mergers and acquisitions, the UK licensing market, R&D
expenditures or marketing costs are not included. Although these are costs associated
with intellectual property, the budgets involved are large and are normally considered
as distinct business functions. It is difficult to isolate the costs associated with patents
from other related costs. Therefore, the figures included in the report only include the
expense of obtaining patent protection and accessing patent information. Since
companies use the patent system in many strategic and tactical ways, the expenditures
do not necessarily indicate anticipated or perceived value of intellectual property to the
UK industry. The expenditure figures show a heavy concentration on certain
companies in certain sectors. These are a small number of large, multinational,
research-based companies in the pharmaceutical, petroleum, chemical and aerospace
industries. A breakdown of patent application by industrial sector reveals that in 1992,
42% of all UK-based patent applications were in chemistry and biochemistry, 30%
were in electrical and electronic engineering, 9% in engineering, 5% in transport and
14% in other subjects.

The results

The calculated figures on official expenditures can be assumed to be sufficiently
accurate. The Annual Reports of the UK patent office and of the European patent
office provide data on filings, searches and examinations of patent applications, of the
number of patents granted, broken down by country of origin, and time series data on
renewal income to the patent offices. The authors have multiplied these figures by the
appropriate fees and proportions of UK applicants, in order to obtain the expenditure
of UK residents on domestic, European and international patenting activity.

Turning to the expenditure on information and commercial services it is much more
difficult to obtain accurate figures. The problem is compound by the fact that
information companies sell patent information as well as other types of information and
can not always isolate the revenues from patent information. The buyers of
information, UK companies, can not always tell how much they spend on patent
information since it often varies by the type of information required and its commercial
sensitivity. However, the dominant company in the world-wide patent information
business, Derwent Publications Ltd, breaks down its sales in some detail and publishes



figures on its number of patent information staff. Other components in the patent
information expenditures are the number of other employed or self-employed working
with patent information services, and CD-ROM costs.

There is a significant market for intellectual property education and training in the UK.
“Patent agent”  is a professional qualification that can only be obtained on the job.
Thus although some universities offer post-graduate courses for trainee patent agents
in management and law, most trainees do not undertake any formal academic training.
The large part of learning is on-the-job type training and through conferences.

A patent is only as strong as the patentee’s will and financial ability to defend it. In the
report an estimate is made of the legal costs for UK industry in 1992 by calculating the
number and duration of patent or trademark litigation in two instances, and the average
solicitor and counsel fees for representation in these cases. However, there are many
problems with this.There is no such thing as a “typical” patent infringement case. Cases
vary according to the complexity of the dispute, the infringement alleged, and the
attitudes of the parties to settle a resolution. Another problem with the study is the
short time period of studies. Only cases in 1992 are studied. The authors assume that
the judgements issued in the calendar year relate to cases during that year and they also
assume an average cost of the trials in each court.



Figure II.9.2. The expenditures on patent protection and information by UK Industry

The costs to obtain and preserve intellectual property rights
in 1992

£m

Expenditures on intellectual property protection
Expenditure at UK Patent Office 16.9 +/- 0.3
Expenditure at EPO 14.5 +/- 0.5
Expenditure on other foreign patent office fees 78.5 +/- 39.3
Trade marks and service marks 6.3 +/- 0.5
Expenditures on patent offices publications 5 +/- 2.5
Registered designs 0.5 +/-0.1
UK patent agent’s income deriving from UK firms 40 +/- 4
Patent agents - in-house IP departments 62.5 +/- 6.3
Chartered Institute of Patent Agents (CIPA) 0.5
Patent agents and translation costs overseas 588 +/- 192

Expenditures on intellectual property information
Derwent sales in the UK 3.8 +/- 0.4
Derwent staff costs 8.5 +/- 1.7
CD-ROM products 0.3
In-house information staff 14.4 +/- 5.8
Patent information brokers 1 +/- 0.4
Patent information consultants 0.5 +/- 0.3
Other patent information services 4 +/- 2
Other information sources 4 +/- 2

Training expenditures
Postgraduate education 0.8 +/- 0.1
Patent agent trainees’ education 0.3 +/- 0.1
Conferences 0.2 +/- 0.1
Other education 0.2 +/- 0.1

Enforcement costs
County courts 1.2 +/- 0.6
High courts 29 +/- 14.5
Appeals 1.2 +/- 0.6
Litigation abroad 393 +/- 196

Total 1275 +/- 470
Source: B. Moone and C. Oppenheim; How much does British industry pay for
patents and patent information?, 1994



Conclusively the British industry spent £1275 m plus minus £470 in 1992 on patent
protection and patent information. It would be misleading to claim that UK industry
spend excessive amount money abroad, overseas organisations will be spending money
within the UK on UK organisations. As noted earlier, UK industry is involved with
approximately £20 billion per annum of sales of patented goods. Thus, the fraction of
legal and information expenditure is equivalent to about 6% of the expenditures on the
relevant goods and services.



II.9.3. Utilisation of patents by UK firms

The European patent office undertook a large survey among SMEs in EPC countries
on the utilisation of patents in Europe in 1994. The objective of the research project
was to provide a picture of the attitudes towards innovation and patent systems among
small and medium sized firms in the manufacturing sector. (EPO: Utilisation of patent
protection in Europe, A representative survey, 1994).

The population in the survey was divided into two groups, applicants and non-
applicants. Those companies were defined as patent applicants  which had filed at least
one patent on a national, European or international level in the past five years. Non-
applicants are those companies which carry out R&D activities but which have not
filed any patent application in the past five years, and thus can be considered as
potential applicants.

Figure II.9.3.   UK applicants and  potential applicants with R&D
Company size Applicants Potential Total
1 to 19 employees 7 25 32
20 to 99 employees 15 29 44
100 to 499 employees 48 30 78
500 to 1000 employees 62 18 80
Source: EPO; Utilisation of patent protection in Europe, 1994

The propensity to patent an invention varies across industries and within industries,
depending among other factors on the relative costs of invention and imitation. The
propensity to patent an invention is presumably higher in industries where invention
costs are high and conversely the costs of successful imitation are low. This is the case
for the pharmaceutical industry, where a large part of the outcome of innovations are
codified in patent applications. In assembly and continuous process industries, on the
other hand, only a minority of process inventions are patented. Hence, international
comparisons based on patent data might be skewed since the result will be highly
influenced by the technological specialisation of individual countries. However, the
EPO survey indicated a relatively homogeneous patent propensity across sectors. By
calculating the propensity to patent as the share of applicants of the total sum of
applicants and potential applicants,  the power and related industries showed the higher
propensity to file patent applications (50%) whereas the precision mechanics/optics
showed the lowest (19%). The chemical/pharmaceutical industries had a surprisingly
low share of applicants of only a third.



Figure II.9.4.   UK applicants and potential applicants by industry
Industry Applicants Potential
Power ind, mining, quarring, soil
and earth moving

582 567

Chemical/pharmaceutical 540 1 240
Metal production 641 813
Machinery and vehicle
construction

2 594 6 687

Electrical engineering, office
machines, DP equipment, facilities
and systems

1 641 3 386

Precision mechanics/optics 182 753
Food and luxury food 449 522
Textiles, leather, rubber, plastics 1 865 2 481
Source: EPO; Utilisation of patent protection in Europe, 1994

A range of technological inventions are excluded from the scope of patentability. This
is the case with, for example, computer software and most of the results from basic
research (formulas, hypotheses etc.). Also the value of seeking protection for
patentable innovations is unclear for many firms. In the survey carried out by EPO
almost a third (30%) of the British applicants who did not file applications for all their
patentable inventions did not find any advantages of doing so and almost half of them
(45%) mentioned cost reasons for not filing. Almost half of the UK applicants at the
EPO actually filed less than half of their patentable inventions.

Figure II.9.5.   Share of applications filed for patentable innovations
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Source: EPO; Utilisation of patent protection in Europe, 1994

Patents are not the only way of protecting inventions. Firms often protect their
inventions by recourse to industrial secrecy or other methods of appropriation. The
survey showed that almost 50% of the applicants from EPC countries tried to observe
secrecy as a tool for protecting competitive advantages for products and for processes
the corresponding figure was 54%. Among non-applicants the corresponding figures
were 56% for products and 70% for processes. Patent protection was used by 84% for
products and by 71% for processes by the EPC applicants.



Figure II.9.6.   Protection of competitive advantages of new products and processes

Protection mechanisms Applicants Potential
Products Processes Products Processes

Patent protection 84 71 # #
Observance of secrecy 48 54 56 70
Considerable time lead
over competitors

41 41 41 44

Other protection rights
e.g. utility patents

34 # 24 #

Protective design 28 # # #
Other ways and means 4 3 4 2
Not required # # 6 7
Source: EPO; Utilisation of patent protection in Europe, 1994

It is not always a sufficient correlation between the mode of patenting in a firm and
the ability to successfully commercialising her products. Patent data is sometimes
mistaken as an indicator for innovation when it is more correctly an indicator
inventions. The protection is among others provided on the basis of novelty, in other
words the inventions can not be known on the market. An innovation is defined as a
commercially successful product. That can only be measured after it has been put into
circulation on the market and existed for some time. Anecdotal research has shown
that UK firms are good at developing new technology but lack competencies in
exploiting the technology and transforming inventions into innovations. The EPO
survey found that the UK is performing averagly in commercialising its patent by its
self or by lisensing, compared with other EPC countries.

Figure II.9.7.   Percentage of patents commercially utilised by UK firms
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Source: EPO; Utilisation of patent protection in Europe, 1994

The value of patentability and patents for developers of inventions is unclear in the
economic literature. It is fairly widely believed that the patent system does not work in
practice as it does in theory. For example, defending the validity of a patent in case of
an alleged infringement is normally costsly. In the long run this reduces the incentive to
seek patent protection especially among small companies. However, the reliance on
patent protection seems to be fairly high in UK. More than 75% of the British



applicants in the EPO survey regarded their chances of defending patents against
competitors to be good or very good (52% and 25% respective.).



II.11. Orientation of technology and innovation policies towards diffusion

Introduction

The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) attaches considerable importance to
technology transfer. Indeed, DTI’s internal review of its innovation policy in 1993
resulted in a change in direction, away from grant support for technology development
per se and towards a strong emphasis on technology transfer. (Ron Egginton: Paper
on DTI’s promotion of technology transfer, Techonogy and Innovation Division, DTI,
1996)

The emphasis on technology transfer was reflected, in the same year, in the Science &
Technology White Paper “Realising our Potential”, which encouraged universities to
pay greater attention to the needs of industry and to consciously  contribute to the
wealth creation process.

DTI’s policy, as stated in the first Competitiveness White Paper (CWP)
“Competitiveness: Helping Business to Win” , of 1994, put a spot light on the
Government’s competitiveness agenda. This was re-affirmed in the Second 1995 CWP,
“Forging Ahead”.  It continues to be a policy of creating a climate for innovation,
promoting best practice, promoting technology transfer and only where and when
appropriate, supporting the development of technology.

A range of schemes are in place to support the technology transfer process which is
often dependent upon people, including Innovation & Technology Counsellors (ITCs)
in Business Links who play a key role in facilitating small firms' access to technology,
the SUPERNET network operated through PERA, which assists SMEs with a
technical or design problem to contact a relevant expert, audits in the science base
designed to identify potential products and services relevant to industry,  and (to
support one of the most effective forms of technology transfer - that which moves on
two legs), links between academia and industry such as the Teaching Company Scheme
(TCS) and LINK.

A further dimension to the strengthening of links has been the fostering of co-operation
among enterprises and groupings based on technology, region or sector. A variety of
mechanisms (Regional Foresight Networking, M90s and Focus Technical programmes)
are in place, whilst  Government Offices, Training and Enterprise Councils (TECs)
and Business Links are particularly active at the local level.



II.11.a. DTI’s promotion of technology transfer

Science Engineering and Technology White Paper

The 1993 White Paper on Science, Engineering and Technology (SET), “Realising our
Potential”, announced a commitment to harnessing science, engineering and
technology more closely to improving UK competitiveness, national prosperity and
quality of life.  At the heart of that commitment was the conviction that the UK needed
a new partnership between Government, industry and the science and engineering base.

The 1993 SET White Paper stated that in future, priorities for publicly funded science,
engineering and technology would be much more clearly related to meeting the UK’s
needs for wealth creating capacity and enhancing quality of life.  Performance could be
improved by stimulating a greater understanding between academia and industry of
each others needs and encouraging more collaboration. To this end, strategic changes
were made for example in the structure , composition and missions of the research
councils, thereby influencing the £1.3 billion annual investment in science engineering
and technology undertaken by the Research Councils on behalf of UK taxpayers.
Further, the move in 1995 of the Office of science and technology to the DTI will
provide a better opportunity for Government to co-ordinate its policies and priorities
for public sector SET with those of industry.

In parallel with the SET White Paper DTI undertook a review of its science,
technology and innovation policy.  As a result the DTI  re-focused  its S&T policy to
concentrate more on stimulating innovation in industry and to shift the balance of
support over time from the development of technology per se in favour of technology
transfer, spread of best practice and help for smaller firms to access and exploit new
technology.  Planned spend on technology transfer activities for 1996/97 is over £50m.

Promoting technology transfer from the UK’s information rich science base to
industry, has thus become a major objective for Government.  Basic research at which
the UK excels, will remain a high priority but will be viewed in the context of
innovation, which DTI defines as the successful exploitation of ideas.  It follows that
mechanisms which build bridges between the science base and industry are to be
encouraged. This is particularly important for markets with high growth potential such
as those indicated in the recent Foresight findings. Initiatives to pursue these objectives
have included restructuring the Research Councils to increase industrial representation
on their Boards and introducing a commitment to wealth creation; Realising Our
Potential Awards (ROPAs) to increase the commercial value of certain research; the
Technology Foresight process itself, and its realisation through collaborative
programmes such as LINK,  which involves Government, industry and academia; and
efforts, such as the MOD’s Dual-Use Technology Centres,  to improve commercial
spin-off, the so-called dual-use of technology.



Competitiveness White Papers

The high priority given to technology transfer in the 1993 SET White Paper has since
been reaffirmed in the two Competitiveness White papers (CWP) “Helping Business to
Win”, 1994  and “Forging Ahead”, 1995.  The importance of science base and industry
links, collaboration on a firm-firm basis and other routes for technology transfer will be
underlined again in the third CWP to be released this summer.  They are all reflected in
DTI’s Innovation and Technology Support (ITS) objectives, which are:-

• to stimulate innovation and encourage best practice throughout business so as to

enhance competitiveness in home and world markets,

• to encourage industrial R&D and the transfer of technology,

• to encourage interaction between industry and all other providers of SET, whether

in the UK or elsewhere, and

• to fund R&D in support of wider Departmental policy objectives.

II.11.b. Technology Transfer Objectives

The second CWP included a number of initiatives to improve the technology transfer
process and designed to:-

• raise awareness of the importance of innovation,
• spread best practice within firms,
• improve networking between firms, academics and business support organisations,
• secure access for UK companies to the best sources of advice and technology, and
• improve the prospects for smaller firms to successfully develop and bring to market

highly innovative technology based products.

Specific new technology transfer measures to be delivered through Business Links
(Business Connect in Wales and Business Shops in Scotland) included:-

• Demonstrating how companies may benefit from collaboration.
• Expanding the Teaching Company Scheme (TCS).
• Extending the Shell Technology Enterprise Programme1.
• Improving knowledge of modern manufacturing techniques.
• Accessing technology based business support organisations (BSOs).
• Expanding Innovation and Technology Counsellor (ITCs) services.
• Exploiting international technology developments.
• Encouraging firms to actively participate in LINK programmes.

________________________
1 The STEP programme currently places over 1000 second year undergraduates in smaller firms each
year.



These various initiatives are discussed further below, but, first, it might be appropriate
to review some of the recent literature on what is meant by technology transfer and
how it may be achieved.

II.11.c. DTI’s Schemes

To help firms gain access to information which could improve their performance, DTI
supports a range of activities which aim to increase the use of relevant technology and
best practice techniques and promote technology transfer.  These range from activities
overseas such as Engineers to Japan and Overseas Science and Technology Expert
Missions (OSTEMS); schemes to support secondments between academia and
industry; audits in the science base designed to identify potential products and services
relevant to industry, and the creation of a SUPERNET network, operated through
PERA, which helps SMEs with a technical/design problem to contact a relevant expert.

A further dimension to DTI’s efforts has been the strengthening of relationships
between parties by fostering  co-operation among enterprises and groupings based on
technology, region or sector links.  A variety of mechanisms (Regional Foresight
Networking, M90s, Regional Supply Offices) are in place, supported by Government
Offices (GOs), Training and Enterprise Councils (TECs) and Business Links which
play a vital role in bringing together all of the key local providers of business support.

Many of DTI’s programmes have a strong technology transfer element hence, it is not
possible to precisely state the Department’s technology transfer budget. However, the
following breakdown of DTI’s Innovation and Technology Support (ITS) budget
illustrates how technology transfer will account for a growing proportion of our spend.

Figure II.11.1.   DTI Expenditure Plans, £ millions

Innovation and
Technology Support
Budget

1994-95
Out turn

1995-96
Est. Out
turn

1996-97
Plan

1997-98
Plan

1998-99
Plan

Innovation Climate 2.98 9.2 9.74 9.07 8.81
Best Practice 13.79 18.2 21.02 20.84 20.42
Technology Access 27.45 35.7 48.82 48.9 47.63
Technology
Development
(of which)
LINK

90.84

(14.52)

67.3

(15.15)

58.88

(21.2)

54.77

(20.37)

53.1

(19.81)
Statutory/Regulatory &
Standards

63.14 54.9 53.69 50.36 49.23

Total 198.2 185.3 192.15 183.94 179.19
Source: The 1996 Departmental Expenditure Report



To the above figures for DTI’s Innovation and Technology Support  (ITS) budget
may be added the small proportion of OST’s budget of £1.3 billion, which is devoted
to technology transfer through such activities as LINK, TCS and ROPAs.2

Figure II.11.2 Office of Science and Technology spending on technology transfer
OST Budget for
Technology Transfer

1994-95
Out turn

1995-96
Est. Out
turn

1996-97
Est. Out
turn

1997-98
Est. Out
turn

Research Council 12.9 12.9 12 12
Source: OST, 1995

The DTI Measures Include:

Innovation and Technology Counsellors (ITCs) in Business Links:  there are ITCs
operating from 28 Business Link hubs who aim to help smaller firms with their
technology related problems. ITCs are able to offer innovation credits, worth up to
£250 each, to encourage small firms to discover the value of using outside help. ITCs
will also help firms to access local sources of innovation support and national centres
of expertise through SUPERNET as well as their own personal networks3.

Managing in the 90s Programme: the third phase of the M90s programme began in
April 1995.  M90s promotes innovation and change by offering practical advice on
manufacturing and management best practice, and on new technologies /techniques.  A
national benchmarking scheme is being developed to help firms learn from leading
companies.

Overseas Technology Services:  DTI is increasing the help it gives to industry to
identify and exploit technology and best practice from overseas. Some 95 percent of
technology originates from outside of the UK; DTI programmes increase firms
awareness and personal experience of overseas best practices and technologies.  Help
includes the Overseas Technical Information Service (OTIS), the Overseas Science and
Technology Expert Missions Scheme (OSTEMS),  replacing the “Engineers to Japan”
scheme with a broader overseas secondments scheme covering more countries and
more business disciplines, and introducing International Technology Promoters (ITPs)
to help firms with advice, contacts and details of new overseas opportunities.
Graphically, it looks like this:-4

________________________
2 The Realising Our Potential Award (ROPA) scheme funds research on the basis of excellence, but,
is open only to researchers who have attracted funding from industry.
3 A recent  Ernst and Young study has found that Business Links met the needs of over 80 percent of
firms using their services.
4 As illustrated by Richard Hinder, DTI’s MTS Division.



Figure II.11.3.  DTI assistance to UK firms  in exploiting technology overseas

Seeing & believing

Learning by doingProbing

Awareness Adapting & applying

High cost
High risk
High return

Low cost
Low risk
Low return

International
Technology
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Practice
Information
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International
Business &
Industrial
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Technology &
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OSTEMs
Foresight missions
Scout missions

International
Technology
Promoters

Engineers
from Abroad

Source: Ron Egginton; Paper on DTI’s promotion of technology transfer, 1996

The spectrum of activities ranges from low cost, low risk but low return awareness
services through to higher risk and cost but also much higher return activities such as
secondments to overseas firms to learn new practices at first hand.

TCS (the Teaching Company Scheme):  aims to facilitate the transfer of technology,
knowledge and skills from universities to industry through partnership. Young high
quality graduates are placed in companies for two years to carry out supervised
projects.  Government spend on TCS in 1994/95 was £17m, involving 518 TCS
programmes. Eighty percent of TCS programmes which receive DTI funding involve
small firms (DTI expenditure on TCS is expected to reach £6 million).  Since its launch
in 1975, TCS has managed around 3,000 graduates in 2,000 firms. Increased
awareness of the scheme has resulted in recent growth and today, TCS has around
1,000 placements, in almost 600 firms, in partnership with over 90 universities and
colleges.  Virtually every field of technology is included.

TCS Centres for Small Firms: are being established in selected universities to help
SMEs to access technology and demonstrate to them the benefits of graduate skills.
Some 18 TCS Centres for Small Firms have been established in universities across the
country to provide local accesss for small businesses.

CBP (College-Business Partnerships): were launched in January, and based on the
same principals as TCS, CBP will involve partnerships between Colleges of Further
Education and local SMEs on one year long technology transfer projects.  Young
people with NVQ/SVQ level 4 (or equivalent) qualifications will be placed in small
companies to carry out projects.



Postgraduate Training Partnerships: enable Research and Technology
Organisations (RTOs), collectively represented by the Association of Independent
Research and Technology Organisations (AIRTO), to collaborate with universities and
produce researchers of very high quality, whose work will be highly relevant to
industrial concerns. Some 150 PTP Associates are now in place and further PTPs will
commence operations in 1996.

STEP (the Shell Technology Enterprise Programme) : enables second year
undergraduates to embark on an  eight week technology transfer project based at an
SME. This programme often introduces SMEs to new technology and high quality
graduates able to solve technical problems and take full responsibility for the day to
day running of the project during their placement.  DTI has joined other sponsors in
ensuring the continued growth of STEP, which, since its launch, has successfully
arranged over 3,700 placements, now running at over 1,200 placements per year.

Technology Foresight: a national programme, led by the Office of Science and
Technology (OST, now part of DTI), involving Government, the science and
engineering base and industry. Sixteen sector panels have  considered likely research
and technology needs over the next 10-20 years (fifteen of which have produced
reports).  The results are being disseminated to industry to encourage take-up by
companies. The Regional Foresight Networking Programme promotes  networks
between academia and industry, particularly smaller companies, at the local level. This
encourages technology transfer and the dissemination and implementation of Foresight.

Foresight Challenge:  a competition led by OST, to stimulate partnership between
science and business to take forward market and technology priorities identified in the
16 Foresight sector panel reports.  Launched in September 1995, the first round of the
challenge will compete for £30 million over four years.  Some 63 of the 500 or more
bids have been invited to prepare full bids, covering priorities in all of the Foresight
sectors.

SMART/SPUR: DTI has announced a further £69 million SMART and SPUR
programme for the years 1995-98. The SMART 1996 competition was launched in
January, and is aimed at individuals and smaller businesses (with less than 50
employees) to help with the cost of commercial and technical feasibility studies into
innovative technology. It offers grants of 75 percent of project costs (up to a maximum
of £45,000) for feasibility studies into innovative technology.  SMART winners may
also apply for further funding under SPUR5 to help develop their new products and
processes. For 1995  the value of awards for SMART was over £13 million, with 223
winners from 983 entries.  For the current financial year SPUR will make around 130
awards from 266 entries totalling over £8.5 million; (these figures do not include the
Scottish and Welsh Offices who have their own arrangements). Since its launch in
1986, almost 1,500 firms have received a SMART award, including 950 since 1991.

________________________
5 SPUR is open to established businesses with up to 250 employees, to help develop new products and
processes which involve a significant technological advance. SPUR normall offers 30 percent of
project costs, but, SMART winners may receive 50 percent of project costs. Since its launch in 1991,
SPUR has helped 500 projects and provided almost £50 million of support.



LINK:  an initiative involving a number of  Government Departments and Research
Councils, which encourages firms to work collaboratively with the science base on pre-
competitive research, relevant to industrial needs. Some 48 programmes, covering 640
projects and involving 820 companies have been announced since the start of the
scheme in 1986 and Government’s financial commitment to LINK now totals some
£310 million.  (A further indicator of industry’s growing collaboration with universities
is a doubling of universities’ income from industrial research grants and contracts-
from £59 million in 1985/86 to over £130 million in 1993/94. To strengthen this
process of university industry co-operation, the Higher Education Funding  Council for
England (HEFCE) provides an incentive - now amounting to £20 million per year- for
universities to collaborate with companies on long-term research).

Focus Technical Programme:  aims to encourage technical support organisations to
focus more attention on the needs of small and medium firms, and to expand their
products and services to meet those needs.  The programme offers technical support
organisations, including Research and Technology Organisations and Higher Education
Institutes, the opportunity to undertake fundamental reviews of their products and
services and to introduce changes where appropriate.

DTI Sector Divisions:  maintain regular contact with firms and trade associations to
identify the technology transfer needs of particular sectors; specific programmes
include  ‘Microelectronics in Business’ and the recently launched £35 million
Information Society Initiative.

DTI Competition for Technology Transfer: encourages links between technology
developers and SMEs by rewarding those intermediaries which had been most
successful in facilitating or achieving a transfer of technology during the past three
years.  Emphasis is placed on those cases where an SME has been the beneficiary of
the technology transferred. The 1995 winners were announced on the 20 March at
DTI’s events to mark SET 96. The first cash prize of £35,000 was awarded to UMIST
Ventures for their project to bring AromaScan to market6. The second cash prize of
£15,000 was awarded to the Petroleum Science and Technology  Institute (PSTI), for
their project to apply their HEDERA software to the oil exploration sector7.  Prize
money will be spent by the winning organisations on additional technology transfer
related activities aimed at benefiting the community.

________________________
6 UMIST Ventures Ltd has concluded 70 licence agreements and set up ten companies.  AromaScan
plc, based on UMIST technology produces a device that captures aromas in digital form.  AromaScan
are already selling products. Recent customers include Nestle,Shell and BP in the UK, and Union
Carbide, Capital Vial and Johnson & Johnson in the U.S.
7 The software is the product of five UK universities working in collaboration with the PSTI. ERC
Tigress Ltd is the commercialising SME. Funders included Amerada-Hess Ltd and DTI (OSO).



OST Competition for Industry-Academe Collaboration8: encourages collaboration
on science and engineering between academic research institutions and industry. The
engineering First Prize (worth £35,000) went to the Department of Electrical
Engineering, University of Edinburgh; Second Prize (worth £15,000) went to the
Department of Petroleum Engineering, Heriot-Watt University.  Two science First
Prizes (worth £35,000 each) went to the Department of Chemistry, University of
Cambridge and the Department of Pure and Applied Biology, University of Wales,
Cardiff.

Conclusion

Since 1993 DTI has increasingly been concentrating its resources on encouraging
technology transfer and the exploitation of technology rather than its development per
se.  By placing a greater emphasis on technology transfer it is expected that the UK
will make more use of its universities and the rest of its science base for the purpose of
both wealth creation and improving our quality of life.

The transfer of the Office of Science and Technology to the DTI last July has
strengthened our links with the science and engineering base.  OST co-ordinates the
Technology Foresight Programme, and its transfer to DTI coincided neatly with a
change in focus to the implementation phase.  DTI sector Divisions and Government
Offices are heavily involved in that. They are thus better able to make industry aware
of what universities and Government research establishments have to offer.  At the
same time, the universities can only gain from better understanding of industry’s needs
- including , of course, the need for highly trained people as well as ideas.  So this
reorganisation of public sector resources has given a further boost to technology
transfer.

Increased technology transfer should result in ‘win-win’ arrangements - universities
gaining from increased sponsorship from industry, students finding increased
opportunities for employment, firms leveraging their own research and development
efforts and when working in collaboration with others, sharing the risk of creating new
products, processes and markets.  By promoting technology transfer, DTI realises that
it is encouraging firms and universities to enter into complicated relationships which
can be resource intensive. To help overcome this obstacle to technology transfer and to
share the financial burden, DTI has introduced  a wide range of measures which are
accessible nation wide through the new network of Business Links (Business Shops in
Scotland and Business Connect in Wales).  These measures are designed to improve
the effectiveness of the technology transfer process, the competitiveness of individual
firms and ultimately the competitiveness of the whole UK.

________________________
8 Mr Ian Taylor, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Science and Technology announced (20th
July 1995) and  launched (4th September 1995) both the DTI and OST pilot competitions at the same
time.
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On the distribution of knowledge among universities, research institutes and industry

III.1. Intensity of use of university knowledge base by business firms

Introduction

United Kingdom has a well acknowledged science base with the largest publication
output in Europe and an increasing number of collaborations both between the
different science base sectors within the UK, and with researchers in other countries.
However, whereas the UK has gained success in producing new ideas, the exploitation
and commercialisation of the new ideas in the UK is considered to be rather poor.

During the 90s the public funding structure of UK universities has changed
significantly from public funded research towards more private funded researc. This
has forced the universities to market themselves to the industry and get engaged in co-
operations with the industry. As a consequence, the share of application oriented
research has gained a larger share in the university publication output over the last
decade (SPRU: The changing shape of British Science, 1995).

However, the importance of basic research is not so much the output per se but its
accessibility for industrial use. There are two ways of measuring the use of university
knowledge by business firms, that is the direct use of university output in terms of
instrumentation, skilled graduates, publications etc, and the indirect use as shown in
patent citations of scietific publications.

III.1.1. Importance of technical knowledge obtained from universities to the
innovative activities of business firms

A recent report by Science Policy Research Unit (SPRU) highlights the importance of
technical knowledge obtained from universities to the innovative activities of business
firms (SPRU: The relationship between publicly funded research and economic
performance, 1996). The report summarises and assesses academic literature on the
relationship between publicly funded basic research and economic performance.

Basic research is taken to include both “curiosity-oriented” research, i.e. experimental
or theoretical research undertaken primarily to acquire new scientific or technical
knowledge for its own sake, and “strategic” research, i.e. the one undertaken with
some instrumental application in mind, with the precise resultant process or product
not yet known. Economic benefits in this study consider not only economic benefits in
the form of directly useful knowledge but also other, perhaps less obvious economic
benefits such as competencies, techniques, instruments, networks and the ability to
solve complex problems.



Spill-overs and regional or localised effects

One of the most important new developments in thinking about benefits of basic
research, according to SPRU,  is the econometric work which has attempted to
measure the “spill-overs” from research. It is argued that the productivity achieved by
a firm depends on both the firms own research efforts and the general knowledge that
is accessible to it (Grichles, 1995). Two main forms of spillovers can be identified in
the literature:

(i) Those relating to geographical proximity.
These imply benefits for firms located near to research laboratories. There are evidence
of a significant localisation effects in research and development activities, and in the
spillovers associated with them. In an extensive study of university-industry
collaborations in the UK, Australia and Canada, Katz found that the collaboration
decreases exponentially with distance. It was reported more frequently between
partners who were geographically closer than with those further away. The work
points to the need for informal, face-to-face communication in the process of research
collaboration and to the fact that any additional distance undermines collaboration with
arisen transaction costs, e.g. travel and time costs (Katz, 1994).

(ii)Spillovers across sectors or activities.
The public good character of basic research implies that the returns from research
reaped in one sector are likely to involve spin-off benefits from other sectors.
Therefore it is usually impracticable to match outputs directly to the specified inputs in
one isolated sector. For example, return from basic research on crops are likely to
involve spin-off benefits from agricultural machinery or biotechnology. One should
therefore take into account R&D conducted in those upstream sectors which feed into
crops. In this respect, the returns to R&D on crops will be overstated. Conversely, the
R&D undertaken in crops may benefit other sectors that use crops as inputs, to this
extent, the returns to R&D on crops are understated.

The report sums up the main policy conclusions that can be drawn from the discussion
of spill-overs. It states that countries need their own basic research to sustain
technological development. Personal links and mobility are vital in linking basic
research and technological development. This, in turn, points to the importance of
linking basic research to training, ensuring that the latter is carried out in organisations
at the forefront of their research field.

The economic benefits from publicly funded basic research

The SPRU report identifies five forms of economic benefits from government funded
basic research:

1. Increasing the stock of useful information
2. New instrumentation and methodologies
3. Skilled graduates
4. Professional networks
5. Technological problem solving



These different forms of benefit are naturally interconnected and mutually supporting.
For example, the training of skilled graduates not only promotes the development of
professional networks but also facilitates the transfer of valuable information and
technologies into industry.

1. Increasing the stock of useful information

Traditionally, the economically useful output of basic research is considered to be
codified knowledge. This is based on the public good property of research, being
costly to produce and virtually costless to transfer, use and re-use. Since this implies
that private agents can not appropriate the economic benefits from their investments, it
is economically efficient to finance the research publicly and make it freely available to
all potential users. A large body of empirical work on the nature of knowledge has
pointed to another dimension of knowledge, that is the tacit dimension.

Nightingale (1996) for example, finds in a study of four industries in the UK evidence
that the use of computer simulations and information technology may be increasing the
importance of tacit or person-embodied knowledge. For example, in the
pharmaceutical industry, Nightingale argues, computer simulations are not being used
so much to codify knowledge but rather to deepen the understanding of bio-chemical
processes. They do not by themselves offer answers to technical problems but instead
facilitate more experimental research.  It is now well recognised that individuals need
to develop substantial skills and to expend considerable resources to understand
codified knowledge.

Faulkner and Senker (1995) suggest that codified knowledge is only capable of
transmitting partial information and thus will inevitably be incomplete. The application
of such information requires personal, face-to-face, interaction in order to transmit
associated tacit knowledge and skills. Thus, the economic benefits from the stock of
useful information includes both codified and tacit knowledge. Scientific research is not
merely about the production of useful information but also involves a great deal of
individual and organisational learning, and competencies to use the information. It
demands skills not only on the part of producers of the information who publish
scientific papers, but also skills on the part of receivers of that information.

The Pace report found that publications were the highest rated source or method for
learning about public research. Among various methods surveyed (publications,
informal contacts, hiring, conferences, joint research, contract research and temporary
exchanges), 58% of the respondents cited publications as important. They were
important in all industries surveyed, but most important in pharmaceuticals, basic
metals, and glass, ceramics and concrete.



2. New instrumentation and methodologies

When reviewing the literature, the SPRU-team found that the economic benefits from
new instrumentation and methodologies developed in the science base and used in the
industry is an unexplored area of research. Surveys of the relationship between science
and industry tend not to consider the role of instrumentation and methodologies in any
detail and to discount their importance. Yet, De Solla Price (1984) has pointed out that
the development of new techniques for doing something is an essential part of the
actual work in the experimental laboratories. He suggests that instrumentation or
methodologies may constitute one of the most significant forms of economic benefits
to flow from publicly funded basic research.

The importance of scientific instrumentation as a form of economic output from
research is further supported by Rosenberg (1992). He suggests that scientific
instruments are the “capital goods” of the scientific research industry. The conduct of
research requires specific equipment in order to observe and measure the studied
phenomena or device. Many of the instruments now in industrial use began in the
laboratories of the science base. The original instrument was often designed for a
specific purpose. After its initial development, the instrument diffused in a modified
form, eventually becoming useful in other areas of science. A prime example is
computers which in their early years were primarily research instruments and many of
the recent advances in research capabilities have occurred by linking other new
scientific instruments to the computer.

There are strong and positive feedbacks between the science base and firms in the
process of developing, manufacturing and using scientific instruments. Clearly, many
instruments which originated in academic laboratories have been further developed by
firms, and these firms have then made substantial improvements to their performance,
versatility and cost of those instruments (Von Hippel, 1988). The importance of these
loops varies across scientific fields, technologies and across industrial sectors, making
it exceedingly difficult to arrive at any quantitative estimate of the magnitude of
economic benefits.

3. Skilled graduates

A number of studies have highlighted skilled graduates as one of the chief forms of the
economic benefits of basic research. Graduates entering are believed to bring with
them tacit skills and experience in complex technological problem solving. These skills
are person embodied and can not be transmitted through written information or
statements. They reside within the individuals as a product of advanced levels of
training and experimental “curious oriented” research.

The SPRU-report concludes that basic research has substantial economic benefits for
industry, and that these benefits are located more in the quality and skills of students
rather than in scientific discoveries made in the field. In the case of “big science” and
related areas of basic research, high quality graduates learn valuable skills that enable
them to enter advanced technological fields and apply these techniques to the benefits
of UK industry (Irvin and Martin, 1982).



4. Professional networks

Recent research has pointed to the importance of professional networks as opposed to
the traditional view of research as a source of information. The PACE study revealed
that informal contacts are one of the most important methods for learning about
research conducted in public institutes. The study shows that the different forms of
network relations are highly rated and the costs of these various types of contacts are
judged to be low. A study by Diana Hicks (1995) examined why companies publish
papers in refereed scientific journals. She suggests that firms engage in basic research
partly to access technical opportunities in the science base. The scientific papers
published by firms provide an “entry ticket” to relevant information networks. They
help to develop the credibility of the research carried out in the company, which in turn
facilitates barter exchanges of scientific results with other researchers in the science
base.

The access to professional networks is an essential aspect of the importance of basic
research to the industry. It enables researchers to keep up with world science, both in
terms of codified information, by e.g. co-publications, and in terms of personal
interactions exchanging embodied knowledge which can not be transferred as written
information. This is revealed in case studies of university-industry links, and in studies
based on S&T indicators, e.g. number of scientific publications, combined with
interviews.

5. Technological problem solving

In the broadest sense, basic research contributes to the economy by helping
practitioners solve complex technological problems. Pavitt and Patel (1996) have
showen that in the worlds’ largest firms, in terms of R&D activities, products
encompass a wide range of technologies. This requires skills to master and integrate
multi-technologies into complex products and production systems. Given the localised
nature of the linkages between basic research and application, the SPRU-report
emphasises the need for a national basic research infrastructure to provide a wide range
of skills and knowledge.

The PACE-survey mainly supports these aspects of the benefits from basic research to
industry. The links between science and industry and the sources of technological
knowledge vary appreciably across sectors and nations. In industries where generic
research is relevant as a pool of knowledge, the science base is judged to be more
important in contributing to recent technological advances than in those industries
making use of more specific research. Thus, in industries dominated by complex
products or production systems, e.g. motor vehicles, university research provides
design tools, analytical methods, and related skills that are used by firms themselves in
their own expensive design, evaluation and testing activities. In contrast from the
directly useful discoveries emerging from biology and chemistry departments, this
contribution of basic science within engineering departments is rather indirect, even
though it can lead to major savings in the time and cost of testing expensive prototypes
and pilot plans.



The PACE-survey found that UK respondents stated that they valued domestic public
research higher then foreign sources of basic research. This was a common priority
statement by most respondents, thus indicating that the national public research
infrastructure is one of the most important national assets for supporting innovation
(Arundel et al, 1995). The UK respondents further stressed the importance of basic
research over more applied areas of research. They indicated that information and
other government technical assistance programmes were the most important means
designed by the government to support the ability of the respondent to innovate.

The SPRU-report concludes that the contribution of basic research to technological
problem solving are many. They are often indirect and roundabout and varies highly
across fields of knowledge and sectors of application. Therefore they see a need for
decentralisation, pluralism, and space for experiments in the process of generating
benefits from research in the science base to the technological problem-solving within
firms.

The basic science support for innovation in the UK

A study by Faulkner and Senker (1994) throws light on how the basic research
supports innovative activities of industrial firms. The authors investigated industrial
linkages with public sector research (PSR) in three fields of advanced technology:
pharmaceutical biotechnology, advanced engineering ceramics, and parallel computing.
The study was concerned with research links from the company’s perspective and
investigated both linkage activity and the knowledge which flowed through these links.
While industrial researchers from all fields reported that they use knowledge from a
wide range of disciplinary fields, the methods and purposes varied between the
technologies. Pharmaceutical companies used public research to keep up with the fast-
moving research frontiers. Ceramics companies maintained the linkages to gain access
to specialist equipment and related expertise to test new materials. The parallel
computing industry acted as a sophisticated user of prototypes, providing valuable test
data and feedback on system performance.

For all companies studied, it is evident that the science base contributes most to
innovation by training qualified scientists and engineers, and by being a potent source
of new knowledge. Researchers gain knowledge and assistance from public research
through scientific publications as well as by personal contacts. These two channels
provides complementary types of knowledge. The industrial researchers read the
literature in order to keep up with the latest developments, but also find it important to
supplement their reading with discussions of issues arising from the literature, e.g.
about methods and applications. Interestingly, the study found that material inputs
from the public sector research to new ideas or development of products were minimal.
This undermine the widespread belief that the main output of academic research is
inventions which can be transferred or spun-out for exploitation in the public sector.

The importance of linkages between the science base and industry should be seen in
context: Internal R&D is the unreplaceable the source of science and technology inputs
to innovation. Even in emerging technologies, firms rely primary upon in-house
knowledge. External research linkages cannot substitute internal capability. Companies
must have some relevant expertise of their own to be able to fully understand and



utilise knowledge generated outside. The picture which emerges from the SPRU-report
is one of industrial R&D integrating diverse inputs from both internal and external
sources of information. Public sector research contributes much of the more general
and formal knowledge primarily through the education of scientists and engineers and
through scientific publications. The study demonstrates that the contribution made by
the public sector research to industry is largely made up of small and “invisible” flows.
Specific and tacit skills are built up cumulatively by trial and error in the science base
and then “on the job” within the industry, then move with people from job to job or get
transferred through personal interactions.



III.1.2. Academic citations: frequency used in corporate patents

A series of studies has been carried out by CHI Research Inc., USA to measure the
relationship between technology and science. (Summarised in Narin F and Olivastro
D: Status report; Linkage between science and technology, 1992) The methodology
included frequency studies of scientific citations in patent applications. Implicit in the
studies is the perception of science as embodied in scientific papers and technology as
embodied in patents. All of these studies have centred around use of references in US
patents, especially the front page or examiner “Other references” cited. CHI’s studies
have both counted and characterised these references, and the scientific research upon
which it is dependent. There are a number of interesting conclusions from these studies
that are useful in the study of the UK Innovation System.

The first study in this series found that the time between the publication and the patent
citing is relatively short (M.P. Carpenter, M. Cooper and F. Narin; Linkage between
basic research literature and patents, 1980). Generally it is only three to five years,
which is quite similar to the time lag between the publication of a scientific article and
its citation by other scientific articles. This indicates that the process of transforming
basic science to practice in the industrial community is a rather short process.
Continuous support for basic science is therefore a necessary prerequisite for the
continuing emergence of new technology.

Subsequent bibliometric studies in the CHI series expanded upon the linkages between
science and technology by characterising technologies according to their science
dependence (M.P. Carpenter and F. Narin; Validation Study: patent citations and
indicators of science and foreign dependence, 1983). A high degree of agreement was
found between expert opinions on 24 technologies and corresponding bibliometric
ranking by the frequency of examiners citation to scientific journal literature. The eight
technologies that experts judged as most science-dependent averaged 0.92 citations
per patent, whereas the eight technologies judged least science-dependent had only
0.05 citations per patent. Specific product fields with high rankings, indicating close
links to science, were for example medicine and chemical products, while the ranking
for transportation equipment and other mechanically rather than scientific, related
fields were considerably lower. This supports the hypothesis that the strength of the
linkages between technology and science varies between technology systems and
subsequently the national innovation systems will have different characteristics
dependent on their technological specialisation.

National differences were also found within the same technological fields in a an
additional study in the same series ( P. Collins and S.Wyatt: Citations in patents to the
basic research literature, 1988). The study focused on the linkages between genetics
technology, as contained in 366 genetics patents issued in the US system in the early
1980s, and the research cited both by the examiners and the applicants in those patents.
Among other, they found that there were perceptible differences in country to country
linkages, with a (naturally) clear tendency for a given country’s patents to cite research
papers from the same country. Above all, the citation performance of UK papers in
genetics was found to be very strong, with a disproportionate UK representation in the
highly cited papers, and almost 12% of all of the science cited in genetics technology
originating in the UK. The study indicated that the UK performance in genetics



research is excessive “ in both absolute and relative terms... the UK produces
significantly more papers that are useful to patentees than Germany, France or Japan”.

Van Vianen et.al. made the important observation that patents invented in English
speaking countries seem to contain more scientific references than patents from non-
English speaking countries.(B.G. Vianen, H.F. Moed, A.F.J. Van Raan: An
exploration of the science base of recent technology, 1990) They suggest a hypothesis
that the availability of information pertaining to patents may depend, at least for the US
patent system, on the language in which the science is communicated (English or not).
Thus, there may be some language bias in the US patent-to-science linkage data.

The data in Figure III.1.1 shows the number of references to Science Citation Index
(SCI) journal papers per patent by cited fields. It includes the seven major SCI
categories and for all fields combined. Not surprisingly, the citations are heavily
concentrated in clinical medicine and biomedical research, with somewhat lower rate of
citing to chemistry. This is consistent with the relative dominance of chemistry and
chemical products in UK patents granted in the US. Some of the citing to chemistry is
due to the fact that in the classification scheme the pesticide patents, which are
biologically active, are split between drugs, medicine and chemistry. The level of cited
fields in Computing and Communication is lower and more concentrated than for the
previous patent classes, virtually all of the significant citing are to Engineering and
Technology and some to Physics. In professional and scientific instruments the scope
of cited field is again broader, with the largest number of references cited to physics
followed by medical fields, then to engineering and technology the least to chemistry.
This reflects the large amount of instrumentation which is industrial in nature, but also
a significant amount of medical instrumentation, medical devices and applications. It
also reflects the dependence of those devices upon research which is in physics and
engineering journals.



Figure III.1.1. Science citation per patent by product field and cited scientific field,
UK patents granted by US, 1989

Patent class No. Pat Cited Field
All Clin. med.

& Biomed
Chemistry Physics Eng &

Tech
Other

Chemistry &
Chem.Prod 902 0.65 0.24 0.33 0.03 0.03 0.03
Drugs &
Medicine 205 1.79 1.28 0.43 0.00 0.00 0.07
Computing&
Communic. 787 0.36 0.00 0.02 0.10 0.23 0.01

Transport 272 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Prof.& Scien.
Instruments 686 0.48 0.12 0.05 0.22 0.09 0.01

Machinery 1223 0.15 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.05 0.00

Other 725 0.07 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01

All Patents 4799 0.38 0.13 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.01
Source: Narin. F and Olivastro. D; Status Report: Linkage between technology and
science, 1992

The CHI series of bibliometric studies provide clear evidence that science and
technology is inextricably linked (Narin. F and Olivastro. D; Status Report: Linkage
between technology and science, 1992). The nature of the emerging science and
technologies, e.g. biomedicine and computing, suggests a trend towards stronger links
between science and technology and smaller time lags between publications of
scientific papers and patent citations there of. The areas which are leading the
industrial growth of the UK and other countries in the West are just those areas that
are very science intensive. Therefor it is hard to imagine any sustained industrial
growth without a strong competence in the scientific fields which so closely underlie
modern technologies. However the need for complementary scientific competencies
should not be underemphasised. Although it is quite clear that different technologies
depend heavily on rather industry-specific areas of knowledge, the boundaries between
scientific fields are blurring (SPRU: The changing shap of British Science, 1995). A
major technology such as professional and scientific instrumentation is drawing upon
the resources of physicists, chemists, engineers and a number of other parts of the basic
research spectrum in developing and protecting inventions. The studies also suggest an
existence of a strong national component in science linkages, that is, British patents
tend to cite British publications and sofort. This is in accord of ones expectations of an
over-citing of each country’s scientific research by other researchers in the country.
The studies found an tendency of “over-citation” of scientific papers in British patents.
In general, the US had the largest number of citations per patent in all scientific fields



followed by the UK and then by France and Germany. Japan had the lowest citation
rate in all fields.



III.2.    Co-operative R&D between university and industry

Introduction

The output from basic science constits of both codified knowledge transmitted by
scientific publications and by tacit knowledge, embodied in the skills of the academic
researchers. Transmission of the tacit knowledge to industry requires personal
interactions for example by formal collaborations or informal networking. University-
industry collaborations are essential elements of a National Innovation System in the
process of knowledge diffusion. In UK, co-operative research between university and
companies is carried out on an individual basis and forms a part of the overall
university-industry interactions. The UK has no particular tradition of government
funded University Industry Research Centres, unlike for example Germany.

III.2.1. The number and economic importance of formal co-operative projects
between universities and industry

A report, commissioned by EPSRC and carried out by Dr. Barry Martin, provides an
insight into the current interactions between UK universities and companies, mainly at
research and post graduate level (Barry Martin: University-Industry Interactions,
1995). The report is based on case studies of twelve universities, a selection of
companies, and government bodies.

The general conclusion that arose from the report was that academic-industry
interactions in training and research is highly beneficial to both universities and
industries. It brings financial benefits to both sides, stimulates intellectual development
through real research challenges, aids employment and the development of new
training courses, improves organisation and management and brings considerable
benefits to the local communities etc.

On the basis of 1992/93 university funding data, UK industry was already contributing
about £130M to the academic research base compared to about £380M from research
councils. This significant contribution shows that the benefits are acknowledged by
both university and industry and that collaboration will play an even larger role in the
future. Some motives for collaboration with universities from an industry perspective
are:

1. The need for basic underpinning research
2. The support for development research
3. To sustain levels of technical competence where internal resources are lacking.
4. To perform research more cost effectively
5. To gain access to specialist equipment and facilities
(As stated by ICI Chemicals & Polymers, in Martin: Uni-Ind Interactions, 1995 )

CASE STUDY - British Aerospace: Sowerby research centre

British Aerospace is Britain’s largest manufacturer of engineering based products and
one of the world’s largest aerospace organisations. It is a world leader in the design
and manufacture of products and at the leading edge of technology in the field of



defence and security, transportation and communication, and civil engineering and
construction. The BAe groups of companies includes BAe Commercial Aircraft, BAe
Military Aircraft, BAe Dynamics, BAe Space systems, Royal Ordnance and Arlington
Securities. The Sowerby Research Centre is the BAe corporate research centre and
provides research service to all the business units of BAe. It employs 170 research
scientists and engineers and is tasked with providing contribution to long-term
technology requirements of the BAe Group. This work supplements the individual
research activities of the business units.

The Sowerby research programme is organised into thirteen strategic technologies,
including materials/manufacturing, information technology and aerospace technology.
These areas are resourced from six internal skill based departments, including
aerodynamics and vulnerability research and human factors. The centre operates an
internal matrix management system to give support to business units within the BAe
Group. Staff from the Sowerby Centre have regular discussions with staff from
business units about new developments in science and technology. In seeking to meet
these needs the Sowerby Centre may embark on an internal research programme or
seek to set up collaborations through the European Commission, DTI or with
universities. The centre estimates to be engaged regularly in collaborations with about
two thirds of the UK’s old universities and a few of the newer ones. The BAe Group is
likely to collaborate with all the old universities and a substantial proportion of the
newer ones. Hence, it is obvious that BAe gives a very high priority to interacting with
universities, and it is interesting to note that together with the Chemical and
Pharmaceutical sectors, which also engage in extensive university interaction,
aerospace is a highly successful sector of UK industry.

CASE STUDY - Rolls-Royce: Rolls-Royce University Technology Centres (UTCs)

Rolls-Royce plays a leading role in encouraging academic/industry interaction with its
twelve University Technology Centres. From the company’s view, the main rationale
for working with universities was the need to access the intellectual capacity of
academics, many of whom would not wish to have full time careers in industry. In the
early 1980s Rolls-Royce supported about 300 research contracts with about 50
universities or polytechnics. The Company observed that personal characteristics and
teamwork were features of some of the more successful partnerships. It also saw the
need for continuity and stability in order to keep teams together. It therefore decided
to concentrate a higher proportion of its funding on fewer universities. In the late
1980s Rolls-Royce developed an even more focused approach to its research
programme. It identified the key technologies needed by its main product groups and
began a systematic  programme of establishing UTCs. These have created the
continuity and stability needed by both partners. Today 72% of the funds invested in
universities by Rolls-Royce are through these centres and the average funding per
centre is £220 000 per annum.



Conclusion: Importance of University-Industry co-operations

The overwhelming view from the companies in the case studies by Dr. Martin was that
partnership between industry and universities is highly beneficial to the companies and
universities involved and that increased partnership is likely to lead to greater benefits.
Yet, one has to keep in mind the fact that although a large number of firms and
universities report some form of interaction, significant collaboration between
companies and universities is highly confined to a small number of universities and
large companies. A group of only seven universities in a population of hundred,
received one third of the total UK industrial research investments in 1992/93.

From the case studies we find a list of factors that motivate university-industry
collaborations.

1. High quality research and training
2. An emphasis on multidisciplinary culture and organisation with mutual financial and
intellectual gearing.
3. Perceived skills of leading academics and training graduates in working with time
scales and multidisciplinary teams which is an aid to future recruitments.
4. Extensive network for contacts with continuity and staff interchange at all levels.
5. Government (European, DTI, Research Council) sponsored schemes

The main requirement of companies engaged in collaborative research with universities
is relevant long term research of high quality and employable graduates. In recent years
their priority has switched from training to research. The case studies by Dr. Martin
suggest that companies have increased their support to collaborative research with
universities over the years but reduced the number of universities and groups they
support. Greater emphasis is also being put on defining technology requirements
carefully, either by mini-foresight activity or rigorous business process analysis.
Overall, industrial requirements on universities tend to be more stringent than those of
research councils. Companies are looking for multidisciplinary approaches to training
and research, and personal characteristics among academics that engender mutual
trust, such as teamwork and the recognitions of time scales.

This approach can give rise to cultural changes on both sides of the partnership and so
flexibility is also important. Staff  interchange is one of the keys to developing
partnerships, not only through visiting professorships and mixed research teams, but
also through respected academics sitting on boards and advisory bodies of companies.
It is generally held that more needs to be done to encourage this, particularly at senior
academic level.  From the industry standpoint, there is a need for less bureaucracy,
more staff interchange, more focused information from research bodies about the
strength of university research and training and a clear statement from government
about the roles of the research base with regard to benefits to the UK industry.



III.2.3. The intensity and technological specialisation of co-publication between
university and industry

The analysis by SPRU of the British science base not only show how much institutions
publish, but also how much institutions co-operate to produce papers (SPRU: The
changing shape of British science, 1995).

Research collaboration occurs when more than one person contributes to a piece of
research. In general, contributors become authors, thus collaboration is indicated by a
multiply authored paper. The statistics on collaboration in the analysis refers, however,
only to collaborations in which authors from two or more institutions work together.
The papers are “whole-counted”, meaning that the figures reported for a sector are
based on counts of papers that list an address from at least one institution in that
sector, thus represent a sectoral participation.  In tables produced by whole-counting,
all papers are counted once in the national total, but papers that involve a collaboration
between sectors are included in two or more sectoral counts. For example, a paper that
lists a university address and a company address contributes one to the national total,
one to the university total and one to the company total.

With four out of ten papers produced co-operatively between institutions, collaborative
research forms an appreciable fraction of UK published research. In 1991, 41% of UK
papers involved some type of collaboration between authors in different institutions.
Over the decade in almost all sectors, non-collaborative papers have either declined or
remained at the same level, while collaborative papers increased. The number of UK
papers increased by 6% over the decade, whereas the number of collaborative papers
increased by 61%. The increases in collaboration suggests that the competencies, skills
and material resources needed to produce advanced knowledge are growing steadily
over time. As a consequence as well as a prerequisite, networking and communication
in the scientific community is increasing.
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Intra-sectoral collaboration, i.e. between institutions in the same sector, increased by
65% over the decade to 10% of UK papers 1991. It is most important to hospitals and
Medical Institutes, presumably due to multi-centre clinic trials. The rate of intra-
sectoral collaboration is however low in other sectors for many reasons. Given the
breadth of university’s research profile, an academic researcher probably can find
complementary expertise in another department in the same university and may not
need to consult external academic expertise. Firms may have difficulties in
collaborating on published research for competition reasons.

Inter-sectoral collaboration, i.e. between institutions in different sectors, increased by
75%  to 16% in 1991. The rate is virtually related to the size of the sector, the largest
sectors -universities- having the lowest rate of inter-sectoral collaboration and the
smallest sector -“other”- having the largest rate. Generally, inter-collaboration
represent 30-40% of sector’s papers. In 1991, 45% of the industry papers were
produced in collaboration with a laboratory in another sector. That is a raise with 77%
over the decade from 28% in 1981.

International collaboration, i.e. with institutions outside the UK, accelerated over the
decade, from a yearly increase of 4% in the beginning to 11% per year in the end. In
1991, 23% of UK papers were internationally collaborative. All sectors published at
least 50% more internationally collaborative papers in 1991 than in 1981. The average
rate in 1991 across all the sectors was 21%. The collaborations are most important to
research councils and non-profit laboratories, accounting for about 30% of their papers
in 1991 and least for hospitals and industry, accounting for about 10% and 15%
respective. The rates for universities were 25% for university and 20% for government.

Collaboration has also increased over the decade across scientific fields. The rate is
highest in physical sciences: more than 40% of papers in inter-field natural, physics and
earth science were produced jointly between two or more institutions. Collaboration is
lowest in the applied science and agriculture. This pattern is particularly  pronounced
in international collaboration which is noticeably higher in inter-field natural, physics,
earth science and mathematics than the other fields. Inter-sectoral collaboration is
rather different, being highest in medicine, inter-field life and agriculture and lowest by
far in mathematics. Intra-sectoral collaboration follows the overall pattern except it is
highest in medicine, corresponding to the high rate of collaboration among hospitals
and among Medical Institutes mentioned earlier.



Analysing collaboration

The UK science base comprises the institutions producing public scientific and
technical research. Research produced by the science base is seen by policy makers to
have the potential to enhance UK economic performance. In order to realise this
potential, the government would like to strengthen interactions between industry and
both universities and research councils, and between government laboratories and users
of their research (OST: Realising our potential: A strategy for Science, Engineering
and Technology, 1993). Bringing researchers and innovators together helps to make
those working in the science base more aware of the issues confronting industry. Vice
versa, it makes the industry more aware of the skills and knowledge the science base
can offer in solving complex problems. It also produces research of direct commercial
importance and aids recruitment. Providing trained people is one of the main
contributions the science base makes to industry (Pavitt K: Public policies for Basic
Research, 1995).

The SPRU analysis of patterns of collaborative research stresses the importance of
asymmetry in sectoral relationships. The value each sector pays to collaboration with
another sector varies given the perspective and the character of each sector. For
example, how important are collaborations between university and industry to the
production of basic knowledge? The answer depends on which perspective one applies.
From the perspective of publishing by industry, the answer is that they are quite
important, one out of every four papers produced by industry is produced in
collaboration with a university. The universities are the most frequent counterpart in
collaborations with the industry. From the perspective of universities, industry is less
important, only one out of thirty papers is produced in collaboration with it.
Universities collaborate most frequently with themselves and with hospitals. However,
from the perspective of industrial R&D, such links are again less important as
published output reports a quite small part of a company’s whole R&D effort.

Averaging across sectors, we find that in 1991 more than half of them were involved in
some type of institutional collaboration. The two sectors producing less than 50% of
their papers collaboratively were universities (46%) and hospitals (48%). Both sectors
have, however, a large output of intra-sectoral collaboration.

Figure III.2.3 shows that every sector collaborates with every other sector. The
collaborating sectors are ordered on the x-axis according to the number of papers they
publish. The pattern suggests that the number of collaborative papers is related to the
publishing size of the collaborating sectors. A regression analysis actually reveals a
linear relationship between the frequencies of collaborations and the publishing size of
the sector for all sectors except for the case of Medical Institutes. This sector
collaborates surprisingly little with universities.



Figure III.2.3 Number of intra- and inter-sectoral collaborations 1981-1991

Sector With sector
Un. Ho. RC In. MI Go. NP Po. Ot.

University 13935 13603 8416 6919 1791 2958 1347 1851 2049
Hospital 13603 12187 2766 1439 3812 413 915 385 2095
Res. Council 8416 2766 1493 715 931 528 508 253 468
Industry 6919 1439 715 682 378 546 204 600 315
Med. Institute 1791 3812 931 378 1831 77 359 71 236
Government 2958 413 528 546 77 244 95 169 267
Non-Profit Org. 1347 915 508 204 359 95 111 67 104
Polytechnic 1851 385 253 600 71 169 67 152 131
Other 2049 2095 468 315 236 267 104 131 319
Source: SPRU: The changing shape of British Science, 1995

Evidence shows that within the British research system two sub-systems can clearly be
identified. One group comprises government, industry, polytechnics and universities
(the GIPU-group). The other focus mainly on biomedical research and comprises
hospitals, Medical Institutes, non-profit organisations and Research councils (the
HSNR group). The pattern can be interpreted in terms of user - producer relationships.
In the GIPU-group, industry - the users- are connected to sources of technical
opportunity - universities and government laboratories. The second site of application
for research is the hospitals, connected to sources of biomedical technical opportunity,
namely non-profits, Medical Institutes and also universities.

The collaborative groups roughly correspond to groups formed by clustering sectors
according to similarities of publishing profiles across the 17 scientific fields.
Universities, industry, polytechnics and government forms one group with a rather
even distribution of papers among fields. Hospitals, Medical Institutes and “others”
form one group with a clear emphasis on life sciences papers, and these mostly
medical. The third group, consisting of research councils and non-profits, publish
multi-disciplinary and some natural papers, but almost no applied research.

The analysis of sectoral collaboration strongly suggests that a biomedical innovation
system coexists with the more commonly recognised, industry-oriented system.
Unfortunately, the biomedical system is not well recognised in the research of the
national systems of innovation which mainly focuses on industrial collaboration. In the
UK, the hospitals and the Medical Institutes play an important role as users of technical
opportunity.  They are actually more substantial contributors to the science base than
are companies because of their integral role to biomedical research, which is where the
UK has its comparative advantage in research.



The changing shape of the UK research system

To summarise, the bibliometric analysis of scientific publications in the UK supports
the views that the research system is going through a period of substantial change. The
trends revealed in the study suggests that the UK research system is characterised by:

( i ) A blurring of the boundaries between pure and applied research, with more
research being application oriented.

( ii ) Growth in transdisciplinary approaches, with an increasing share of publications
being found in journals which span the boundaries of established disciplines.

( iii ) Increasing collaboration between both scientists and institutions.

( iv ) An increasing diversity of research performers which includes firms, hospitals and
other institutions.



III.3. The industrial contribution to basic research

Introduction

The industry contributes to basic research in a number of ways. Often a new idea that
see the light in an academic department is further developed in a business unit and then
used as input in further research both in the academia and the industry. An other
important way in which the industry contributes to basic research is the training firms
provide for graduates and researchers within government schemes and co-operative
projects.

However, the most common indicator on the industrial contribution to basic research is
the share of business firms in total expenditures on basic research. R&D undertaken by
business (BERD) is considered to be a fairly good guide to innovation than is gross
expenditure on basic research (GERD) since firms are more likely to concentrate
funding on work that will result in commercial exploitation in the short and medium
run.

III.3.1. Share of business firms in total expenditures on basic research

The DTI analysis of cumulative expenditures on R&D also includes an analysis of
Business Expeditures Expenditures on R&D (BERD) (The R&D Briefing, Priya Sihna
and Alan Carter, Technology and Innovation Division, DTI, 1995).

Figure III.3.1 shows that BERD has followed a similar trend to GERD in most cases
(see section I.2.1).  The growth rate of UK BERD has been identical to the growth
rate of GERD over the last decade.  However, the disparity between the UK and other
G5 countries is again obvious.  The growth rate of BERD in Japan during the 1980s
has been exceptionally fast.  Despite the existence of such differential growth rates it is
interesting to note that the level of US BERD is equivalent to that of the other G5
countries combined.

Figure III.3.1. Business Enterprise R&D by country constant (1990) prices, £ billion

1975 1981 1985 1993 1994 1975-81 1981-93

Avg. annual increase

France 4.1 5.6 6.8 9.0 - 5.4 4.1

Germany 6.2 9.6 11.8 13.9 - 7.6 3.2

UK 4.8 6.2 6.7 7.9 8.2 4.2 2.1

USA 32.9 44.2 60.6 68.0 - 5.0 3.7

Japan 7.9 12.8 19.5 29.3 - 8.4 7.2

Source: OECD



Figure III.3.2 shows that the Asian "Tigers"  and even a number of European countries
have achieved average annual growth rates over the last ten years greater than Japan,
whilst the UK lies at the foot of the table of 26 countries. Furthermore, not only do the
growth rates of the Asian Tigers exceed that of the UK but South Korea also has a
higher BERD/GDP ratio than the UK. This raises concern over the position of the UK
especially if current average annual growth rates continue.

Figure III.3.2. International Growth in Business R&D
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Figure III.3.3 illustrates that when BERD is expressed as a proportion of GDP the
UK's performance is almost on a par with France but that both of these countries are
some distance from the rest.

Figure III.3.3. Business Enterprise R&D, % of GDP
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Another way of scaling the BERD figures in order to compare them internationally is
by considering business enterprise R&D spent per worker. Figure III.3.4 shows that
when R&D per worker is considered the UK spent more than France and Japan in
1975 but this situation had been reversed by 1985.

Figure III.3.4.  Business Enterprise R&D per worker constant (1990) prices, £

1975 1981 1985 1993 1975-81 1981-93

Avg. annual increase

France 179.42 237.22 283.44 356.95 4.76 3.46

Germany 230.49 338.07 408.29 359.21 6.59 0.51

UK 188.58 232.31 242.39 281.61 3.54 1.62

USA 344.43 400.36 517.58 525.10 2.54 2.29

Japan 147.99 223.43 327.33 416.59 7.11 5.33

Source: OECD



Figure III.3.5. Business Enterprise R&D per worker constant (1990) prices, £
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UK and international comparisons of sources of funds for BERD;

Figure III.3.6 shows the extent to which the business sector is itself funding R&D
rather than relying on government. In the UK, the government  has reduced its relative
commitment, from financing a third of business enterprise R&D in the early 1980s to
under 15% by 1993. Both domestic and overseas industry have increased their relative
commitment to make up the shortfall. Funding of R&D in UK businesses by the EU
Commission through its schemes to support R&D in the EU amounted to £104 million
in 1993 i.e. 1% of total BERD.

Figure III.3.6 UK BERD by source of funds 1975-93, % of total BERD
1975 1981 1993 1994

Government 31 30 13 12
Overseas 6 9 15 16
Other (mainly own) 63 61 72 72

100 100 100 100
Source: CSO

International comparisons of industry-funded BERD;

Figure III.3.7 shows the levels of industry-funded BERD over time for the G5
countries. The rate of growth in the UK has been lower than in other G5 countries and
by 1993 the level of UK industry-funded BERD is below that in the other four
countries.  Again the rate of growth in Japan, particularly in the last ten years, has been
impressive.  However, these figures may be misleading to the extent that businesses in
countries like the UK will conduct a larger proportion of their R&D overseas than
companies in Japan and the USA



Figure III.3.7.  Industry-Funded BERD, constant (1990) prices, £ billion

1975 1981 1985 1993 1975-81 1981-93

Avg. annual increase

France 2.6 3.8 4.7 6.3 6.4 4.2

Germany 5.0 7.8 9.8 12.2 7.8 3.8

UK 3.1 3.8 4.4 5.7 3.2 3.5

USA 21.1 30.2 41.1 54.6 6.2 5.1

Japan 7.6 12.5 19.1 28.8 8.6 7.2

Source: OECD

Once the figures for industry funded BERD are shown as a proportion of GDP it is
clear that the UK's position is very similar to that of France but both these countries
lag some way behind the others particularly Japan and Germany.

Figure III.3.8.  Industry-Funded Business Enterprise R&D, % of GDP

1975 1981 1985 1992

France 0.92 0.79 0.92 1.05

Germany 1.44 1.39 1.65 1.48

UK 1.05 0.91 0.95 1.02

USA 1.31 1.17 1.42 1.63

Japan 0.11 1.38 1.81 2.03

Source: OECD



UK BERD performance across regions

Figure III.3.9 shows the main location of R&D performed within businesses which
enables the regional analyses of BERD.

Figure III.3.9. Regional Breakdown of BERD in 1994

Expenditure, £ million Employment FTE

South West 632 12
West Midlands 659 14
North 228 4
Yorkshire and Humberside 317 7
East Midlands 703 13
East Anglia 476 12
North West 1313 22
South East 4749 68
Total England 9077 152

Wales 130 2
Scotland 283 5
Northern Ireland 58 1

UK Total 9529 161
Source: CSO



UK BERD performance across industrial sectors

Figure III.3.10shows that within the UK there are large differences between sectors.
R&D spending is concentrated in three sectors.  It has grown significantly in chemicals
(mainly pharmaceuticals).  Aerospace has retained its importance although spending
has declined slightly in recent years.  Some medium and low technology sectors have
seen falls in spending since 1981.

Figure III.3.10. UK Business Expenditure on R&D by broad product group constant
(1990) prices, £ million
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UK BERD distribution by size of firm

As an alternative to looking at R&D expenditure by sector one can also consider the
distribution of R&D expenditure across firms.  In practice, a relatively small number of
enterprises account for the majority of recorded R&D expenditure in the UK Figure
III.3.11 shows that the first 15 firms account for over half recorded R&D employment
and expenditure and four-fifths of government's funds for R&D. Unfortunately we only
have data relating to 1989 since that was when the last large survey was carried out
which collected this information. It needs to be borne in mind that most government
funding of BERD is defence related, going mostly to firms in the electronic and
aerospace sectors. Only 5% of civil BERD was financed by government in 1992.



Figure III.3.11. 100 Enterprises with the greatest expenditures on intra-mural
industrial R&D, 1989

       R&D
  Employment

    Intramural
Expenditure on
R&D

 Government
funds for R&D

Total 176,500 £7.6 billion £1.25 billion
Enterprises with largest
expenditure on R&D as a
% of total
First  5 32.6 32.3 63.9
First  10 45.6 46.3 76.1
First  15 53.0 55.9 83.0
First  20 59.7 61.6 84.1
First  50 73.0 76.5 94.0
First  100 82.1 85.6 95.5
Source: CSO

The above figures give the impression that SMEs are unimportant.  This is far from
the truth although few small firms carry out basic research or research with long
gestation periods to commercial exploitation.  Although small firms have a higher
innovation rate than large companies, the latter have more impact because they are
bigger.  However, small firms still play an important role in R&D aimed at new
products and processes.  In addition, small high technology firms, which may be spin-
offs from larger firms or be formed by independent researchers, play an important
role in the emergence of new technologies.  It is also important to remember that
although R&D expenditure figures are readily available and widely used that
research and development is not the only source of new technological information
leading to innovation.

Small firms are playing an increasingly important role in the innovation process.
Evidence from the SPRU  innovation database indicates that of 4400 significant
innovations1 made by British firms between 1945 and 1983, 37% came from firms
employing less than 500 and 23% from firms employing less than 100.

________________________
1 "significant" innovations were those deemed to be technically important and commercially
successful.



III.4. Technology diffusion through flows of embodied R&D and market

distribution of patented knowledge

Introduction

The commercial exploitation of technology is an important mechanism of technology
diffusion within the National Innovation System. Evidence from the UK suggests that
whilst we do well in some high technology areas, there exists a large number of under
performing firms in low and medium technology sectors. However, international
comparisons of technology exploitation are difficult to make for a number of reasons.
It is difficult to be sure that like is being compared with like e.g. robots can perform
either very simple or very advanced tasks. The exploitation of technology may vary
between countries because of the skill levels of the labour force or the organisational
structure of firms. Companies may not always choose to exploit the technology they
have developed but may license production to other companies.

III.4.1. Diffusion rate of new products and processes

The evidence available to us using proxy measures of technological exploitation such
as that on skills and productivity levels and other available anecdotal evidence suggests
that the UK is not very good at  technology diffusion (evidence from "Innovating for
failure" - John Kay).  However, innovation surveys and some other measures are
increasingly being used to try and measure more precisely the extent to which the latest
technology is being diffused.  The recent IBM/LBS benchmark survey of British
manufacturing industry found that only two percent of companies could be termed
world class in terms of practice and performance over a range of areas including the
use of innovative production technology.  A 1992 study of UK manufacturing firms by
Coopers and Lybrand found that 37 percent of companies had introduced no
significant process technology including robots or flexible manufacturing systems since
1989.  Furthermore, they found that a third of firms planned no introduction of such
technology until at least 1995.  However, the existing hard evidence consists of the
following measures.

Figure III.4.1 show that where the UK was not involved in pioneering the new
technology it was amongst the slowest to adopt the latest techniques. Figure III.4.2
shows that the UK was the quickest to achieve a 20% share of output from the basic
oxygen process but was much slower to reach 50% than other competitor countries.
The UK was also slow to exploit numerically controlled machine tools despite being
amongst the pioneers of this technology.



Figure III.4.1 Time lag in the introduction of new technology
Case Example Time lag of introduction (years

after pioneer)

UK  France  Germany  Japan  USA
Large capital investment,

UK pioneer

Float glass  0          2              7           n/a       0

Large capital investment,

UK not pioneer

Basic oxygen process

Continuous casting

 8          4              5             2        8

 8          8              2             6       10

Incremental investment,

UK among pioneers

Numerically controlled

machine tools

 0          2              7             n/a      0

Incremental investment,

UK not pioneer

Shuttleless looms  4          0              1             n/a     n/a

Source: Ray (1984)

Figure III.4.2 Extent to which innovation is taken up

Case Example % Time to produce % (years)

UK  France  Germany  Japan  USA

Large capital investment

UK not pioneer

Basic oxygen process

(% of output)

Continuous casting

(% of output)

20

50

10

20

  5        12             8            7

15        17           13          10        11

16        14           16            8        n/a

20        17           19           n/a       18

Incremental investment

UK among pioneers

Numerically controlled

machine tools (year in

which 10% of output)

1978      -          1977      1971    1970

Incremental investment,

UK not pioneer

Shuttleless looms

(% of stock of looms)

10

20

17        21           n/a          n/a        n/a

21        24           n/a          n/a        n/a

Further evidence comes from a study of the use of electronics in the UK, France and
Germany in 1983 which found, using a number of measures, that the UK was ahead of
France but behind Germany. International comparisons of the diffusion of robots
suggest that they did not spread particularly rapidly in the UK in the late 1970s but that
diffusion sped up after 1980. However, whilst the UK's adoption rate for robots
approached that of competitor countries in the period 1980-83  it has since fallen
behind. Figure III.4.3 shows that the UK lags significantly behind the other G5 nations
in terms of robots in manufacturing per 10,000 employees.





Figure III.4.3 Robot stocks by country

1980 1988 Robots per 10 000 employees in
manufacturing

1988

UK 371 4303 9
France 580 8026 18
West Germany 1255 17700 26
Japan 5500 129000 122
USA 4500 32600 19
Source: OECD "Government Policies and the Diffusion of Microelectronics", 1989

The above examples are an attempt to provide international comparisons of the
commercial exploitation of technology but no perfect overall measure exists.  The
level of productivity is sometimes used as an imperfect and indirect measure of
technology exploitation. Figure III.4.4 shows that the UK's level of productivity is
below that of major competitors even after ten years of superior productivity growth.
Evidence from the National Institute suggests that whilst the UK has a relatively young
capital stock, this does not always incorporate the latest technology.  It has also been
argued that this inferior exploitation of technology can be partly explained by the UK's
ill-educated and poorly trained workforce.

Figure III.4.4 Manufacturing output per hour worked (industry of origin basis)
Year France Germany Japan USA
1960 81 105 - 242
1973 113 133 125 220
1979 142 162 - 226
1988 126 137 175 207
Source: Crafts (1991)

Figure III.4.5 shows the results of some work by the National Institute comparing the
proportions of the workforce with various levels of qualifications in the UK and
Germany. The UK has a significant proportion of the workforce with no formal
qualification.

Figure III.4.5 Qualification proportions and relative wage rates of the manufacturing
workforce, 1987

Qualification proportions Relative wage rates
UK Germany UK Germany

Higher level 6.7 6.0 1.75 2.22
Upper intermediates 4.4 8.2 1.35 1.17
Lower intermediates 26.3 56.4 1.17 1.18
No. qualifications 62.6 29.4 1.00 1.00
Source: O'Mahony, National Institute Economic Review, 1992



Overall, the limited evidence on exploitation suggests that the UK performs relatively
poorly, especially in terms of adopting robots and numerically controlled tools. A study
by New and Myers* suggests that the inability to derive benefits from advanced
manufacturing technology has made some British managers tentative about further
investment in new production technology, thereby exacerbating the problem.

The Role of Small Firms in the Innovation Process

Many small firms are highly innovative but this information fails to be picked up
adequately in the official R&D expenditure figures.  This is partly because the figures
for small companies have to be grossed up from the survey returns of larger firms and
partly because small firms tend to be innovative without spending large sums on formal
R&D.  To gauge the effect of small firms it is necessary to look at the limited amount
of research which uses direct measures of innovative output.  The major source of
information in this area is work done at Sussex University which identified 4378 major
innovations introduced in the UK over the period 1945-83.  The proportion of these
innovations originating from small and medium sized innovating units was significant.
Figure III.4.6 suggests that a weak U-shaped relationship can be observed between
firm size and innovation with small firms responsible for a share of the innovations
which far exceeds their share of economic activity.

Figure III.4.6 Per cent of total UK innovations by size of unit, 1945-83
UK innovation unit UK ownership unit

% %
1-199 employees 23.4 17.0
200-999 employees 24.8 16.2
1000 - 9999 employees 37.1 22.9
10 000 - 49999 employees 11.0 23.0
50 000+ employees 3.7 20.9
Source: adapted from Pavitt et. al. ,1987

Furthermore, the innovative role of SMEs varies by industry. Firms of less than 1000
employees are found to be important in machinery and instruments, accounting for
more than 45% of innovations in these sectors. Firms of more than 10,000 employees,
however, account for more than 75% of all innovations in mining, food, chemicals and
electrical products. The greatest contribution by small firms is often in the most
innovative sectors, so 64% of all small firm innovations are to be found in machines,
mechanical engineering and instruments.

Whilst small firms may lack some of the material advantages of large firms such as
financial and technological resources, they may have other advantages such as
entrepreneurial dynamism, internal flexibility and a greater degree of responsiveness to
changing circumstances.

Small firms also play an important role in the dynamic growth and market diffusion of
new technologies.  In more mature industries where scale economies are important
SMEs must have an innovative edge in order to survive.  Their presence in such
markets then acts as a competitive spur to the larger companies.



However, small firms are heterogeneous in nature and technologically sophisticated
SMEs tend to be in high technology sectors, whilst a lot of SMEs in traditional sectors
lack any technological capability.  The needs of firms in this area are not as yet well
understood.

III.4.2. Diffusion of specific high-tech products and techniques

Technology transfer is the acquisition and exploitation of technology developed
elsewhere.  In order to develop and exploit new technology, firms must be able to;

• ensure the necessary feedback between the three phases of the innovation process.
This will involve the effective exchange of information both within the firm and with
suppliers and customers

• Monitor its external environment for all forms of technology and commercial
information relevant to its business and acquire such technology or information,
incorporating it into its own products, processes and systems, as necessary.

The ability of the firm to carry out these tasks will depend on the following factors;
• the in-house technological and commercial capabilities of the firm
• the internal organisation of the firm, including its ability to combine the various 

functions of the company in the innovation process
• the nature and form of the technology the firm wishes to acquire, including the 

degree to which it must be adapted before the firm can use it
• the accessibility of the various external sources of technology
• the various means and channels by which the technology can flow from one 

producer/user of technology to another.

The UK Technology Transfer System (TTS) is made up of a network of relationships
between producers and users of technology, along with the operation  of various
intermediaries who ease the flow of technology.  Intermediaries include RTOs, HEIs,
trade associations and consultants.  Their role in technology transfer is important
especially in respect of smaller firms. They monitor the relevant environment for a firm
or group of firms, thereby saving the resources needed by small firms and they may
adapt technology for particular firms or sectors so that it can be more readily used.
They also provide a ready and user friendly source of technological knowledge and
advice. The movement of individuals between organisations within the TTS is an
important part of technology transfer, as is formal and informal networking.  Defects in
the market for information mean that it is transmitted through informal networks rather
than being bought and sold formally.  It is important, therefore, for firms to employ
individuals who are sufficiently expert to be accepted as part of these networks.

Generic knowledge is generated wherever firms develop or exploit new technology.
Technological advances can help other firms acquire the associated generic knowledge
e.g. through patents and the advertising of new products and processes which thereby
provides information to rival firms.  However, generic knowledge acquired from
outside the organisation must be combined with industry specific techniques if it is to



be useful to the acquiring firm.  Significant costs are often incurred both in modifying
the technology and learning to use the technology.

The available evidence suggests that a number of weaknesses exist in the UK's
technology transfer and diffusion system.  This is due to amongst other factors:

• the lack of technical competence and knowledge of firms and their workforces
• the strategic and organisational weaknesses of firms
• the weakness of UK firms in managing the innovation process or integrating the

various functions of that process.

Whilst the evidence suggests that firms in high technology sectors do not experience
difficulties in accessing technological information in the UK, SMEs do have difficulties
obtaining the necessary commercial advice to exploit technology.  Also, UK firms do
not seem well placed to access technological information from abroad, although inward
investment in the UK in a number of sectors has helped SMEs experience and absorb
at first hand new technology from abroad.  However, UK firms tend to lack the
technological and commercial expertise needed to take advantage of the opportunities
provided by firms investing from overseas.

The fragmented nature of the UK's TTS is exacerbated by gaps in the UK's industrial
base.  For SMEs the main source of new technology is the purchase of plant and
machinery but with much of this now imported it is difficult in some cases for them to
obtain the advice they need.  Imported capital equipment is also less likely to be
adapted to the needs of UK firms.  A second difficulty arises with the relatively arms-
length nature of relations between firms and customers  in the UK.  Elsewhere, large
industrial customers tend to be a major source of  advice to smaller firms and so UK
firms tend to be at a relative disadvantage compared to firms in, say,  Japan.

Firms which lack an in-house capability to monitor, acquire and adopt technology from
outside and cannot rely on suppliers and customers for advice must rely on specialist
technology transfer institutions such as consultants, RTOs, Chambers of Commerce
and TECs. However, the commercial market for consultancy to smaller and less
technologically sophisticated firms is underdeveloped in the UK, partly because small
firms are reluctant to pay for such advice. The UK's TTS also fails these firms because
there is no UK network of technology advice centres such as those in Germany.
However, the DTI is now undertaking a survey of firms to establish their need for
technological advice and the role of business support organisations and, in particular,
Business Links in meeting these needs.
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ANNEX: Innovation in Small and Medium Sized Enterprises, 1995
Survey

INTRODUCTION

1. As part of its remit to explore the forces affecting competitiveness in the UK
economy, the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) undertook, in conjunction with
the Office for National Statistics (ONS), a detailed survey of small and medium sized
enterprises to investigate their innovative activities. This is the largest survey of its kind
and the information collected is required to inform the DTI about the technology and
innovative support needs of smaller firms.  Some initial analyses of the findings from

this survey feature in the third Competitiveness White Paper (CWP3)1.  This note sets
out the survey results which underpin the information included in CWP3.  The data
tabulations underlying these and additional information on the use of outside sources of
help and the involvement of the company with government schemes can be found in
Annex B.  A more comprehensive report on the survey will be published jointly by DTI
and ONS later in the year.  Both departments acknowledge the support of participating
firms in this study.

COVERAGE2

2. The survey  covered small and medium sized enterprises in the United Kingdom
manufacturing sectors with employment between 20 and 250 staff.

RESPONSE2

3. The survey was conducted by means of a voluntary postal survey and 2081 of
4381 questionnaires  were returned giving a response rate of 47.5%.

SAMPLE DESIGN2

4. The survey was based on a stratified sample.  Enterprises were selected from
the ONS VAT based register if they had responded both to the 1989 and 1992 Annual
Census Of Production (ACOP) inquiries.  The results have been weighted to equate
the survey sample to the distribution of firms in the overall population of SMEs in the
UK.

QUALITY OF DATA

5. The results showing the innovation related activities that are presented below
can  be taken to be representative of UK Small and Medium Sized enterprises in the
manufacturing sector (Standard Industrial Classification (1980) code groups 2 to 4).

1 Competitiveness - Creating the enterprise centre in Europe, HMSO  ISSN  0-10-
133002-2



2 Further information can be found in Annex A

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

6. One area of inquiry was firms’ use and rate of introduction of  manufacturing
technologies and novel management techniques.

7.  Chart 1 shows the distribution by firm size of the frequency of introducing new
technologies into  the firm.

Chart 1
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8. Just  under half of responding companies acquire and implement new
technologies at least every three years, 25% at least annually.  13% of responding
companies never acquire nor implement new technologies.
Generally the larger the firm, the more frequently new technologies are acquired and
implemented.  Nearly two thirds of the largest firms in the survey (those with more
than 100 employees)  implemented  new technologies at least every three years
compared with just 42% of the smallest firms (20-49 employees).  16% of the smallest
firms never implement new technology.

9. Chart 2 shows the analysis by firm size of the frequency of implementing new
management techniques.



3  Chart 1 - Data in Annex B (Table 1b)

Chart 2
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10. The results are broadly comparable with the findings on technology in previous
Chart 1.  Just under half of responding companies acquire and implement new
management techniques at least every 3 years, but  12% of responding companies
never acquire nor implement new management techniques.

11. Generally the  larger firms in the survey introduce new management techniques
more frequently than smaller firms.  Nearly two thirds of the firms with more than 100
employees introduce new management techniques at least every three years compared
to 41% of the smallest firms in the survey
(20-49 employees).  14% of firms with 20-49 employees never introduce new
management techniques.

12. Firms were also asked about their current use of some generic manufacturing
technologies, and management strategies.
Chart 3 shows the proportions who apply these.



4 Chart 2 - Data in Annex B (table 2b)

13. In manufacturing technology, just under a half used Computer Aided Design, a
third used Computer Aided Manufacture, and 15% used Computer Integrated
Manufacture.

14. In terms of management approaches, nearly two thirds of companies have
adopted a formal Quality Management System or Standard, while a third use Just In
Time or similar planning systems .

Chart 3
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5 Chart 3 - Data in Annex B (table 3b)

NEW PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES

15. Chart 4 summarises results on the proportion of turnover allocated to the
introduction of new products and processes.

16. Nearly a third of firms reported spending nothing on new products and
processes. Over half of all the firms in the survey allocated up to 9% of their turnover
to the introduction of new products and processes. Generally the larger the firm, the
more likely it was that some of their turnover would be allocated to the introduction of
new products and processes.

Chart 4
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6 Chart 4 - Data in Annex B (table 4b)

EXTERNAL LINKAGES

17. The survey asked about a variety of interactions between small firms and other
economic agents for example, through membership of Business Organisations,
collaboration in R&D and  use of government support services.

18. Chart 5 shows the percentage of firms that report active or passive membership
of a number of Business Organisations.

Chart 5
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19. Most firms were involved in Trade Associations, where 31% were active
members and a further 39% were passive members.  55% were members of Chambers
of Commerce and 33% were members of Training & Enterprise Councils. Firms were
least involved with Research Associations, where only 5% were active members and
over 80% were not members at all.

20. The extent of formal collaboration with other firms and with Higher Education
Institutions (HEIs) is shown in Chart 6.
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Chart 6
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21. Collaborative activities were uncommon in small and medium sized enterprises.
Collaboration in R&D was the most frequent form of collaboration with HEIs while
the most popular form of collaboration with other firms was in joint ventures.

22. Some 7% to 8% of firms were involved in joint ventures with other firms and a
similar proportion was also involved in strategic alliances.  The extent of licensing
activity was perhaps surprisingly, very small.
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EXPECTED GROWTH

23. Firms provided information on the level of increase in turnover they were
anticipating over the forthcoming 12 months.
Chart 7 analyses the responses by firm size.

Chart 7
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Description Change in Turnover

Rapid Increase More than 30%
Increase 15% to 30%
Small Increase 5% to 15%
Slight Increase 0% to 5%
Slight Decrease 0% to -5%
Decrease More than -5%

24. Overall, the vast majority of firms (86%) expected there to be some increase in
turnover in 12 months time with 27% expecting growth over 15%.  There were no



substantial differences in optimism for growth in turnover when comparing firms by the
number of employees.

25. Firms with a smaller turnover (less than £1 million) did appear to be less
optimistic than firms with a larger turnover.

9 Chart 7 - Data in Annex B (table 7b)

26. The extent of optimism on growth can be related to the indicators of
technological progressiveness from the survey. Chart 8 shows how expected growth
correlates with the frequency of implementation of new technologies.

Chart 8
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27. Companies that introduced new technologies at least once a year were three
times as likely to forecast an increase or rapid increase in turnover than those that
never introduced new technology.

28. The more frequently a firm introduced new technology the more likely it was to
forecast turnover growth.
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ANNEX A

(Technical Annex)

COVERAGE

The survey covered small and medium sized enterprises, of single (independent ) legal
status, with employment between 20 and 250 staff, in the manufacturing sector, in the
United Kingdom.  The survey was conducted by means of a voluntary postal survey.
267 of the dispatched forms were sent to companies based in Northern Ireland which
was outside the intended scope of the survey, however it was decided to include these
in the final survey results.  Out of the 4381 questionnaires finally dispatched, 2081
forms were received, a response rate of 47.5%.

SAMPLING FRAME

The sampling frame for the innovation survey was the CSO VAT based register.  All
single (independent) enterprises who responded positively to both 1989 and 1992
Annual Census Of Production (ACOP) inquiries, with a 1992 ACOP employment
figure of less than 250 and a SIC(80) code 2-4 were selected.  4927 companies fit
these criteria and the sample was taken from these.

ANNUAL CENSUS OF PRODUCTION (ACOP)

The Annual Census of Production inquiry collects data from the manufacturing and
production sectors for output and costs, stock levels and capital expenditure.  It
supplies the government and the academic community with a broad coverage of
performance within industry.

WEIGHTED RESULTS



Weights were applied to the results of the SME survey to adjust for the sampling
fractions used in the relevant ACOP surveys.  Applying the weights makes a
considerable difference to the results.
The results given in this interim report are weighted and do not disclose any
information about individual companies.

Table of weights
Number of Employees in 1992

20-49 50-99 100+
England 8 2 1
Wales 4 2 1
Scotland 4 2 1
N Ireland 1 1 1

ANNEX B

CONTENTS

New Technologies and Management Techniques

Table 1a:  Frequency of implementing new technologies
Table 1b:  Proportion showing the frequency that new technologies are implemented
by size of firm

Table 2a:  Frequency of firms implementing new management techniques
Table 2b:  Proportion showing the frequency that firms implement new management
techniques for each size of firm

Table 3a:  Company uses of technology and management techniques
Table 3b:  Proportion of companies who use technology and management techniques

New Products and Processes

Table 4a:  Proportion of turnover allocated to new products/processes
Table 4b:  Proportion showing the amount of turnover that companies allocate to new
products/processes by size of firm
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Table 7b:  Proportion showing the expected change in turnover by size of firm

Table 8a:  Frequency of implementing new technologies and expected change in
turnover
Table 8b:  Proportion showing the expected change in turnover by the frequency with
which new technologies are implemented

Sources of Help

Table 9:  Usefulness of organisations in helping companies

Government Schemes

Table 10:  Involvement of company with government schemes
Notes
1.  In many of the tables the figures are individually rounded and may not sum to the
totals shown.
2.  Some of the totals do not sum to 5721, the total number of weighted respondents
due to the presence of non-response.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

Table 1a:  Frequency of Implementing New
Technologies

Number of Employees in 1992
Frequency 20-49 50-99 100+ Total
Once a year 738 400 270 1408
Every 3
years

734 354 235 1323

Less Often 1186 480 188 1854
Never 566 153 39 758
No
Response

221 95 62 378

Total 3445 1482 794 5721

Table 1b:  Proportion showing the frequency that New Technologies are Implemented
by size of firm

Number of Employees in 1992
Frequency 20-49 50-99 100+ Total
Once a year 21% 27% 34% 25%
Every 3
years

21% 24% 30% 23%

Less Often 34% 32% 24% 32%
Never 16% 10% 5% 13%
No 6% 6% 8% 7%



Response

Table 2a:  Frequency of firms Implementing New Management Techniques

Frequency of Number of Employees in 1992
Implementation 20-49 50-99 100+ TOTAL
Once a year 550 382 281 1213
Every 3 years 855 367 230 1452
Less Often 1333 475 189 1997
Never 486 153 33 672
No Response 221 105 61 387
TOTAL 3445 1482 794 5721

Table 2b:  Proportion showing the frequency that firms Implement New Management
Techniques by size of firm

Frequency of Number of Employees in 1992
Implementation 20-49 50-99 100+ TOTAL
Once a year 16% 26% 35% 21%
Every 3 years 25% 25% 29% 25%
Less Often 39% 32% 24% 35%
Never 14% 10% 4% 12%
No Response 6% 7% 8% 7%

Table 3a:  Company Uses of Technology and Management Techniques

Technologies or Management
Techniques

No Yes TOTAL

Computer Aided Design 3094 2275 5369
Computer Aided Manufacture 3585 1782 5367
Computer Integrated Manufacture 4533 829 5362
Electronic Data Interchange 4058 1301 5359
Just in Time or Similar Planning System 3665 1697 5362
Quality Management System or
Standard

2028 3342 5370

Table 3b:  Proportion of companies who use Technology and Management Techniques

Technologies or Management
Techniques

Yes

Computer Aided Design 42%
Computer Aided Manufacture 33%
Computer Integrated Manufacture 15%



Electronic Data Interchange 24%
Just in Time or Similar Planning System 32%
Quality Management System or
Standard

62%

NEW PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES

Table 4a:  Proportion of Turnover allocated to New Products/Processes

% of
Turnover

Number of Employees in 1992

Allocated 20-49 50-99 100+ TOTAL
None 1217 370 135 1722
Less than 5% 1227 643 404 2274
5%-9% 422 209 123 754
10% & over 338 136 64 538
No Response 241 124 68 433
TOTAL 3445 1482 794 5721

Table 4b:  Proportion showing the amount of turnover that companies allocate to New
Products/Processes by size of firm

% of
Turnover

Number of Employees in 1992

Allocated 20-49 50-99 100+ TOTAL
None 35% 25% 17% 30%
Less than 5% 36% 43% 51% 40%
5%-9% 12% 14% 15% 13%
10% & over 10% 9% 8% 9%
No Response 7% 8% 9% 8%

EXTERNAL LINKAGES

Table 5a:  Membership of external organisations

Active PassiveNot a Member TOTAL
Trade Associations 1607 2057 1584 5248
Chambers of Commerce 463 2385 2366 5214
Training & Enterprise 514 1200 3424 5138



Council
Research Association 233 608 4287 5128

Table 5b:  Proportion of Membership of external organisations

Active PassiveNot a Member
Trade Associations 31% 39% 30%
Chambers of Commerce 9% 46% 45%
Training & Enterprise
Council

10% 23% 67%

Research Association 5% 12% 84%

Table 6a:  Collaborative Activities

Collaborative Activities Firms HEIs TOTAL
Joint Ventures 430 115 545
Strategic  Alliances 399 85 484
Licensing (Inwards or
Outwards)

340 27 367

R&D 410 371 781
Other 69 60 129
TOTAL 1648 658 2306

Table 6b:  Proportion of companies participating in Collaborative Activities

Collaborative Activities Firms HEIs TOTAL
Joint Ventures 7.5% 2.0% 9.5%
Strategic  Alliances 7.0% 1.5% 8.5%
Licensing (Inwards or
Outwards)

5.9% 0.5% 6.4%

R&D 7.2% 6.5% 13.7%
Other 1.2% 1.0% 2.3%
TOTAL 28.8% 11.5% 40.3%

(Total number of firms is taken to be 5721)

EXPECTED GROWTH



Table 7a:  Expected Change in Turnover

Expected
Turnover

Number of Employees in 1992

Change 20-49 50-99 100+ TOTAL
Rapid Increase 247 62 37 346
Increase 683 348 187 1218
Small Increase 1140 528 307 1975
Slight Increase 842 356 159 1357
Slight Decrease 182 51 35 268
Decrease 130 36 12 178
No Response 221 101 57 379
TOTAL 3445 1482 794 5721

Table 7b:  Proportion showing the Expected Change in Turnover by the size of firm

Expected
Turnover

Number of Employees in 1992

Change 20-49 50-99 100+ TOTAL
Rapid Increase 7% 4% 5% 6%
Increase 20% 23% 24% 21%
Small Increase 33% 36% 39% 35%
Slight Increase 24% 24% 20% 24%
Slight Decrease 5% 3% 4% 5%
Decrease 4% 2% 2% 3%
No Response 6% 7% 7% 7%

Table 8a:  Frequency of Implementing New Technologies and Expected Change in
Turnover

Frequency of Expected Change in Turnover
New Rapid IncreaseSmall Slight Slight Decrease No TOTAL
Technologies Increase Increase Increase Decrease response
Once a year 154 479 440 265 49 19 2 1408
Every 3 years 63 299 620 258 33 48 2 1323
Less Often 84 364 662 549 120 58 17 1854
Never 37 71 242 281 66 53 8 758
No Response 8 5 11 4 0 0 350 378
TOTAL 346 1218 1975 1357 268 178 379 5721

Table 8b:  Proportion showing the Expected Change in Turnover by the Frequency with which
New Technologies are Implemented
Frequency of Expected Change in Turnover
New Rapid IncreaseSmall Slight Slight Decrease
Technologies Increase Increase Increase Decrease
Once a year 11% 34% 31% 19% 3% 1%



Every 3 years 5% 23% 47% 20% 2% 4%
Less Often 5% 20% 36% 30% 6% 3%
Never 5% 9% 32% 37% 9% 7%
No Response 2% 1% 3% 1% 0% 0%
TOTAL 6% 21% 35% 24% 5% 3%

SOURCES OF HELP

Table 9:  Usefulness of Organisations in helping companies
Very

Useful
Useful No Use Never

Used
TOTAL

Higher
Education
Institutes

296 1315 978 2738 5327

Trade
Associations

794 2418 753 1370 5335

Research
Associations

271 1196 922 2938 5327

TECs/LECs 350 1445 892 2640 5327
Chambers of
Commerce

311 2079 980 1957 5327

Consultants 479 2137 1232 1479 5327
Government
Departments

217 1736 1382 1992 5327

Suppliers 1741 2983 282 321 5327
Customers 2400 2370 261 296 5327
Competitors 327 2348 1371 1281 5327
Business Link 108 560 953 3706 5327
Business Clubs 54 303 952 4018 5327

GOVERNMENT SCHEMES

Table 10:  Involvement of Company with Government Schemes

Obtained
Information

Attended
events

Received Advice
or support

Consultancy Advice 1944 701 2125
Business Link 861 367 259
Advanced Manufacturing Technology 675 428 231
MPI 485 294 151
Technical Action Line 99 42 45
Technology Transfer Programs 213 89 49
Regional Technology Centres 248 155 75
Overseas visits 497 539 356
Overseas information services 878 266 429
DTI Research Agencies 774 267 440



Patent & Design Rights Advice &
Searches

497 81 371

SMART 242 83 83
SPUR 205 61 117
Regional Innovation Grants 570 129 300
Collaborative Research programs 127 36 76
CARAD 31 1 4
Regional Selective Assistance 498 128 643
Managing into the 90s 429 249 101
EUREKA 172 41 37
LINK 160 58 78


